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Abstract
This thesis is focused on temporal information processing, which is a
task framed in the field of natural language processing. The aim of this task
is to obtain the temporal location and ordering of the events expressed in
text or discourse, which requires the automatic interpretation of temporal
expressions, events, and the temporal relations between them.
The majority of current approaches are based on morphosyntactic knowledge. However, temporal entities are often ambiguous at that language
analysis level.
Our hypothesis is that the linguistic expression of time is a semantic
phenomenon and therefore, to achieve a better extraction performance, temporal information must be processed using semantics.
To prove this hypothesis, we present a semantic approach to temporal
information processing: TIPSem. This is an automated system that includes
features based on lexical semantics, semantic roles, and temporal semantics,
in addition to morphosyntactic features.
TIPSem has been empirically evaluated through the participation in
the TempEval-2 international evaluation exercise and subsequent experiments based on this test. The results obtained firmly support the presented
hypothesis and their analysis demonstrates that semantic features aid in
handling morphosyntactic ambiguity and favour generalization capabilities.
These conclusions have been reached for different languages (i.e., English,
Spanish, Italian, and Chinese), which supports the defended hypothesis at
a multilingual level. Finally, as compared with the state of the art, TIPSem
obtains a very competitive performance level and introduces a remarkable
improvement in event processing.
TIPSem has been applied to the problem of graphical representation
of temporal information. We have developed a dynamic interface which
brings users time-based access to information: Time-Surfer. The results
obtained through a user-oriented evaluation of this interface demonstrate
that TIPSem’s performance is also satisfactory from an extrinsic standpoint.

Resumen
Esta tesis se centra en el procesamiento de la información temporal,
que es una tarea enmarcada en el campo del procesamiento del lenguaje
natural. El objetivo de esta tarea es obtener la representación y ordenación
temporal de los eventos expresados en el texto o discurso, lo cual requiere la
interpretación automática de las expresiones temporales, los eventos, y sus
relaciones temporales.
La mayorı́a de las aproximaciones actuales están basadas en información morfosintáctica. Sin embargo, las entidades temporales son, a menudo,
ambiguas a ese nivel de análisis lingüı́stico.
Nuestra hipótesis es que la expresión lingüı́stica del tiempo es un fenómeno
semántico y por lo tanto, para obtener un mejor rendimiento, la información
temporal debe ser procesada usando también información semántica.
Para probar esta hipótesis, presentamos una aproximación semántica al
procesamiento de la información temporal: TIPSem. Se trata de un sistema
automático que incluye caracterı́sticas basadas en semántica léxica, roles
semánticos, y semántica temporal, además de en morfosintaxis.
TIPSem ha sido evaluado a través de la participación en el ejercicio internacional de evaluación TempEval-2. Los resultados obtenidos avalan la
hipótesis presentada y el análisis de los mismos demuestra que las caracterı́sticas semánticas favorecen las capacidades de generalización del modelo
y ayudan a manejar la ambigüedad morfosintáctica. Estas colusiones se han
alcanzado para diferentes lenguas (i.e., inglés, castellano, italiano, y chino),
lo que avala la hipótesis a nivel multilingüe. Finalmente, en comparación con
el estado de la cuestión, TIPSem ofrece un rendimiento muy competitivo e
introduce una mejora notable en el procesamiento de eventos.
Además, TIPSem ha sido aplicado al problema de la representación gráfica de la información temporal. Se ha desarrollado una interfaz dinámica que
ofrece a los usuarios un acceso a la información basado en el tiempo: TimeSurfer. Los resultados obtenidos mediante una evaluación orientada al usuario de esta interfaz demuestran que el rendimiento de TIPSem es también
satisfactorio desde un punto de vista extrı́nseco.
Puede consultar la resumida en castellano de esta tesis en el apéndice E.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The huge amount of digitalized information and its wide diffusion through
the Internet has named the present era as the “Information Society” (Beniger, 1986). However, the amount of information has surpassed human
tractable limits. In this context, the challenge is improving or automatizing
the information access, search, and management to take advantage from this
valuable knowledge source.
Currently, computers can only process structured or semistructured information where the meaning is explicitly encoded, like in a database or
an XML file. However, at this moment, most of the available information
is unstructured, mainly natural language text. The challenge is, therefore,
enabling computers on the processing of natural language information, converting it into structured information.
This issue is addressed from the artificial intelligence research area, and
more specifically from the natural language processing (NLP) area. Within
NLP, this thesis tackles the computational processing of the temporal information expressed in natural language. This task implies the anchoring and
ordering of the events in time, which requires the automatic conversion of
temporal expressions, events, and their relations into structured information
for its further use in more complex applications.
Figure 1.1 illustrates the motivation for temporal information processing.
This figure shows a text talking about movie releases, which represents a set
of events located in time. In this context, the aim is to obtain a structured
representation that relates the films with their release dates.
1
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Figure 1.1: Temporal information processing scenario

The complexity of the task lies in the ambiguity of natural language.
The events, time references, and their relations are sometimes explicit like
in “Brave Heart was released in 1995”, but not always. They may be implicit like in “blockbuster” and “two years after”. Or even some temporal
information can be underspecified like in “Gladiator”, whose release date is
elided and only relative ordering “after The Matrix” is possible.
As it can be seen, the complexity of the task ranges from simple pattern
recognition (i.e., [movie] [released in] [date]) to natural language comprehension to infer, for example, that “blockbuster” implies a movie release and
“two years after” refers to Titanic release-date + 2 years.
The importance and the recent research interest in temporal information processing falls on the advantage that many NLP applications take of
considering temporal information (Mani et al., 2005; Schilder et al., 2007;
Verhagen et al., 2010). For example, question answering systems require
temporal reasoning for answering complex temporal questions such as “Who
was the president of US ten years ago? ” and “What happened to world oil
prices after the Iraqi annexation of Kuwait? ” (Pustejovsky, 2002; Saquete
et al., 2009). In text summarization, the ability to allocate events in time
aids in obtaining better summaries when these have to be focused on a
particular time period, or on specific events (Daniel et al., 2003). In information retrieval and visualization, the value of the temporal dimension has
been underlined in research (Alonso et al., 2007a, 2010; Verhagen, 2007)
2

and in real applications (e.g., Google Timeline, Yahoo Time-Explorer).
The success of the applications mentioned above directly depends on
the efficacy of the temporal information processing approach employed. A
wrong temporal processing prevents the final application to obtain the correct temporal interpretation of the text as shown in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: The need of semantics in temporal information processing
Semantics are required to correctly interpret the temporal information
expressed in natural language. Example (1) shows some sentences whose
temporal component is ambiguous at lower language analysis levels.
(1) a. April is watching her favorite news program, Last Week.
b. The number of control towers increased from 1995 to 2000 towers.
c. Currently, they control the situation that was chaotic from 1995 to 2000.
d. A UN weapons inspection team resumed work.
e. There was an inspection in our department.
f. There are opportunities to work abroad.
g. I went back home two hours ago, after finishing my research.
h. I went back home two hours ago, and now I’m finishing my research.

Although “April” and “last week” are normally temporal expressions,
they do not play a temporal role in (1a) but represent a female name and
the name of a news program instead. Sentences (1b) and (1c) show many
morphosyntactic similarities, nevertheless, “1995” and “2000” are only temporal expressions in (1c), and also the word “control” is only an event in
(1c). In sentence (1d), “work” is an event and “inspection” is not. However,
in (1e), “inspection” is an event, and in (1f) “work” is not. Regarding temporal relations, in (1g), “finishing” event happens after “going” even though
“going” has a past tense which normally indicates precedence like in (1h).
In these cases, the knowledge about the semantics of the words and
their relations at predicate level is crucial to determine which words denote
temporal expressions or events, and also which kind of temporal relations
3
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these present. This is precisely our motivation for applying semantics, in
addition to morphosyntax, to temporal information processing.
Our hypothesis is that with semantics the performance of current approaches can be improved. We pose that models built using semantics should
be more general than those based only on morphosyntactic elements due to
the abstraction level that semantic information supposes over simple tokens
or part-of-speech (PoS) tags; and should also handle morphosyntactic ambiguity. Furthermore, the contribution of semantics should be comparable
in different languages since it is a high language analysis level.

1.1.

Objectives

The hypothesis above has been taken as basis to define the aims for this
thesis. The specific objectives and the courses of action proposed to achieve
them are listed below.
Defining a proposal: We propose to define and implement a model
and a methodology for applying semantics to temporal information
processing in different languages. For this purpose, we will carry out
a study of different types of semantics focusing on the benefits these
may offer in the task. Taking this study as basis, we will define and
implement a semantic approach to temporal information processing in
English (TIPSem), which will include semantic features, in addition
to morphosyntactic features. Finally, this approach will be extended
to Spanish, Italian and Chinese.
Evaluating the proposal: We propose an intrinsic evaluation of the
proposal to empirically measure the influence of the semantic features
in temporal information processing task for different languages. For
this purpose, a baseline based only on morphosyntactic features will be
developed (TIPSem-B), and will be evaluated together with TIPSem
in the TempEval-21 international evaluation exercise, which favours
the replicability of the experiments and allows other researchers to
compare further approaches with ours. Furthermore, the results will be
analyzed focusing on the contribution of the different semantic features
independently and in combination. Finally, the evaluation will be
extended to Spanish, Italian, and Chinese to analyze the advantages
of the semantic features and their language independence degree in a
multilingual environment.
1
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1.2. THESIS STRUCTURE
Applying and evaluating the proposal extrinsically: We propose an extrinsic evaluation of the proposal through its application.
For this purpose, we will develop a time-based graphical interface
(Time-Surfer), in which TIPSem will be applied as a fundamental
piece of the process; and we will perform a user-oriented evaluation of
this interface to extrinsically assess TIPSem performance.

1.2.

Thesis Structure

The present thesis is structured as follows.
Chapter 2 comprises the related work relevant to this thesis. This
includes the temporal information processing background and the review of current approaches. Furthermore, it analyzes the semantic
resources that are applied in this thesis.
Chapter 3 describes our semantic approach to temporal information
processing: TIPSem. This chapter explains each part of the system
architecture focusing on the semantic features that have been defined.
Chapter 4 includes the evaluation of the proposal over the TempEval2 dataset for English. The results obtained by our semantic approach
are compared with a morphosyntactic baseline and state-of-the-art
approaches analyzing the advantages introduced by the semantic features. Moreover, a multilingual evaluation is included and the contribution of semantics to Spanish, Italian and Chinese is analyzed.
Chapter 5 describes the application of TIPSem. We define a graphical time-based interface to the information: Time-Surfer, in which
TIPSem is used as a crucial component. This chapter also includes
a user-oriented evaluation of this application, in which the results are
analyzed to extrinsically assess TIPSem’s performance.
Chapter 6 draws conclusions as well as future directions.
This PhD thesis has been supported by the Spanish Government, in
projects: TIN-2006-15265-C06-01, TIN-2009-13391-C04-01 and PROMETEO/2009/119,
where H.Llorens is funded under a FPI grant (BES-2007-16256). Within this
projects, this thesis addresses the aim of developing techniques and tools for
extracting temporal information from texts.
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Chapter 2

Related Work
As an essential part of artificial intelligence (AI), natural language processing (NLP) investigates computationally effective algorithms capable of
analyzing, understanding, and generating spoken, signed or written natural
language (Moreno et al., 1999; Allen, 1995; Jurafsky & Martin, 2000).
Temporal information processing is an NLP task which focuses on the
automatic interpretation of the temporal aspects of natural language. The
way human beings understand the world is closely linked to the perception of time. For this reason, natural languages include devices to express
time (Lyons, 1968), such as tense, aspect and modality (e.g., future, past
perfect), temporal adverbials and phrases (e.g., yesterday, October), specific
prepositions and conjunctions (e.g., before, when), etc1 . Using these devices,
we can express things that happen (events), their temporal properties, and
their anchoring to time references. This makes it possible to recreate in the
receptor’s mind a temporal view of what is expressed. Example (2) shows a
text where the temporal component is important.
(2) He arrived to the party at 8 p.m.
However, she had already left.
He went back home, after talking with some friends.

From these sentences, a reader can recreate the following reality. There
is an event (arriving) which took place at a specific time point (8 p.m.),
and another event (leaving) which happened before with respect to the first.
These events produce state changes in their participants (he and she) for
being or not at the party. A posterior event (going) took place after a related
event (talking), and both happened after the arriving event.
1

These vary for different languages. Some languages with remarkable differences are
Chinese (Li et al., 2001), Hopi (Whorf, 1956), Nootka, and Burmese (Comrie, 1985)
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Temporal information processing automatizes the task carried out over
the previous example. This task implies the identification of the temporal
entities in natural language and the interpretation of their temporal properties. Furthermore, their relations have to be interpreted in order to locate
and order the events in time. This is a complex task which requires linguistic knowledge at all language analysis levels, including semantic, pragmatic
and discourse level.
Prior to describe how temporal information processing is currently addressed from the NLP standpoint, the background studies on time and language are introduced; secondly, we turn to the current NLP methodology
based on corpus linguistics and annotation schemes; thirdly, the state of the
art of the computational approaches is reviewed; and finally, the different
types of semantics applied in the scope of this thesis are presented.

2.1.

Background

To better understand the current approaches of temporal information
processing, it is necessary to review the background. The following subsections review the most outstanding works on time and language from three
different perspectives (Mani et al., 2005). The first subsection addresses the
core linguistic theories of tense, aspect and modality. The second subsection
reviews the temporal reasoning from an AI perspective. Finally, the third
subsection explores the works on the temporal structure of discourse.

Tense, Aspect, and Modality
The grammaticalized expression of the temporal location and the temporal properties of events is realized in language through tense, aspect and
modality (Lyons, 1981). Therefore, the study of these elements is relevant
for the further development of computational approaches to temporal information processing.
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Tense
The tense of verbs is a specific mechanism for locating in time the events
these express (Comrie, 1985; Crystal, 2003). Example (3) shows how different tenses locate an event in the past, in the present or in the future with
respect to the speech time.
(3) a. John ate. (past tense)
b. John eats. (present tense)
c. John will eat. (future tense)
Reichenbach (1947) presented a temporal model for the representation
of tenses consisting of three time points. He introduced the reference time.
Speech Time (S): Time of the linguistic utterance of the event.
Reference Time (R): The time that is being talked about.
Event Time (E): Time when the told event happens.
The tenses are represented relating these points with the operators precedes (<) and coincides (=). For example, the simple past (e.g., won)
represents a reference time anterior to the speech time in which the winning
event occurs (E = R < S). However, in the past perfect (e.g., had won),
the winning event occurs before a reference time, which is anterior to the
speech time (E < R < S). Explicit reference times are often elided but they
can be defined by expressions like “yesterday” (e.g., he won yesterday).
Reichenbach defined a set of relations between these points to represent
all the tenses. Since some Reichenbach relations were ambiguous (Comrie,
1985), an unambiguous set of relations was developed thanks to including
the follows operator (>) and presenting the relations always in S-R-E order
(Song & Cohen, 1991).
Table 2.1 illustrates the original Reichenbach’s relations, the unambiguous relations, and their mapping to English tenses.
Reichenbach’s work influenced subsequent work in formal and computational linguistics, specially those analyzing the temporal structure of discourse (Webber, 1988).
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Reichenbach
relations
E<R<S (Anterior Past)
E=R<S (Simple Past)
R<E<S* (Posterior Past)
R<S=E*
R<S<E*
E<S=R (Anterior Present)
S=R=E (Simple Present)
S=R<E (Posterior Present)
S=E<R*
E<S<R*
S<E<R* (Anterior Future)
S<R=E (Simple Future)
S<R<E (Posterior Future)

unambiguous
relations
S>R>E
S>R=E
S>R<E

English
tense
Past Perfect
Past Simple

S=R>E
S=R=E
S=R<E

Present Perfect
Present Simple
Future Simple

I have slept
I sleep
I will sleep

S<R>E
S<R=E
S<R<E

Future Perfect
Future Simple

I will have slept
I will sleep
I shall be going
to sleep

example
I had slept
I slept
[I expect] I would sleep

Table 2.1: Tense temporal relations (* ambiguous relations)

Aspect
In this subsection, we distinguish between lexical aspect and grammatical
aspect.
Lexical aspect captures the following temporal properties of events: dynamicity2 , telicity and durativity (Vendler, 1967; Dowty, 1979). Regarding
these properties, the events can be classified in the following aspectual categories or Aktionsarten:
States (stative events): These represent static properties of entities
that hold for a time interval (duration), and which are capable of
change at some instant in time – see (4).
(4) a. I like football.
b. The computer is broken down.
c. She was sad but now she is happy.

Events3 : Unlike states, these describe dynamic situations. In general,
events represent change – change of the current state of a reality. For
instance, in (4b), the event repair implies a change of state from broken
down to repaired. According to Vendler, an event belongs to one of
the following classes depending on its temporal properties:
2

Also referred to as eventivity.
“events” is an ambiguous cover term to refer to events and states. Sometimes “eventualities” (1986) is used instead as unambiguous cover term.
3
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• Processes (activities or durative non-conclusive events):
Events that imply a duration but without a definite end point.
Some examples are shown in (5).
(5) a. He climbed
b. He climbed for three hours.
c. He is climbing.

• Accomplishments (durative culminated process): Events
that imply a duration with a definite end point in which a state
changes. In the example (6), the state of being climbing changed
in the end point of being at the top.
(6) a. He climbed to the top
b. He climbed to the top in two hours

• Achievements (non-durative culminations): Punctual or
instantaneous events that do not imply a duration, happening
at a defined point in which a state changes. Some examples are
shown in (7).
(7) a.
b.
c.
d.

He reached the top.
He climbed 200 meters.
He recognized her.
He has written a song.

For understanding this classification, the concepts dynamicity, telicity, and durativity are crucial (Smith, 1991). As shown in Table 2.2,
dynamicity separates states, which describe static properties, from the rest
of categories, which describe dynamic situations (events); telicity indicates
if the event implies a change of state; and durativity defines whether the
event has a duration (i.e., occupies an interval in time) or it is punctual
instead (i.e., occupies just an instant).
Aspectual category
State
Process/Activity
Accomplishment
Achievement

Dynamic
no
yes
yes
yes

Telic
no
no
yes
yes

Durative
yes
yes
yes
no

Example
know, have
walk, paint
build, destroy
notice, win

Table 2.2: Properties of the aspectual categories
Grammatical aspect and also temporal adverbials (e.g., “yesterday”, “for
two hours”) are linguistic devices used to shift between lexical aspects. For
instance, the progressive form expresses processes (e.g., “John is eating”),
11
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while non-progressive (perfective) aspect generally expresses the culmination
of actions (e.g., “John has found his key”).
An influential event ontology based on Vendler’s classification was presented by Moens and Steedman (1988). They presented a tripartite event
structure based on the concept of contingency (see Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: Contingency-based event structure or nucleus
The ontology includes a computational model for the aspect calculus of
events. The properties of aspectual categories and the lexical aspect shifts
between them were modeled in a transition network (see Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2: Transition network for aspectual calculus

As shown in the figure, the model adds an aspectual category to Vendler’s
classification for punctual events whose consequences are not relevant: point
or semelfactive (e.g., “he hiccuped”).
Modality
According to Crystal (2003), mood (‘modality’ or ‘mode’) refers to a set
of syntactic and semantic constraints of the verb (e.g., indicative, subjunctive, imperative, interrogative) and represents the attitude on the part of
12
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the speaker towards the factual content of the utterance (e.g., uncertainty,
definiteness, possibility, etc.). Mood is signaled by alternative inflectional
forms of a verb, or by using auxiliaries.
In addition to tense and aspect, in English (and in other languages),
modality also takes part in the linguistic expression of time. For example,
the expression of future events is closely related to the interaction between
tense and modality (Lyons, 1968). Some examples are shown in (8).
(8) a. That will be the postman.
b. She may be sad.

Temporal Reasoning
Reasoning about time implies the temporal representation of events and
their temporal relations. The development of efficient computational models
for reasoning about time has been a central area of research in AI since the
1960s.
Allen’s Interval Algebra (Allen, 1983) is one of the most influential works
in this line. In his model, events are represented by time intervals. Allen defined thirteen possible relations between two intervals: equals (=), before
(<), after (>), meets (m), met by (mi), overlaps (o), overlapped by
(oi), starts (s), started by (si), finishes (f ), finished by (f i), during
(d), contains (di) – see Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Allen’s 13 interval relations
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Figure 2.4 shows the interval representation of the events reported (9).

(9) Mary hit the ball while playing football.
The balloon exploded.

Figure 2.4: Temporal relations

In this example, hitting event takes place during playing event. Furthermore, hitting meets exploding, which finishes playing.
In Allen’s model, the temporal relations between the intervals are maintained in a network, where the nodes represent individual intervals and the
arcs represent the relationship between them as depicted in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Allen’s interval-relation network

It is assumed that the network always maintains complete information
about how its intervals are related. When a new interval relation is entered,
all consequences are computed by the transitive closure of the temporal relations and the consistency of the network is computed by a constraint propagation algorithm. This consists of adding new consistent relations between
unrelated intervals following a transitivity table (see Figure 2.6).
14
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Figure 2.6: Allen’s Transitivity Table (part)

The exclusion of instants and the computational complexity of Allen’s
proposal was criticized by Vilain et al. (1982, 1990). They presented the
Point Algebra, which introduces instants (points) as basic unit in Allen’s
proposal. An interval can be defined as a pair of instants (beginning-point
and end-point) as shown in Figure 2.7. This translates the relation between
two intervals (X and Y ) into the six relations among the resulting four
points (x1, x2, y1, and y2 ). Since the beginning point always precedes (<)
the end point, there are just four point relations (R1 to R4), also called
convex relations.

Figure 2.7: Decomposing an interval relation into point relations

After the translation from intervals to points, the number of relations
increases from one interval relation to four point relations. The advantage
of this approach is that while there are thirteen possible relations between
intervals, there are just three possible relations between points (i.e., =, <,
>). Therefore, the transitivity table is simpler and then the algorithm is
more efficient.
15
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Further remarkable improvements to these models in terms of efficiency
are Freska’s (1992) Conceptual Neighborhood and Gerevini et al. (Gerevini,
Schubert, & Schaeffer, 1993) Timegraph. However, the efficiency and the
application of temporal reasoning models are out of the scope of this thesis.
The central element for this thesis is the set of temporal relations that two
events, either durative and instantaneous, can present.

Temporal Structure of Discourse
The context of a discourse is required to reach the correct language
comprehension, including the temporal ordering of events. For example
in (10), following Reichenbach’s tense system, the winning event would be
anterior to the speech time, while the sentence actually just tells that it is
anterior to the thinking event.
(10) He will think she has won.
Remarkable works on the temporal structure of discourse are Dowty’s
(1986) temporal discourse interpretation principle (TDIP); Webber’s (1988)
study on discourse anaphora; Hwang and Schubert’s (1992) Tense Trees;
Kamp and Reyle (1993) Reference Point (Rpt); dynamic aspect trees (DATs)
(ter Meulen, 1995); and temporal conceptual graphs (Moulin, 1997). The
pragmatic influences of discourse, such as causality, have been also considered in DRT. Lascarides and Asher (1993) pointed out that common-sense
and real world knowledge – or what they called defeasible reasoning – are
needed for the correct interpretation of temporal relations. In examples
(11a) and (11b), causality plays an important role for inferring the event
ordering. The two examples present the opposite sentence order but the
reader can infer that the pushing event precedes the falling event in both
cases.
(11) a. John pushed Marc. Marc fell.
b. Marc fell. John pushed him.
This subsection highlighted the studies in theoretical linguistics that
tackle the linguistic expression of complex temporal relations at discourse
and pragmatic analysis levels. These point out that both levels are required
to reach a perfect performance in temporal information processing. However,
this thesis is focused on semantics, and therefore, discourse and pragmatic
influences are out of scope of our proposal.
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2.2.

Current methodology and Temporal Annotation Schemes

The formal models described previously in section 2.1 were criticized because they were not analyzed and evaluated over real linguistic data. In the
mid-90’s, the computational power and the availability of digitalized texts
experienced an important growth. This produced an epistemological shift
in temporal information processing and NLP in general from a rationalist strategy based on formal theories of language analysis to an empiricist
strategy based on the analysis of real language use (i.e., textual corpora)
(Manning & Schütze, 1999).
The advantage of the empiricist strategy or corpus linguistics is that the
textual corpora reveals both the variety of forms of expression and their
frequency in a real sample of language (McEnery & Wilson, 1996). This
guides the development of computational models and provides an objective
evaluation framework. Furthermore, the corpora can be shared, argued over,
re-used and refined. However, corpus linguistics also presents a disadvantage: data spareness. A huge amount of textual data is required to make
generalizations and extract reliable conclusions about language. Moreover,
given the creative nature of language, it is very difficult to build a corpus
with a high recall of the linguistic expressions.
Using raw corpora only a superficial linguistic processing can be done.
However, the annotation of these corpora with additional linguistic information (e.g., syntactic, semantic, temporal, etc.) enables the analysis of
the linguistic knowledge contained in them. In order to annotate corpora,
an annotation scheme is required. An annotation scheme defines which
instances of a particular class of phenomena expressed in one or several
modalities must be annotated in corpora and how these must be annotated.
The scheme must also include a detailed documentation (guidelines) about
how to use it correctly.
Focusing on temporal information, the formal works about time and language were used as basis to develop temporal annotation schemes. The most
outstanding temporal annotation schemes are: MUC-TIMEX (Grishman &
Sundheim, 1996), TIDES (Ferro, Mani, Sundheim, & Wilson, 2000), STAG
(Setzer & Gaizauskas, 2000), and TimeML (Pustejovsky, Castaño, Ingria,
Saurı́, Gaizauskas, Setzer, & Katz, 2003). All of them follow a SGML/XMLbased annotation format. These schemes are described below in chronological order, highlighting the novelties each one introduced to its predecessor.
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1995/97 – MUC-TIMEX
The earliest example of temporal information annotation dates back to
1995 when the named entity task included the recognition of absolute temporal expressions at the 6th DARPA’s Message Understanding Conference
(MUC-6) (Grishman & Sundheim, 1996). Unlike theoretical works, which
focused on the temporal properties of events, this first temporal scheme
focused on the annotation of temporal adverbials and temporal phrases representing explicit dates (e.g., September 1999) and times (e.g., 5 p.m.). In
the MUC the participants were asked to build systems that mark these expressions with the TIMEX tag4 indicating their type (DATE or TIME)
over a textual corpus. An example is shown in (12).
(12) The rocket was launched on
<TIMEX type="DATE">October 1st, 1999</TIMEX>

In order to measure the performance of the participating approaches,
their outputs were compared with a manually annotated gold standard.
Afterwards in 1997 at MUC-7 (Gaizauskas & Wilks, 1998), the TIMEX
recognition task included the relative temporal expressions5 (e.g., yesterday,
two years ago).
This early annotation scheme was very simple. It was limited to the
identification of temporal expressions in texts.

2000 – TIDES
Under the support of the darpa and ace, the Translingual Information
Detection, Extraction, and Summarization or tides scheme (Ferro et al.,
2000; Wilson et al., 2001; Ferro et al., 2005) arose with the purpose of the
multilingual annotation of temporal expressions. This replaced the XML
timex tag by timex2. The main advantages introduced to the attributes
of the previous timex tag were:
In addition to dates and times, durations (DURATION type) (e.g.,
for two years) and sets (SET type) (e.g., monthly) are considered.
Absolute (e.g., October 1st, 1999), relative (e.g., yesterday), period
(e.g., two years), and set (e.g., weekly) temporal expressions must
be normalized in a new attribute VAL6 , following the ISO 8601
standard.
4

TIMEX tag name is derived from time-expression.
Relative to the document creation time (DCT).
6
The attribute type is removed.
5
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Additional attributes capturing the semantics of timexes are added:
• MOD: Captures temporal modifiers. MOD=“APPROX”
• ANCHOR VAL: Contains a normalized form of an anchoring
date/time.
• ANCHOR DIR: Captures the relative time direction between VAL
and ANCHOR VAL.
• SET : Identifies expressions denoting sets.
An example is shown in (13):
(13) A rocket was launched <TIMEX2 VAL="1999-10">in October, 1999</TIMEX2>.
Three rockets were launched <TIMEX2 VAL="P9M" ANCHOR VAL="1993"ANCHORDIR="ENDING">during the next year</TIMEX2>.
She visits him <TIMEX2
SET="YES" VAL="XXXX-XX-XX">daily</TIMEX2>.
She knows him <TIMEX2
VAL="P1Y" MOD="LESS THAN">for less than a year</TIMEX2>.

This annotation scheme was used in TERN (2004) evaluation forum and
in EVALITA’077 . It was the most important scheme (Negri & Marseglia,
2004; Saquete et al., 2006) until the adoption of TimeML as standard.
The problem of this scheme is its limitation to the annotation of temporal expressions. This excludes events and temporal relations which are
important entities for temporal reasoning.

2000/01 – Sheffield Temporal Annotation Guidelines (STAG)
This scheme was motivated by contemporary works in corpus-based temporal information processing.
In the ACL-2001 Workshop on Temporal and Spatial Information Processing some influential approaches were presented for English (Filatova &
Hovy, 2001; Katz & Arosio, 2001) and German (Schilder & Habel, 2001).
These suggested extension of temporal information annotation from just
timexes to other temporal entities, such as events and temporal relations,
to build approaches with temporal reasoning capabilities.
STAG solved this problem by providing a more complete temporal information annotation scheme. It was developed by Setzer and Gaizauskas
(2000, 2001) with the aim of identifying events in news, as well as their anchoring to time and their relative ordering. STAG consists of the following
tags: timex (inherit from muc and tides), signal and event. An example
is shown in (14).
7

http://www.evalita.it/2007/tasks/tern
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(14) A small single-engine plane <event eid="9" class="OCCURRENCE"
tense="past" relatedToTime="5" timeRelType="included" signal="9">
crashed </event> into the Atlantic Ocean about eight miles
off New Jersey <signal sid="9">on</signal> <timex tid="5"
type="DATE" calDate="12031997">Wednesday</timex> .

The innovations introduced by STAG were:
The annotation of the linguistic expression of events (i.e., things that
happen) with the tag EVENT, in which their relations and other properties such as event-class are specified as attributes. Four classes of
events were defined: occurrence, perception, reporting and aspectual. The stative events defined in formal linguistic works (Vendler,
1967) were excluded from the scheme due to their complexity.
The annotation of temporal signals. These elements point out the
relation holding between two temporal entities (timex-event, timextimex, or event-event). They are denoted by prepositions (e.g., on,
after, during) and conjunctions (e.g., while, when). For example, in
(14) “on” indicates that the crashing event is related to “Wednesday”.
The event tag includes attributes for the annotation of temporal
relations. These attributes indicate the relations of an event with
another event or with a temporal expression. Furthermore, the allowed
relation types are based on Allen’s (1983) thirteen temporal relations.
For example in (14), “crash” is included (during) in the time interval
represented by “Wednesday”.
However, this scheme does not include stative events and the temporal
relations were included in the event XML tag, which produced some problems in the application of the scheme to actual texts containing complex
temporal relations.

2002/03 – Time Markup Language (TimeML)
TimeML8 (Pustejovsky et al., 2002, 2003) was developed under the sponsorship of ARDA as the natural evolution of STAG. TimeML is a rich and
complete specification language for annotating events, temporal expressions
and their relations in natural language text.
Example (15) shows a sentence annotated with TimeML. This sentence
includes a temporal relation (tlink) between the event (event) “came” and
8

http://timeml.org
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the temporal expression (timex3) “Monday”, in which the signal (signal)
“on” participates.
(15) John <EVENT eid="e1" class="occurrence">came</EVENT>
<SIGNAL sid="s1">on</SIGNAL>
<TIMEX3 tid="t1" type="date" value="2010-06-28"> Monday </TIMEX3>
<TLINK reltype="includes" relatedToEvent="e1"
timeID="t1" signal="s1">

It combines and extends features of both preceding schemes, which makes
it a more powerful annotation scheme. Currently, TimeML has been adopted
as a standard by the majority of researchers for annotating temporal information due to its completeness and the improvements it adds to the previous
schemes. Furthermore, this has been proposed as an ISO standard9 (ISOTimeML, 2007).
TimeML captures the linguistic expression of the following temporal entities:
Temporal expressions (timexes). A temporal expression or time
expression (timex) is a linguistic representation of a time point or
period. It is normally denoted by a noun, adjective, adverb, or a noun
phrase, adjective phrase, or adverb phrase. Example (16) shows some
timexes underlined.
(16) a.
b.
c.
d.

John came on Monday and he will leave on October 9th, 2012.
The show starts at 8 p.m.
She will be here for two weeks.
I visit my parents monthly.

In (16a), “Monday” and “October 9th, 2012” are a relative and an
absolute temporal references respectively, pointing at a specific time.
In (16b), “8 p.m.” is more precise relative temporal reference with
a granularity of hours. The example (16c) includes a noun phrase
“two weeks” representing a period. Finally, example (16d) shows a
recurring time expression.
According to TimeML, timexes can be classified in four types:
• Date. Temporal references with a granularity of days, weeks, and
greater; for example (16a).
9

http://lirics.loria.fr/doc pub/SemAFCD24617-1Rev12.pdf
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• Time. Temporal references with a granularity of hours, minutes,
and litter; for example (16b).
• Duration. Periods of time such as (16c).
• Set. Recurring patterns in time such as (16d).
Furthermore, to facilitate the computational interpretation of temporal expressions, an attribute (value) was added to timexes to capture
their ISO 8601 normalization. Some examples are shown in (17).
(17) a.
b.
c.
d.

October 2012: 2012-10
Two weeks: P2W
Monthly: XXXX-XX
Tomorrow at 1 p.m.: depends on the DCT

Example (17a) consists of an explicit date (type DATE) specifying
year and month. Example (17b) is a duration. Durations are normalized using three elements: “P” standing for period, a number, and
an abbreviation of a time unit (e.g., week → W). In the example,
we obtain “P2W” standing for “period of 2 weeks”. If the duration
contains more than one time unit (e.g., two weeks, one day, and one
hour) normalization is concatenated “P2W1DT1H”. If the duration is
underspecified (e.g., some weeks) the number is left as “X”. Example (17c) is a recurring timex (i.e., type=SET). Sets are normalized as
ISO 8601 patterns leaving as X the values in which the expression may
vary. In the example the result is “XXXX-XX” which means that the
variables year (XXXX) and month (XX) may have any value (monthly
= all the months of all the years). Finally in (17d), a relative timex
is shown. To normalize it, a time reference of the date in which the
document was created (DCT) is required. If the DCT is for example
2010-06-30, the ISO 8601 value would be 2010-07-01T13:00.
Timex identification is mostly based on tides-timex2, but due to the
differences TimeML introduces a new tag, timex3. The timex extent must correspond to the following categories: noun phrase (“yesterday”), adjective phrase (“3-day”) or adverbial phrase (“fairly recently”). Therefore, any preceding preposition is not included as part
of the element. Furthermore, adverbial post-modifiers (e.g., “ago”,
“ever”) are considered part of the timex, but not post-modifiers expressing an event (“after he came back”).
Events. An event is defined as the linguistic expression of something
that happens (event), or something that obtains or holds the truth
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(state). Events can be punctual or last for a period of time. In natural language, events are generally expressed by finite verbs (18a) and
non-finite verbs (18b). The verb is the more natural part-of-speech
for expressing events (Levin & Hovav, 2005). However, events can
be also expressed by nouns. Nouns can realize events in three different ways (Gross & Kiefer, 1995): nominalizations from verbs (18c),
event-denoting nouns (18d), and nouns that denote events due to a
type-coercion (Pustejovsky, 1995) induced by verbs (18e). Furthermore, events (specially states), can be represented by adjectives (18f),
predicative clauses (18g) and prepositional phrases (18h).
(18) a. John came on Monday.
b. He called the teacher to thank him.
c. U.S. will delay the attack.
d. This will end the war.
e. The beer lasted only two seconds. We came back after the beer.
f. The company, closed for ten years, is now open.
g. The party will be prepared on time.
h. All 75 people on board the Airbus survived.
According to TimeML, there are seven classes of events:
• Reporting. Action of declaring or narrating an event
(e.g., “say”, “report”).
• Perception. Physical perception of another event
(e.g., “see”, “hear”).
• Aspectual. Aspectual predication of another event
(e.g., “start”, “continue”).
• I Action. Intentional action (e.g., “try”,“attempt”).
• I State. Intentional state (e.g., “feel”, “hope”).
• State. Circumstance in which something holds the truth
(e.g., “rainy”, “bad”).
• Occurrence. Events that describe things that happen
(e.g., “came”, “war”).
The EVENT tag is inherited from STAG and extended with state,
i action and i state classes. The STAG attributes meant for capture temporal relation are removed since temporal relations are represented in separated tags to improve the treatment of complex temporal
relations.
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Temporal relations. In natural language, there exist relations holding between an event and a timex, between two events, and between
two timexes, in which temporal signals (SIGNAL) can participate.
TimeML defines the TLINK tag for temporal relations. In addition,
TimeML captures other kinds of relations: subordinating (SLINK)
and aspectual (ALINK).
A TLINK establishes a link between two entities making explicit their
temporal relation. Taking STAG as basis, in TimeML, the relation
types are also based on Allen relations:
• simultaneous (equal): two entities that occur at the same time or
are temporally indistinguishable in context – see Example (19).
In the example, the event “teaching” and the period “20 minutes”
are simultaneous.
(19) John John taught for 20 minutes on Monday.

• before: one entity occurs before the other – see Example (20). In
the example, “murder” occurs before “arresting”.
(20) The police looked into the murders of 14 women.
In six of the cases suspects have already been arrested.

• after : Is the inverse of before category.
• immediately before (meets): The end of one event overlaps with
the beginning of the other in time – see Example (21). In the
example, the crash is immediately before the deaths (both events
meet in time).
(21) All passengers died when the plane crashed into the mountain.

• immediately after (meet-by): This is the inverse of the preceding
relation.
• including (overlap): The time span of an entity partially includes
or overlaps the other – see Example (22).
(22) After a two-day journey, John arrived in Boston last Thursday.

In the example, “journey” partially includes “last Thursday”. For
instance, if the journey ended in afternoon, the event starts before
“last Thursday” and ends before the end of “last Thursday”.
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• included-by: The inverse of the preceding relation.
• during: An entity is completely included between the time bounds
of another which lasts for more time.
(23) a. Two cars crashed during the race.
b. John taught for 20 minutes on Monday.

• contains: The inverse of the preceding relation.
• beginning: This is like during but the left bound coincides in both
entities – see Example (24). In the example, “6:00 pm” begins
the state of being “in the gym”.
(24) John was in the gym between 6:00 p.m and 7:00 p.m.

• begun-by: The inverse of the preceding relation.
• ending: This is like during but the right bound coincides in both
entities – see Example (25). In the example, “7:00 pm” ends the
state of being “in the gym”.
(25) John was in the gym between 6:00 p.m and 7:00 p.m.

• ended-by: This is the inverse of the previous relation.
• identity: This is used to mark the events instances that correspond to the same event – see Example (26). In the example
both “drove” and “drive” are the same event. Therefore, they
are linked by an identity TLINK.
(26) John drove to Boston.
During his drive he ate a donut.

An SLINK defines a relation between two events in a syntactic subordination relation – see Example (27). The SLINKs are of one of the
following sorts: modal, factive, counter-factive, evidential, negativeevidential, or conditional.
(27) John <EVENT eid="e1">said</EVENT> he <EVENT eid="e2">bought</EVENT>
some wine.
<SLINK eventInstanceID="e1" subordinatedEventInstance="e2"
relType="EVIDENTIAL"/>
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An ALINK represents the relationship between an aspectual event
and its argument event – see Example (28). The ALINKs are of one of
the following types: initiation, culmination, termination, continuation,
or reinitiation.
(28) John <EVENT eid="e1">started</EVENT> to
<EVENT eid="e2">read</EVENT>.
<ALINK eventInstanceID="e1" relatedToEventInstance="e2"
relType="INITIATES"/>

TimeML scheme was originally developed for English. The scheme was
released together with an annotated corpus: TimeBank (Pustejovsky et al.,
2003). However, several efforts have been done to extend the scheme to
other languages such as French (Bittar, 2009), Italian (Caselli, 2009), Korean
(Im et al., 2009), Romanian (Forascu, 2008), Portuguese (Costa & Branco,
2010), Turkish (Seker & Diri, 2010), and also Spanish and Chinese that were
included in the TempEval-2 evaluation exercise (Verhagen et al., 2010).
The XML tags and attributes of the schemes reviewed previously are
summarized and compared in Table 2.3.
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TIMEX

MUC-6&7
1995/1997
TIMEX
attributes
type

TIDES
2000
TIMEX2
attributes
val
set
mod
anchor dir

STAG
2000/2001
TIMEX
attributes
type
calDate
tid

anchor val
EVENT

EVENT
attributes
eid
class
tense/aspect
relatedToEvent
eventRelType
relatedToTime
timeRelType
signal
SIGNAL
attributes
sid

SIGNAL

TEMPORAL
RELATION

(included in
EVENT)

TimeML
2002/2003
TIMEX3
attributes
type
value
mod
tid
temporalFunction
anchorTime
functionInDoc
EVENT
attributes
eid
class
tense/aspect

SIGNAL
attributes
sid
[T,A,S]LINK
attributes
lid
eid or tid
relatedTo eid or tid
sid
relType

Table 2.3: Temporal annotation schemes comparison

Currently, TimeML is the standard annotation scheme for temporal information processing because it is the most complete scheme and improves
the features of its predecessors. The next subsection describes the current
computational approaches to automatic TimeML annotation.
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2.3.

Current Computational Approaches

Nowadays, temporal information processing consists of: given an input
text in natural language, automatically annotate it following a temporal
annotation scheme. The majority of the recent computational proposals are
developed for English and follow TimeML annotation scheme, which is the
current de facto standard scheme and a forthcoming ISO standard.
Approaches for English
In chronological order the most outstanding approaches addressing the
automatic TimeML annotation over English text are the following.
Before TempEval
The first systems performing this task were evaluated and analyzed in isolation because at that time there had not been international shared evaluation
frameworks such as TempEval (Verhagen et al., 2007, 2010). In this stage,
the most relevant systems are the following.
TTK or TARSQI Tool Kit (Verhagen et al., 2005) is a complete TimeML
annotation system. It implements five rule-based modules: GUTime, EVITA,
GUTenLINK, Slinket and SputLink. GUTime is the module for recognizing
TIMEX3 elements. This module is based on TempEx tagger (Mani & Wilson, 2000). EVITA is the module in charge of event recognition. The rules
rely on: PoS tagging, lemmatizing and chunking obtained using Alembic
Workbench; lexical lookup and contextual parsing; and WordNet10 information combined with Bayesian learned disambiguation for identifying noun
events. GUTenLINK is a TLINK tagger based on syntactic and lexical information. Slinket automatically identifies subordinating relations between
pairs of events which are represented by SLINK tag in TimeML. Finally,
SputLink is a temporal closure component that extends known temporal
relations with new relations.
Boguraev and Ando (Boguraev & Ando, 2005) presented a data-driven
approach based on morphosyntactic features. A TimeML compliant automatic annotator was built using machine learning (ML) techniques over the
TimeBank corpus. TIMEX3 and SIGNAL annotation was carried out using
a cascade of finite-state grammars. EVENT and TLINK annotation was
carried out using a Robust Risk Minimization (RRM) classifier.
Mani et al. (Mani et al., 2006) presented a system for categorizing
temporal relations, which compares different ML techniques: support vector
10

http://wordnet.princeton.edu
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machine (SVM), maximum entropy and Naive-Bayes, using morphosyntactic
features. In this line, Lapata and Lascarides (2006) presented an study of
different data-driven strategies for temporal relations comparing conjunctive
vs. disjunctive probabilistic models.
STEP (Bethard & Martin, 2006) is a system for event recognition and
classification. This approach uses a rich set of textual, morphological,
syntactic dependency and WordNet hypernymy features to build an SVM
model. In this line, March and Baldwin (March & Baldwin, 2008) present
a system for event recognition using a multi-class classifier (Biased SVM).
The main features used to train the classifier are word and PoS in a context window, stop words removal and feature generalization through words
grouping (numbers, named entities, etc.).
In the reviewed approaches, the fair comparison between each system
performance was not possible because the authors built their own evaluation frameworks. For this reason, international evaluation forums were
organized to measure and compare the performance in temporal information processing (following TimeML). There have been two major evaluation
exercises: TempEval-1 (2007), and TempEval-2 (2010).
TempEval-1 (Verhagen et al., 2007)
This focused only on the automatic categorization of three types of TimeML
temporal relations: intra-sentential event-timex, event-dct, and inter-sentential event-event. This first evaluation was limited to this relations and excluded timex and event processing due to the complexity and the dimensions
of carrying out all the tasks. Moreover, only English language was evaluated because only English TimeML data was available at that time. The
following systems participated in TempEval-1.
WVALI (Puscasu, 2007) and XRCE-T (Hagège & Tannier, 2007) are
rule-based systems which use morphosyntactic information. In their descriptions, they include timex and event classes as semantic features.
CU-TMP (Bethard & Martin, 2007) is a data-driven system based on
support vector machines (SVM), which uses morphosyntactic features.
USFD (Hepple, Setzer, & Gaizauskas, 2007) is also a data-driven system,
which uses morphosyntactic features, based on two ML techniques (SVM
and Naive-Bayes).
NAIST (Cheng, Asahara, & Matsumoto, 2007) differs from the previous
approaches because it uses an ML technique that combines SVM and hidden
Markov models.
Finally, LCC-TE (Min, Srikanth, & Fowler, 2007) is a hybrid system
which combines rules and different ML techniques (SVM, Naive-Bayes, max29
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imum entropy, and decision trees). This also uses lexical semantics and word
sense disambiguation techniques.
TempEval-2 (Verhagen et al., 2010)
This evaluated the automatic TimeML annotation of timexes, events, and
timex-event relations, dct-event relations, main event relations, and subordinated event relations. This is currently the major evaluation exercise
in temporal information processing. Furthermore, TempEval-2 supposed a
great annotation effort. Apart from English, TimeML data was released
for Spanish, Italian, French, Korean and Chinese. The following systems
participated in TempEval-2 English track11 .
HeidelTime (Strötgen & Gertz, 2010) only addressed the timex processing task and obtained the best score. This systems is based on handcrafted
rules over morphosyntactic features and offers a high coverage.
TERSEO+T2T3 transducer (Saquete, 2010) is another rule-based approach addressing only timex processing. This was built by adapting the
handcrafted-rules over morphosyntax developed for annotating TIDES timex2
to TimeML timex3.
USFD2 (Derczynski & Gaizauskas, 2010) addressed timex and temporal
relation processing, and is based on morphosyntactic handcrafted rules. This
highlights the importance of the temporal signals for categorizing temporal
relations.
Edinburgh-LTG (Grover, Tobin, Alex, & Byrne, 2010) addressed timex
and event processing. This is also a rule-based system which uses morphosyntactic knowledge, except for event processing, where lexical semantics are used to detect nominalizations. Edinburgh-LTG uses a lexicon of
event triggers derived from training data and WordNet hyponyms of event
and state concepts.
KUL (Kolomiyets & Moens, 2010) addressed timex processing using a
hybrid approach. This uses a maximum entropy classifier for recognizing the
timexes and hand-crafted rules for the normalization task. The novelty of
the approach resides on extending the corpus examples with a latent word
language model (LWLM) and WordNet synonyms.
JU CSE TEMP (Kolya, Ekbal, & Bandyopadhyay, 2010) is a hybrid
system at development stage which addressed all the tasks. This uses handcrafted rules over morphosyntax for timex and event processing, and tackled
temporal relations using CRFs with a set of features based on the timex and
event attributes.
11

TIPSem has been excluded because it is described in detail in Chapter 3.
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NCSU (Ha, Baikadi, Licata, & Lester, 2010) addressed only the temporal
relation categorization task using a data-driven strategy based on Markov
logic. Apart from morphosyntactic features, it also included some features
based on lexical semantics.
TRIOS (UzZaman & Allen, 2010) is a hybrid approach which uses morphosyntactic information plus a logical form semantic representation of the
text based on semantic roles. In addition to handcrafted rules, it used CRFs
and Markov logic networks as ML techniques to build models. It addressed
all the tasks in English.
The details about the performance of the systems which participated in
TempEval-1 and TempEval-2 evaluations can be found in Appendix D.
Comparative analysis
In order to summarize the sate of the art, we analyze the current temporal information processing systems regarding their strategy, the temporal
entities covered, and the linguistic knowledge used.
Strategy. The proposals are divided into (i) those using hand-crafted
rules based on the developer’s knowledge of the task12 (rule-based/rationalist
strategy), (ii) those probabilistic based on the machine learning of
models from data (data-driven/empiricist strategy), and (iii) those
which implement a hybrid strategy.
Temporal entities covered. The proposals can cover one, some or
all these entities: timex, event, temporal relations.
Linguistic knowledge used: The proposals can include: (i) morphosyntactic (ms) knowledge, which encompasses sentence segmentation, tokenization, lemmatization, Part-of-Speech (PoS) tagging, syntactic parsing, and word-triggers13 ; (ii) lexical semantics (ls), that
refers to the semantics at word level; and (iii) semantic roles (sr), that
refers to the semantics at sentence level.
Following the described analysis typology, Table 2.4 summarizes the most
recent and outstanding systems.
12
13

Patterns, regular expressions, and rules.
Predefined keyword-list likely to appear within a timex or event (e.g., “year”, “war”)
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Strategy
Rule-based

Data-driven

Hybrid

System
TTK c (Verhagen et al., 2005)
WVALI (Puscasu, 2007)
XRCE-T (Hagège & Tannier, 2007)
HeidelTime (Strötgen & Gertz, 2010)
USFD2 (Derczynski & Gaizauskas, 2010)
TERSEO (Saquete, 2010)
Edinburgh-LTG (Grover et al., 2010)
(Boguraev & Ando, 2005)
STEP (Bethard & Martin, 2006)
(Mani et al., 2006)
(Lapata & Lascarides, 2006)
CU-TMP (Bethard & Martin, 2007)
USDF (Hepple et al., 2007)
NAIST (Cheng et al., 2007)
(March & Baldwin, 2008)
NCSU (Ha et al., 2010)
LCC-TE (Min et al., 2007)
KUL (Kolomiyets & Moens, 2010)
JU CSE TEMP (Kolya et al., 2010)
TRIOS (UzZaman & Allen, 2010)

Entitiesa
all
trel
trel
timex
timex,trel
timex
timex,event
all
event
trel
trel
trel
trel
trel
event
trel
trel
timex
all
all

Linguistic
Knowledgeb
ms, ls
ms
ms
ms
ms
ms
ms, ls
ms
ms, ls
ms
ms, ls
ms
ms
ms
ms
ms, ls
ms,ls
ms, ls
ms
ms,ls,sr

a

trel (temporal relations)
ms (morphosyntactic), ls (lexical semantics), sr (semantic roles)
c
TTK is mainly rule-based but uses statistical techniques for event
b

Table 2.4: TimeML processing approaches for English

The rule-based systems are popular among those addressing only timex
processing (e.g., HeidelTime and TERSEO+T2T3). This is probably because rules are more suitable for tasks where normalization is required.
Contrarily, the data-driven or hybrid systems are more popular among
the systems dealing with event and temporal relation processing. Since there
is a wide variety of language devices that can express such entities, it is more
difficult to capture them using rule-based approaches.
Regarding the linguistic knowledge used, most systems are based only
on morphosyntax. Some of them included lexical semantics and only one of
them applied semantic roles (TRIOS). This points out that (i) morphosyntactic properties of language are crucial for addressing temporal information
processing and (ii) the use of semantics for this task, in particular semantic roles, is fairly novel and its benefits over morphosyntax still need to be
analyzed (being one of the aims of this thesis).
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Approaches for other languages
Apart from English, TempEval-2 included corpora in five other languages. However, there were only participants for English and Spanish.
Apart from our proposal (TIPSem) described in Chapter 3, only one system participated for Spanish: UC3M (Vicente-Dı́ez, Moreno-Schneider, &
Martı́nez, 2010). This addressed only temporal expression processing. UC3M
system, is based on a set of morphosyntactic rules obtained focusing on the
most frequent temporal expressions in Spanish.
Outside TempEval, there exist contributions for other languages.
For Chinese, an early proposal regarding the temporal information processing was presented by Li et al. (2001). Afterwards, the same authors
addressed the temporal relation categorization task using two ML techniques – decision trees and bayesian classifiers (Li, Wong, Cao, & Yuan,
2004). There are some approaches for timex recognition but none using
TimeML. Hacioglu et al. (Hacioglu et al., 2005) evaluated a data-driven
approach based on support vector machines. They addressed the recognition in a scheme prior to TimeML and thus the results are not comparable.
Zhang et al. (Zhang et al., 2008) used a transformation-based error-driven
technique. This rule-based approach presented its own temporal annotation
scheme (not TimeML) and its own annotated corpus due to the lack of resources, which hinders the comparison possibilities. They noted that the
main error causes for timex recognition were morphosyntactic ambiguities.
It is worth mentioning that there are no approaches for event processing in
Chinese.
For other languages, we find early system proposals associated with the
TimeML extensions to such languages described in section 2.2. For example,
for Italian (Caselli, dell’Orletta, & Prodanof, 2009; Robaldo, Caselli, Russo,
& Grella, 2011) and French (Bittar, 2009). It is also worth mentioning
the multilingual efforts of TIDES annotation scheme (limited to temporal
expressions) for Arabic and Chinese in TERN (2004), and for Italian in
EVALITA’0714 .
In short, it can be seen that most of the systems rely on morphosyntax and the use of semantics is very limited. Only few systems use lexical
semantics and just one of them uses semantic roles.

14

http://www.evalita.it/2007/tasks/tern
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2.4.

The Use of Semantics

In the previous section, we showed that only few state-of-art approaches
use semantic information for processing temporal information. This thesis
explores the application of two kinds of semantic information: (i) lexical
semantics based on WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998), and (ii) semantic roles
based on the PropBank roleset (Palmer et al., 2005). In this section, we
introduce their theoretical and computational foundations.

2.4.1.

Lexical Semantics

Lexical semantics studies the meaning of words – more precisely, of
lexemes – and the semantic relations between them such as synonymy,
antonymy, hypernymy, hyponymy (Lyons, 1981). From a computational
viewpoint, the objective of lexical semantics is the automatic modeling of
the meaning of lexemes: representing word meanings, word senses, and the
semantic relations between them. The main semantic relations are synonymy relations (words with same meaning), and the hierarchical relations
(hypernymy and hyponymy). The hierarchical relations represent whether a
specific sense is included in a more general sense (hypernymy) and vice-versa
(hyponymy).
As previously reviewed, many of the approaches tackling the proposed
tasks are based on morphosyntactic knowledge, especially in timex processing task. In particular, the inclusion of keyword-lists likely to appear within
timexes or events have demonstrated to be useful for this task. From our
point of view, the application of keyword-lists could be considered a naive
form of domain-oriented lexical semantics because these are specific to timex
or event keywords, as these do not capture the different senses, neither semantic relations (e.g., hypernymy).
The application of general lexical semantic resources like semantic networks introduce two advantages over keyword-triggers. First, a general lexical semantics resource captures not only the lexical semantics of a word
(as a char sequence) in a specific domain (e.g., time/eventuality) but the
semantics of the word (as a specific concept or sense) within a general domain, encoded in a lexicon with a semantic network structure. Secondly,
the general semantic networks are standard, complete, and they are maintained and improved by third parties independently from their particular
uses. Therefore, the use of lexical semantics increases the modularity of the
approaches and avoids the costly task of developing a complete trigger-list.
WordNet and EuroWordNet (Vossen, 1998) represent the most popular
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semantic networks for English and European languages respectively. These
are large lexical databases. Nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are grouped
into sets of synonyms (synsets), each expressing a distinct concept. Synsets
are interlinked in a network by means of conceptual-semantic and lexical
relations (e.g., synonymy, hypernymy).
In timex processing, semantic networks have been applied by two proposals. Negri et al. (Negri & Marseglia, 2004) used WordNet to create a
list of temporal named entities such as “Bastille Day”, “Hanukkah”, etc.,
by collecting all hyponyms of “calendar day” synset. Saquete et al. (2004)
used semantic networks to expand a list of temporal triggers using their
synonyms. This shows that the information contained in semantic networks
can be useful for temporal expression extraction.
In event processing, three proposals use WordNet (Saurı́ et al., 2005;
Bethard & Martin, 2006; Grover et al., 2010). They derive features or
trigger-lists from event and state hyponyms. Hence, the information from
semantic networks has been proven to be useful for this task as well.
Finally, in temporal relation categorization semantic network-based features have not been directly used (Verhagen et al., 2007). WordNet features
were only used to extend the information of the participants in the relation,
in particular the extension of TimeML event classes with WordNet top ontology classes.
Following Lyons (1981), lexical semantics cannot be considered in isolation. The meaning of lexemes depends upon the meaning of sentences in
which they occur; and the meaning of a sentence depends upon the meaning of its constituent lexemes. Therefore, semantics at sentence level (e.g.,
semantic roles) are crucial to capture meaning.

2.4.2.

Semantic Roles

Semantic roles capture the meaning of a sentence regarding how the
arguments of its predicates are related. A semantic role is the conceptual
relationship between a constituent and its predicate. For a predicate, each
constituent is an argument (agent, patient, etc.) or an adjunct (locative,
temporal, etc.). Example (29) shows sentences labeled with semantic roles
in square-brackets.
(29) [In July 1277 T emporal ], [John
.[in his chamber Locative ].

Agent ]

wrote [a letter

P atient ]

[with a quill

M anner ]

In (29), regarding the verb heading the predicate (to write), Temporal
refers to the temporal adjunct (when it took place), Agent represents the
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agent argument (writer/author), Patient is the patient argument (thing
written/text), Manner is the manner adjunct (how was it done), and
Locative the locative adjunct (where).
The origins of semantic roles are the karakas of the Sanskrit grammarian
Panini (Kiparsky, 2002). Since then, many years have been dedicated to
the study of roles. The first modern proposals were enumerated in the
sixties (Gruber, 1965; Fillmore, 1968). From these proposals emerged a
large number of semantic role sets. There exist proposals varying from very
specific with many different roles (e.g., eater, thing eaten) to very abstract
consisting of few roles (e.g., agent, temporal). The different roles can be
defined in a hierarchy from the more detailed ones (e.g., eater, etc.) to only
two proto-roles: proto-agent and proto-patient (Dowty, 1991).
Nowadays in NLP, the most widely used semantic role sets are the one
developed in the FrameNet (FN) project (Johnson et al., 2002; Ruppenhofer
et al., 2005) and the one defined in the Proposition Bank (PB) project
(Palmer et al., 2005). Each proposal focuses on a different role granularity.
On the one hand, FN defines a detailed representation of situations including a set of very specific roles – see (30).
(30) [In July 1277 T ime ], [John
.[in his chamber P lace ].

Author ]

wrote [a letter

T ext ]

[with a quill

M anner ]

On the other hand, PB consists of a limited set of abstract roles – see (31).
(31) [In July 1277 AM −T M P ], [John
.[in his chamber AM −LOC ].

A0 ]

wrote [a letter

A1 ]

[with a quill

AM −M N R ]

FN avoids the problem of defining a small set of abstract roles defining as
many roles as necessary with minimal information loss. However, the PB
set offers a wider lexical coverage than FN, which only covers most general
English verbs and nouns.
The difference in lexical coverage of FN and PB arises mainly from their
different approaches: PB has annotated all the verbs in a section of the Wall
Street Journal, while FN has worked on the most general English words, including nouns, verbs, adjectives, and some adverbs and conjunctions. Furthermore, it is easier to obtain a higher coverage with an abstract representation with a small and limited role set (PB) than with a large set of specific
roles (FN) which needs to be extended if new verb situations appear in the
corpus.
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Together with the theoretical study of semantic roles, the researchers
investigate computational methods for its automatic labeling in text. Semantic role labeling (SRL) has achieved important results (Gildea & Jurafsky, 2002; Punyakanok, Roth, Yih, Zimak, & Tu, 2004; Moreda, 2008).
Many studies about the application of semantic roles demonstrated that
this information is useful for different NLP purposes such as text summarization (Melli et al., 2006), information retrieval (Moreda et al., 2007),
and question answering (Moreda et al., 2011).
Focusing on the application of semantic roles in temporal information
processing only one proposal is found: TRIOS (UzZaman & Allen, 2010).
TRIOS uses a logical form representation of semantic roles based on a variation of FrameNet. The variation reduces the FrameNet roleset to approximately 30 semantic roles.
In related works, the influence of semantic roles in the performance has
not been analyzed. Furthermore, although this provides useful information
to interpret temporal entities, the PropBank roleset has never been used for
this purpose. Example (32) shows sentences labeled with PropBank roles in
square-brackets and the temporal entities underlined.

(32) a.
.
b.
c.
d.
e.

[In July 1277 AM −T M P ], [John A0 ] wrote [a letter A1 ] [with a quill AM −M N R ]
[in his chamber AM −LOC ].
[The tax rates A1 ] were [lower A2 ].
[The company A0 ] completed [the transaction A1 ] [yesterday AM −T M P ].
[Iraq A0 ] invaded [Kuwait A1 ] [because of the disputes over oil AM −CAU ].
[He A0 ] left [the party A1 ] [after [she A0 ] kissed [John A1 ] AM −T M P ].

As it can be seen, temporal expressions tend to be contained by temporal adjuncts. In special cases, timexes can be also contained by numbered
arguments for verbs that require a temporal argument. For example, “to
last” requires a period of time, which is represented in PropBank by A2 role.
Events are normally represented by main-verbs. Furthermore, the verb
“to be” do not represent an event but can contain stative-events in its A2
role (32b). The non-verbal events are more likely to appear under specific
adjuncts (32d), or playing the A1 role of certain verbs (32c).
Subordinating temporal relations, are often denoted by temporal subordinations marked by temporal adjuncts like in (32e). In these cases, the
heading conjunction of the subordination, in the example “after”, gives relevant information about the type of the relation.
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2.5.

Conclusions

This thesis is focused on the task of temporal information processing,
which is framed in the area of natural language processing (NLP). Temporal
information processing tackles the automatic interpretation and reasoning
about the temporal aspects of language, which is crucial for other NLP
applications such as information retrieval and question answering.
The research on temporal information processing evolved from different
rationalist formal strategies to the empiricist corpus-based strategy. The
empiricist strategy consists of the annotation of corpora following a temporal
annotation scheme. Currently, the standard temporal annotation scheme is
TimeML due to its completeness and the improvements this introduces to its
predecessors. TimeML captures the linguistic expressions conveying events,
times and temporal relations.
The automatic TimeML annotation is a complex task, which requires
linguistic knowledge at semantic, discourse and pragmatic level. Events,
times and temporal relations can be ambiguous at morphosyntactic level.
However, the majority of state-of-the-art computational approaches to automatic TimeML annotation only use morphosyntactic information. The
few approaches that include semantics are focused on the use of lexical semantics and only one of them includes semantic roles (FrameNet roles).
Furthermore, the influence of semantics in the performance has not been
analyzed in depth and, in particular, the PropBank role set has never been
used for temporal information processing.
The next chapter describes our semantic approach to temporal information processing: TIPSem. The proposal differs from state-of-the-art approaches in the following aspects: TIPSem applies lexical semantics and
semantic roles and analyzes specifically its contribution to this task; our
approach uses the PropBank role set, which provides valuable information
about the temporal entities but has never been used for this purpose; and
while all state-of-the-art approaches are developed and analyzed for one language, in TIPSem semantics are applied and analyzed multilingually for English, Spanish, Italian, and Chinese over the publicly available TempEval-2
data.
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TIPSem: A Semantic
Approach to Temporal
Information Processing
This section describes our proposal for tackling the automatic temporal information processing. Since its central element is semantics, we named
our proposal TIPSem: Temporal Information Processing using Semantics.
TIPSem is a hybrid approach (data-driven and rule-based), which exploits
lexical semantics (semantic networks) and semantic roles, in addition to morphosyntax. The temporal information is processed and represented following
the TimeML annotation scheme.
The architecture of TIPSem is divided into three main modules corresponding to the processing subtasks of the main TimeML elements:
The processing of temporal expressions (TimeML TIMEX tag). This

task implies the recognition1 in text, the classification, and the normalization to the ISO 8601 standard of such entities.
The processing of events (TimeML EVENT tag). This task implies the
recognition in text, and the classification of such entities.
Temporal relation categorization (TimeML LINK tags). This task
implies the categorization of different types of relations between the
previous entities. Namely, the relations between events and timexes,
between events and the creation time of the document, between events
1

Exact bounding in text
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subordinated in the same sentence (intra-sentential), and between
main events across sentences (inter-sentential).
This chapter is structured as follows. The first section shows the general
architecture of the approach. The second section describes in detail the
parts of the approach and shows how the processing of each temporal entity
is done using semantics. The third section discusses the machine learning
techniques employed. Finally, the last section reports on the extension of
the approach to other languages: Spanish, Italian and Chinese.

3.1.

General Architecture

TIPSem is a hybrid approach. It is mainly data-driven but it includes
a rule-based temporal knowledge base: TIMEK2 . Figure 3.1 illustrates the
architecture of TIPSem system showing its different parts.

Figure 3.1: TIPSem architecture
As a mainly data-driven approach, it consists of two processes: the training process and the application process.
In both processes, the first step is the preprocessing of the input. This
consists of obtaining the following features:
2

TIMEK details can be found in Appendix A.
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Morphosyntactic features. These are tokens, lemmas and part-ofspeech (PoS), which are obtained using TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994),
and the syntactic tree (Treebank-like) obtained using Charniak parser
(Charniak & Johnson, 2005).
Semantic features. The main characteristic of our approach is the
use of semantic features to improve the performance of the approaches
based only on morphosyntax. These are divided into three groups:
• Lexical semantics (LS). This includes hypernymy information obtained from WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) and from TIMEK. This
captures the relationship of words with temporal or eventive meanings at lexical level.
• Semantic roles (SR). This includes PropBank semantic role labeling obtained using CCG tool (Punyakanok et al., 2004). Semantic roles capture the relationship of words with the role they
play at sentence level (more precisely, at predicate level).
• Temporal semantics (TS)3 . These includes the semantic properties of timexes (timex value comparison) obtained from TIMEK.
Firstly, the training process obtains models for each of the previously
defined tasks from the preprocessed TimeML data. This process is only
carried out once.
Secondly, the application process applies the models to obtain the TimeML
annotation from any preprocessed input text.
As part of the data-driven architecture, the rule-based module consists of
the temporal knowledge base included in the system: TIMEK. This is used
in the preprocessing to obtain some LS features over the input data, which
are used in timex classification and normalization. Also in the preprocessing,
this is used to obtain TS features used in temporal relation categorization
subtasks. Finally, TIMEK is used in timex processing to normalize the
timexes to the ISO 8601 standard.
3

Only used for temporal relation categorization.
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A typical use case of TIPSem is illustrated in (33). It shows an input
text and the TimeML output obtained by TIPSem.
(33) Document creation time (DCT): 2010-06-29)

Input: John came on Monday. After, he left the US. Then, he told us he was
born in 1980.
Output:
<?xml version="1.0" ?> <TimeML>
<TIMEX3 tid=t0 type="DATE" value="2010-06-29" temporalFunction="false"
functionInDocument="CREATION TIME">2010-06-29</TIMEX3>
<TEXT>
John <event class="OCCURRENCE" eid="e1">came</event>
on <timex3 type="DATE" value="2010-06-28" tid="t1">Monday</timex3>.
After, he <event class="OCCURRENCE" eid="e2">left</event> the US.
Then, he <event class="REPORTING" eid="e3">told</event> us
he was <event class="OCCURRENCE" eid="e4">born</event> in
<timex3 type="DATE" value="1980" tid="t2">1980</timex3>.
</TEXT>
<TLINK lid=1
<TLINK lid=2
<TLINK lid=3
<TLINK lid=4
</TimeML>

reltype="overlap" eventID="e1" relatedToTime="t1" />
reltype="after" eventID="e2" relatedToEvent="e1" />
reltype="overlap" eventID="e3" relatedToEvent="e2" />
reltype="overlap" eventID="e4" relatedToTime="t2" />

Other examples can be tested using the on-line demonstration of TIPSem
system available at http://gplsi.dlsi.ua.es/demos/TIMEE/.

3.2.

Task-specific Architecture

The following subsections describe the main parts of the system regarding each module of TIPSem approach.

3.2.1.

Processing Temporal Expressions (Timexes)

As described in section 2.2, in TimeML, a timex is a linguistic representation of a time point or period. The timexes must be classified into the
following types: date, time, duration and set; and normalized by their ISO
8601 value. Therefore, the computational processing of timexes in natural
language consists of three main subtasks: (i) recognizing such expressions
in text, (ii) classifying them, and (iii) obtaining their normalized value.
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Example (34) illustrates a raw text input and the expected output.
(34) Document creation time (DCT): 2010-06-09)

Input: John came on Tuesday. He will stay here for one year and two months.
Output:
John came on <timex3 type="DATE" value="2010-06-08">Tuesday</timex3>.
He will stay here for <timex3 type="DURATION" value="P1Y2M">one year
and two months</timex3>.

Figure 3.2 summarizes the architecture of the timex processing part. This
shows the proposal (TIPSem) and the resources it uses.

Figure 3.2: TIPSem Timex processing architecture
Analogously to the general architecture, the first step of both training
and application processes is the preprocessing of the input.
In the training, the models are generated sequentially in three steps.
First the features for recognition are obtained and the model is generated.
Secondly, the features for classification are obtained from the recognition
features and the classification model is obtained. Finally, the normalization
features are obtained from the classification features and the normalization
model is obtained.
In the application process, TIPSem applies the recognition model first,
then applies the classification model to the recognized timexes, and finally
applies the normalization model to the classified timexes. After applying
the normalization model, TIMEK is used to obtain the ISO 8601 values.
Timex Recognition
The machine learning is useful in problems in which the complexity prevents the manual modeling of the task. The automatic TimeML annotation
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problem can be addressed with supervised learning techniques as long as
there are corpora containing a representative number of annotated examples
(e.g., TempEval-2 datasets). The first versions of TIPSem were completely
rule-based (Llorens et al., 2009, 2009c)4 . However, the manual construction
of high coverage rules was costly.
The version of TIPSem presented in this thesis for timex recognition
is completely data-driven. We address the problem raised by this task as a
sequence labeling problem, which can be also seen as a classification problem.
In this bounding task, we use IOB25 labels to classify all the tokens. Given
an input text, each token must be classified as being the beginning of a timex
(B-timex), inside a timex (I-timex), or outside a timex (O). The resulting
IOB2 alphabet consists of B-timex, I-timex and O. Example (35) illustrates
the timex recognition problem.
(35)

input text
There
was
no
profit
this
year
.

solution
O
O
O
O
B-timex
I-timex
O

Our proposal presents a set of features obtained at token level, that is
to say, each token has its own set of features.
We define the following morphosyntactic features to tackle the described
problem.
Morphological: These features are the token, lemma, and PoS in a
dynamic context of at most a 7-window (-3,+3).
For some timexes like in (36), the token and the lemma are crucial for
the recognition.
(36) The conference ended [yesterday

4

T IM EX3 ].

These rules were analyzed also for Spanish (Llorens et
(Llorens et al., 2009a)
5
IOB2 format: (B) begin, (I) inside, and (O) outside
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As it can be seen in the example some lemmas, such as “yesterday”,
are very likely to represent timexes6 . However, example (37) shows a
temporal expression which can be ambiguous at lexical level, “May7 ”.
(37) May you find what you are looking for.
She will be back in [May

T IM EX3 ].

Here, the information about the word class (PoS) solves the ambiguity
due to the fact that the first “May” is a modal verb while the second
is a proper noun (a month).
For multi-token expressions, the context window plays an important
role because some tokens only represent a temporal expression if their
neighboring tokens hold specific lemmas and PoS – see example (38).
(38) This is the chief of the company.
Today is the [3rd of June

T IM EX3 ].

In this example, the token “of” only becomes part of a temporal expression if, for instance, its left neighboring word is an ordinal and
its right neighboring word is a proper noun with a specific lemma (a
month), but not if the left neighboring word is “chief” and its right
is “the”. Furthermore, the context acts as contextual disambiguation
information. In example (39), we can see how a number is more likely
to be part of a temporal expression if it is preceded by a preposition
and not followed by a noun.
(39) He owns 1999 properties.
He was born in [1999

T IM EX3 ].

The dynamic 7-window showed better performance than other types or
sizes of context (Llorens et al., 2011a). This is a syntax-motivated context which only includes the context within the syntactic constituent of
the token being classified. In example (38), the token static 7-window
for the token “of” is [is, the, 3rd, of, June, ., -], while using the dynamic context is [-,the, 3rd, of, June, -, -]. This prevents the machine
6
7

Except when they do not have a temporal meaning like in The Beatles’ song title.
It can be also ambiguous at morphosyntactic level if it refers to a person name.
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learning algorithm to consider that “is” could be relevant to decide
whether it is part of a timex or not.
Although morphological information is very useful, this is not always
enough to distinguish temporal expressions from the rest of the text.
Syntactic: Timexes are contained in specific types of phrases: noun
phrases (NP), prepositional phrases (PP), adjective phrases (ADJP),
and adverbial phrases (ADVP). A feature whose value indicates which
type of phrase a token belongs to is used for timex recognition. This
is useful for identifying which tokens can be part of a timex.
In the example (40a), this feature points out that “stayed” and “during” cannot participate in a timex because they do not belong to any
of these types of phrases.
(40) a. (S (NP She) (VP stayed
(PP during (NP the second half of the year)).
b. (S (NP She) (VP stayed
(PP behind (NP the wall)))).

(timex)
(not timex)

Furthermore, if an NP is governed by a PP, the heading prepositions
may be useful to increase the probability of the NP in containing a
timex. Therefore, this is also included as a feature. In the example
(40), the PP headed by “during” introduces a timex in the NP it
governs (40a), while the PP headed by “behind” does not (40b).
However, examples (41a) and (41b) show the same syntactic structure
and only (41a) represents a timex.
(41) a. (S (NP She) (VP won
(PP in (NP April)).
b. (S (NP She) (VP won
(PP in (NP Africa)))).

(timex)
(not timex)

This motivates the use of higher level linguistic information like semantics. Lexical semantics point out that “April” concept is related
to time and semantic roles show that “in April” plays a temporal role.
The semantic features used to enhance the model are:
Lexical semantics: The top ontology classes of WordNet represent
words’ meaning at the ontological level. Most of the nouns contained
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in timexes are hyponyms of time, time period or time unit. These
concepts are at the fourth level from the top concept, entity. For that
reason, our approach considers as a feature the top four hypernyms
(top4hypers) of the most frequent sense (first sense) for every noun
and verb, excluding the top concept (see Example 42).
(42) The top4hypers for “decades” is:
decade: time period => quantity => measure => abstraction

Since many of the timexes contain tokens with time-related values for
top4hypers, this feature will increase the probability of representing
timexes for tokens obtaining such values even if their lemmas do not
appear in training, which favours generalization8 .
Semantic roles: Semantic roles provide the structural semantic relations of the predicates in which TimeML elements may participate.
The temporal semantic roles (mainly AM-TMP 9 ) represent temporal arguments and adjuncts and many times contain timexes. For each
token in a predicate, we considered two features: role (in isolation)
and role + lemma.
The role feature should increase the probability for representing a
timex of all the tokens belonging to the temporal roles regardless their
lemmas (and also decrease the probabilities of the tokens outside temporal roles).
The combination role + lemma is included as feature. This should
specifically increase the probability for representing a timex of the
combinations of timex-related lemmas (e.g., April, week, etc.) with
temporal roles and also to decrease the probability of non-temporal
lemmas contained in temporal roles (e.g., meeting, war). Example (43)
shows how morphosyntactic ambiguity is handled by these features.
(43) [April A0 ] likes apples.
I went to Canada [in April AM −T M P ].
I went to Canada [after the meeting AM −T M P ].
The Iraqis have resisted attempts
to inspect [such quarters AM −LOC ].

(female proper name)
(month, TIMEX3)
(event)
(location)

8
The lexical ambiguity has been addressed with the baseline (most frequent sense). In
further works, word sense disambiguation techniques will be included.
9
In specific cases, some numbered arguments for verbs that require a temporal argument con denote temporality (e.g., A2 of “to last”).
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[The noun “Monday” A0 ] is derived
from Middle English Monenday.
[“Last week” A0 ] is my favorite song.

(entity name)
(song title)

The first two sentences contain the noun “April”. However, in the
first sentence “April” is a person named entity and in the second it is a
TIMEX3. At the semantic role level, the expression “April” represents
a numbered argument role of the verb “to like” in the first sentence
while it represents a temporal role in the second one. The third sentence shows why the combination role + lemma (meeting+AM-TMP)
is useful to handle the cases where the temporal role does not represent
a timex. Moreover, in the fourth sentence the presence of a locative
role prevents us from considering “quarters” as a temporal expression.
Finally, the expressions “Monday” and “Last week” may not represent
timexes as shown in the example. The non-temporal semantic roles
point out which of them are less likely to be timexes (e.g., A0). In a
nutshell, the approach must learn from the annotated examples which
semantic roles are more likely to contain temporal expressions.
Figure 3.3 illustrates the timex recognition feature-vector.

Figure 3.3: TIPSem Timex recognition features

Considering the sentence (44), example (45) shows the values of this
vector obtained by the token “days”.
(44) Bush can call up to 200,000 reservists for up to 180 days without seeking congressional approval.
(45) up | up | IN
to |
180 |
days |
|
|
|

to |
card |
day |
|
|
|

TO
CD
NNS |for|PP|time unit > measure > abstraction|AM-TMP|AM-TMP+day
-
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Timex Classification (Typing)
As described in section 2.2, there are four types or classes of temporal expressions: date, time, duration, and set. The classification problem involves
the selection of one type for each recognized timex (see Example 46).
Date and time cover the temporal references of different granularities.
Dates include the references expressed in temporal units greater than days
(e.g., months, years, centuries, etc.), while times include the references expressed in temporal units lower than days (e.g., hours, minutes, etc.). For
example, “yesterday” and “October 1999” are dates while “yesterday morning” and “8 p.m.” are times.
Duration covers period or durative expressions like (e.g., two years, 10hour, etc.); and set covers different time-recurring expressions defining patterns in time (e.g., weekly, each month, etc.).
(46) TIMEX
1999
8 a.m.
monthly
two years
next Monday

solution
date
time
set
duration
date

The classification approach uses the same features used in recognition
except semantic roles. However, since in classification we have a set of
timexes instead of a set of tokens, the features defined for the recognition task have to be adapted. In order to translate token-based features
to element-based features, we clustered the recognition features in the following way. For timexes spanning one token (e.g., yesterday), the features
remain the same. For timexes spanning more than one token like “two years”
in the example (47a), the feature values for each token are concatenated by
“ ” (e.g., lemma=two year,PoS=CD NNS), and if the value is shared for all
the tokens (e.g., heading-preposition(two)=for, heading-preposition(years)=for)
it is clustered in just one value (e.g., heading-preposition(two years)=for).
Lemma and PoS sequences often represent different classes are useful to
differentiate timex classes. However, sometimes the same sequences represent different classes as shown in example (47). In this case, the syntactic
features, such as the heading prepositions of the timexes contained in prepositional phrases (e.g., for, in), are useful.
(47) a. He will be here for [two years DU RAT ION ].
b. He will be here in [two years DAT E ].
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However, semantic roles are too general to distinguish timex classes because all the classes can be contained in the same roles, mainly temporal
roles.
Apart from the features used in recognition, we added features specific
to timex classification. These are mainly features obtained using TIMEK,
which reinforce the lexical semantics of the approach. The features added
are the following:
Lexical semantics (TIMEK10 ):
• Pattern: For each recognized timex, its pattern is built following
the TIMEK pattern feature specifications defined in Appendix A.
This way, the machine learning approach can generalize rules
from time-based patterns instead of lemmas or PoS. For example,
the date-timexes “two weeks ago” and “100 days ago” obtain the
same value for the pattern feature: NUM TUNIT ago.
• Time granularity: A boolean feature which is set to true for
the timexes that end with time-like token (e.g., morning, night).
This is useful to distinguish times from dates.
• Set indicator: A boolean feature activated when the timex
starts with “each” or “every” (e.g., each Tuesday), when the
timex matches with “TUnit+ly” (e.g., monthly) or with “Weekday+s” (e.g., Tuesdays). This helps in the classification of set
timexes.
In short, timex classification is carried out by a data-driven approach, in
which some of the features are obtained through a knowledge-based resource
(TIMEK).
Timex Normalization
As in classification, the features are obtained at element level (timex
level). In our proposal, the normalization process consists of two main steps:
(1) obtaining the normalization type (following a data-driven approach) and
(2) applying the corresponding normalization rules defined in the TIMEK
module (following a rule-based approach) – see Appendix A.
The first step assigns to each timex a normalization type using the same
features as in classification, and the second step applies the normalization
10

More details in Appendix A.
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rules corresponding to the obtained normalization type. For each timex
type, we define the following normalization types and their associated normalization rules:
For dates and times:
• ISO explicit: This represents explicit dates or times such as
“Feb 2010”. We defined rules to convert any-format explicit date
or time into a valid ISO 8601 standard date. Example (48) shows
some cases.
(48) a. June 8th, 1983 → 1983-06-08
b. October 1999 → 1999-10
c. nineteen ninety → 1990
d. 15/03/1999 6 p.m. → 1999-03-15T18:00

• ISO function: This refers to relative dates or time like “yesterday morning”. This is the most complex type because it comprises the timexes which are relative to a reference date or to
another timex. The system applies different functions to get a
valid ISO 8601 value in a valid granularity from DCT11 dates.
Here, time direction indicators like “next” or “previous”, as well
as verbal tenses and aspects are used. Some temporal expressions
of this type can be seen in example (49).
(49) Document creation time (DCT): 2010-06-09
a. 3 days ago (pattern: NUM TUNIT ago) : DCT-3days (2010-06-06)
b. Yesterday (pattern: yesterday) : DCT-1day (2010-06-08)
c. Last Friday (pattern: last WEEKDAY) : DCT closest past Friday
(2010-06-04)
d. He will come on Friday. (pattern: WEEKDAY) : DCT closest
future Friday (2010-06-11)
d. And the day after, we will visit Madrid. (pattern: the TUNIT
after) : previous time ref.+1 (2010-06-12)
e. In October 9th, 1999, he said “three days ago, I was living a
dream”. (pattern : NUM TUNIT ago) : 1999/10/09 - 3days (199910-6)

Currently, TIPSem manages all the timexes as relative to DCT.
Then, it fails in those relative to other timexes like the cases in
(49d) and (49e). The treatment of those cases goes further than
semantic level (i.e., discourse and pragmatics).
11

Date Creation Time
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• Present ref, past ref and future ref : These types are already
ISO 8601 values for fuzzy timexes such as “currently”, “some
years ago”, and “in the future”. Examples of these expressions
are shown in (50).
(50) a. currently → present ref
b. some years ago → past ref

For durations:
• Period: This refers to durations such as “two years” or “few
minutes”. We defined rules to convert period-like TIMEX3 into
a normalized period. Example (51) shows different examples.
These rules are recursive and can handle complex expressions
like (51e).
(51) a. three days → P3D
b. 50 years → P50Y
c. ten months → P10M
d. 10 minutes → PT10M
e. a year, 7 days and 5 hours → P1Y7DT5H

For sets:
• ISO set: This represents recurrent time pattern such as “weekly”.
We defined rules to get a valid ISO-like set from a TIMEX3 set.
The ISO 8601 value for set expressions represents a ISO date pattern in which the values that can vary are denoted by X s. This
way, the expression in (52a) is normalized as 1999-XX, which
means that is valid for 1999-01, 1999-02, ..., 1999-12. More examples are shown in (52).
(52) a. every month of 1999 → 1999-XX
b. each month → XXXX-XX
c. daily → XXXX-XX-XX
d. each Thursday → XXXX-WXX-4
e. Tuesday nights → XXXX-WXX-2TNI
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3.2.2.

Processing Events

An event is defined in TimeML as the linguistic expression of something
that happens or holds the truth. As we introduced in Section 2.2, TimeML
events are classified into the following classes: occurrence, state, reporting,
perception, aspectual, i action and i state.
The computational processing of events in natural language consists of
two main subtasks: (i) recognizing events in text, (ii) classifying them into
the TimeML event classes. Example (53) illustrates a raw text input and
the expected output.
(53) Input: The TV news announced an accident in the mountains. The news reporter

said that John was alive. The rescue started two hours ago.
Output:
The TV news <event class="reporting">announced</event> an
<event class="occurrence">accident</event> in the mountains.
The news reporter <event class="reporting">said</event> that
John was <event class="state">alive</event>.
The <event class="occurrence">rescue<event>
<event class="aspectual">started</event> two hours ago.

Figure 3.4 summarizes the architecture of TIPSem event processing part.

Figure 3.4: TIPSem Event processing architecture

As shown in the figure, event processing is tackled by a purely data-driven
approach without the use of any handcrafted rules or external knowledge.
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Event Recognition
Event recognition implies the bounding of TimeML events in the text.
Event recognition problem is defined analogously to the previously defined
timex recognition. We address the problem as a sequence labeling problem
as illustrated in example (54).
(54)

input text
He
said
she
likes
him
.

solution
O
B-event
O
B-event
O
O

The features we propose to solve this task are obtained at token level,
that is to say, each token has its own set of features.
We define the following morphosyntactic features to tackle this problem:
Morphological: The lemma and PoS in a static 3-window (-1,+1)
context were employed.
Specific lemmas are likely to represent events such as “war”, “meeting”, and “said”, while other lemmas are more likely to be rejected as
events like “house” and “Mary”. In example (55), the two first sentences are similar at the morphosyntactic level. The only difference
is the last lemma (“house” vs. “meeting”). A data-driven approach
can learn from the examples that “meeting” is an event while “house”
is not. However, in the case that these lemmas are not among the
training examples, the lemma and the PoS are not enough to decide
whether these should be an event or not.
Regarding PoS, events are generally expressed by verbs (mainly tensed
verbs), nominalizations, adjectives, predicative clauses or prepositional
phrases. Therefore, PoS is useful for this task. However, PoS alone is
not discriminative enough for recognizing some events. As shown in
example (55), not all the verbs denote events (e.g., “to be”), nor all
the nouns (e.g., “house”).
Regarding context, this is useful in the cases where lemma and PoS,
in isolation, are not sufficient to recognize events. A static 3-window
is the optimal context for this task (following the results of Llorens et
al. (2011a)). For example, the lemma “control” appears in (55c) and
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(55d), but only represents an event in the second case. This ambiguity
can be handled looking at the context. In (55c) “control” is a modifier
of tower while in (55d) “control” is the current state of “the situation”.
(55) a. He went to the house.
b. He went to the [meeting EV EN T ].
c. They are [working EV EN T ] at the control tower.
d. The situation is [controlled EV EN T ].
e. A meeting is an assembly of people for a purpose.
f. Bruce Springsteen [sang EV EN T ] “war” in his last concert.

Syntactic: The syntactic structure aids in recognizing events. Example (56) shows sentences which may benefit from considering syntactic
information.
(56) a. (S (NP America) (VP [has

EV EN T ] (NP the tanks)))).
b. (S (NP America) (VP has (VP been (VP sending (NP troops))))).

In the sentences, “has” is an event or just an auxiliary verb depending
on the VP hierarchy.
As in timex recognition, the morphosyntactic information is not discriminative enough for events as explained in Chapter 2. For this reason, we include
semantics the following semantic features:
Lexical semantics: Most verbs in a text denote events. However only
some nouns in particular semantic settings denote events. Semantic
networks give useful information for recognizing nominal events. The
concepts event and state are among the four higher hypernyms of
most nominal events (excluding WordNet root concept entity). For
that reason, our approach considers as a feature top4hypers (see Example 57).
(57) “Ritter led his team in a 10-hour tour”.
The top4hypers value for “tour” is:
tour: act => event => psychological feature => abstraction

Since many of the events contain tokens obtaining the same values for
top4hypers, this feature will increase the probability of representing
events for tokens obtaining such values, which is specially useful for
the events whose lemmas do not appear in the training.
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Semantic roles: The relation between semantic roles and events is
two fold: (i) many events are denoted by main verbs which have arguments playing different roles, and (ii) also many events can appear
under specific roles for particular verbs. Due to this fact, we consider
that the following role-based features are useful to recognize events:
• role (in isolation) represents the semantic role each token plays
in a predicate. In addition to main verbs (those that govern arguments in predicates) that normally represent events, this feature
learns the probability of events to appear under different roles.
In (58), we see three sentences labeled with semantic roles with
the events underlined.
(58) a. [The tax rates A1 ] were [lower A2 ].
b. [The company A0 ] completed [the transaction A1 ].
c. [It A0 ] [might AM −M OD ] drop out [the effort against Iraq

A4 ].

In the example, (58a) shows an stative event “lower” appearing
under the A2 role. In (58b), the A1 role of the verb “to complete”
(task, action coming to an end) indicates a nominal occurrenceevent “transaction”. In (58c), only the main verb represents an
event but none of the arguments (A0, AM-MOD, A4) contain
events.
In the example and in general, events appear as main verbs, when
they are verbal, and are more likely to appear under the influence
of A1 or A2 roles when they are represented by other word-classes
such as noun or adjective. For example, it is less probable to find
an event under other roles like A0, AM-MOD or A4.
• role + token is the combination of the token and the semantic
role it plays.
(59) a. [He A0 ] made [an offer A1 ].
b. [He A0 ] made [a cake A1 ].
c. [He A0 ] completed [the transaction
d. [He A0 ] completed [the puzzle A1 ].

A1 ].

In the example sentences (59a) and (59b), both “offer” and “cake”
are nouns playing the A1 role. However, only “offer” represents
an event. Analogously, in the sentences (59c) and (59d), “transaction” and “puzzle” play the A1 role but only “transaction”
represents an event. This is because not all the words can represent events, but only those meaning actions, processes or states.
This feature merges the word and the role it plays to capture this
information.
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• role + verb is the combination of the semantic role and the governing verb of the predicate. This distinguishes roles depending
on specific verbs. This is particularly important in the case of
numbered roles (A0, A1, etc.) meaning different things when
depending on different verbs.
(60) a. [The tax rates A1 ] were [lower A2 ].
b. [The tax rates A0 ] raised [10% A2 ] [to $11
c. [He A0 ] carried out [an experiment A1 ].
d. [He A0 ] ate [an apple A1 ].

A4 ]

[from 10

A3 ].

In the sentences (60a) and (60b), it can be seen that the A2 role
of the verb “to be” is more likely to contain an event (state) than
the A2 role of the verb “to rise”. In the same manner in (60c)
and (60d), the A1 role of “to carry out” is more likely to contain
an action or process than the A1 role of “to eat” which represents
the thing eaten.
• role + top4hypers is the combination of the role and the top four
hypernyms of the token, except entity. This feature generalizes
the role + token, obtaining the same value for all the tokens
sharing the top four hypernyms and appearing under the same
role.
(61) [The killing

A0 ]

took place [this morning

AM −T M P ].

In example (61), killing obtains the value (A0+action => event =>
psychological feature => abstraction) for role + top4hypers feature. This value will be shared by similar event lemmas probably
unseen in the training (e.g., murder, execution, homicide, etc.).
This feature aids the model in generalizing that event-related
top4hpers are likely to represent events when they appear under
specific roles (e.g., A0).
Figure 3.5 illustrates the described features.

Figure 3.5: TIPSem Event recognition features
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Considering the sentence (62), example (63) shows the values of this
vector obtained by the token “war”.
(62) The phony war has finished and the referendum campaign has begun.

(63) phony | phony | JJ
war
| war
| NN |NP|act > event > ...|A1|A1+war|A1+finish|A1+act > event > ...
has
| have | AUX

Event Classification
As described in section 2.2, there are seven classes of events in TimeML:
Reporting. Action of declaring or narrating an event
(e.g., “say”, “report”).
Perception. Physical perception of another event
(e.g., “said”, “hear”).
Aspectual. Aspectual predication of another event
(e.g., “start”, “continue”).
I Action. Intentional action (e.g., “try”,“attempt”).
I State. Intentional state (e.g., “feel”, “hope”).
State. Circumstance in which something holds the truth
(e.g., “rainy”, “bad”).
Occurrence. Events that describe things that happen
(e.g., “came”, “conference”).
The events recognized by the event recognition model are classified as
shown in example (64).
(64) event
went
said
meeting
started
tried

solution
occurrence
reporting
occurrence
aspectual
i action
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The same strategy used for timex has been followed to translate the
token-based features defined for event recognition into element based features for event classification. Besides, the same features used for recognition
are used for classification.
The semantic features can contribute to event classification in the following concerns:
Lexical semantics: Semantic networks could particularly affect the
classification of unseen instances by generalizing verbal classes. Looking at the example (65) and considering that “announced” was an unseen instance, the information of semantic networks could lead to its
correct classification as a reporting event because other seen reporting
events such as “say”, “tell” and “ask,” are related to the communicate
semantic class.
(65) President Bush [announced REP ORT IN G ] the dispatching of U.S. troops.
Tokens: announced
PoS: VBD Semantic role: V
4 top semantic class: announce => inform => communicate => act

Semantic roles: The arguments’ role of specific verbs heading a predicates can be useful in the classification of ambiguous events because a
lexeme can represent different classes of events when playing the same
semantic role for different verbs. We selected an example from the
TempEval-2 dataset (see example (66)).
(66) [They A0 ] said [ [they A0 ] reached [an agreementI ST AT E
. for the acquisition A1 ] A1 ].
[The offer A0 ] violates [a standstill agreementOCCU RREN CE

A1 ].

In the first sentence, “agreement” has the A1 role governed by the
verb “reach” and governs the “acquisition” event. This could help in
determining that is an intentional state to be reached. In the second
sentence, “agreement” has the A1 role governed by the verb “violate”.
This could indicate that there is an actual agreement to be violated,
and thus it is an occurrence event.
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3.2.3.

Processing Temporal Relations

Temporal relation processing is divided into two main tasks: relation
identification and relation categorization.
The temporal relation identification implies selecting the entity
pairs (event-event, event-timex, or timex-timex) that are related, and the
type of link (TLINK, SLINK, or ALINK) they represent. The relations
involving timexes or those between main events of different sentences are
general temporal links (TLINK). The relations between an event and a subordinated event are subordination links (SLINK). Finally, the relations between an aspectual event and the event this modifies are aspectual links
(ALINK).
TIPSem includes the following rule-based strategy to identify temporal
relations:
1. If a sentence has more than one event, then relate the main event with:
(i) the corresponding aspectual-event modifiers (ALINKs) if the event
class is aspectual, or (ii) the subordinated events (SLINKs) otherwise.
2. If a sentence has one or more timexes, then relate the syntacticallyclosest events with each one (TLINKs) – All the timexes have to be
related with at least one event.
3. Relate the main-events12 of the consecutive sentences (TLINKs).
Although TIPSem includes this temporal relation identification strategy, the
central task to be analyzed regarding temporal relations is categorization.
The temporal relation categorization implies assigning a category
to each identified relation in the different relation types defined by Allen
(1983) (see Section 2.1). The accomplishment of this task outputs a specific
order in time of the events in a text and serves as input for more complex
systems requiring temporal reasoning capabilities.
In the recent international evaluation exercises TempEval-1 (Verhagen
et al., 2007) and TempEval-2 (Verhagen et al., 2010), the temporal relation
processing task has been devoted to the categorization task – the identification part was not evaluated. Due to the complexity of the temporal relations
as defined in TimeML, the TempEval evaluations simplified the categorization task. In this thesis, we follow this simplification for comparing our
results with those obtained by other researchers in related works.
12

Those higher in the syntactic hierarchy.
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In TempEval-2 evaluation exercise, the temporal relation processing problem was separated into four different subtasks regarding four different types
of relations: event-timex, event-dct, main-events and subordinated-events.
Furthermore, the relation categories were reduced to a choice of six: the
three core relations before, after, and overlap, two less specific relations for
ambiguous cases before-or-overlap and overlap-or-after, and finally vague
for those cases where no particular relation can be established.
Given a corpus of texts in natural language in which the timexes and
the events are already annotated, these subtasks are defined as:
event-timex: This consists of categorizing the temporal relation between an event and a time expression in the same sentence. This was
called Task C in TempEval-2. Example (67) illustrates the text input
and the expected output after the described processing.
(67) He was <EVENT eid=1>born</EVENT> in <TIMEX3 tid=1>1999</TIMEX3>.

Input: <TLINK lid="l1" reltype="NONE" leid="1" ltid="1" />
Output: <TLINK lid="l1" reltype="OVERLAP" leid="1" ltid="1" />

This categorization indicates that “born” overlaps with “1999”.
event-dct: This consists of categorizing the temporal relation between an event and the document creation time (DCT). This was
called Task D in TempEval-2. An example is shown in (68).
(68) DCT: 2001-01-15 (tid="0")

He was <EVENT eid=1>born</EVENT> in <TIMEX3 tid=1>1999</TIMEX3>.
Input: <TLINK lid="l1" reltype="NONE" leid="1" ltid="0" />
Output: <TLINK lid="l1" reltype="BEFORE" leid="1" ltid="0" />

The categorization indicates that “born” (1999) was before the document was written or created (2001-01-15).
main event-event (inter-sentential): This consists of categorizing
the temporal relation between two main events in consecutive sentences. This was called Task E in TempEval-2. An example is shown
in (69).
(69) He was <EVENT eid="1">born</EVENT> in London.

He <EVENT eid="2">obtained</EVENT> his degree
in computer science at Cambridge University.
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He had <EVENT eid="3">studied</EVENT> previously in Oxford.
Input:
<TLINK lid="l1" reltype="NONE" leid="1" leid="2" />
<TLINK lid="l2" reltype="NONE" leid="2" leid="3" />
Output:
<TLINK lid="l1" reltype="BEFORE" leid="1" leid="2" />
<TLINK lid="l2" reltype="AFTER" leid="2" leid="3" />

This categorization output indicates that “born” was before “obtained”
and “obtained” was after “studied”.
sub event-event (intra-sentential): Determine the temporal relation between two events where one event syntactically dominates the
other event. This was called Task F in TempEval-2. An example is
shown in (70).
(70) We <EVENT eid=1>saw</EVENT> an <EVENT eid=2>explosion</EVENT>.

Input: <TLINK lid="l1" reltype="NONE" leid="1" leid="2" />
Output: <TLINK lid="l1" reltype="OVERLAP" leid="1" leid="2" />

The categorization as overlap indicates that “saw” and “explosion”
overlap in time.
Figure 3.6 summarizes the architecture of TIPSem temporal relation
processing part.
As shown in the figure, temporal relation processing is carried out by four
machine learned models. Three of them use an external temporal knowledgebase (TIMEK) to obtain some of the features. Each one of the link-related
tasks described above has its own link-categorization features for the machine learning of a model. Details on how each link type has been addressed
are given in the following subsections.
Event-Timex Relations
TIPSem uses the following features to learn a model for categorizing
event-timex relations.
The morphosyntactic features are:
Heading preposition (Heading PP) of the event. If the event is contained in a prepositional phrase (e.g., “before the meeting”), the value
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Figure 3.6: TIPSem temporal relation processing architecture

for this feature is the heading preposition (e.g., before), otherwise the
value is left to “-”. Prepositions like “after” and “in” are relation
signalers, and they often point out the relation category.
Heading preposition (Heading PP) of the timex. If the timex is contained in a prepositional phrase (e.g., “after 1999”), the value for this
feature is the heading preposition (e.g., “after”), otherwise the value is
left to “-”. Prepositions like “before”, “from”, “to” and so on, are good
relation signalers (TimeML SIGNAL tag), and this feature captures
this property for timexes.
Interval. This boolean feature is set to “false” unless there appears
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some interval indicator token (i.e., “-”,“/”, “from”, “to”) near the relation’s timex. This is useful to identify overlap-and-after and overlapand-before categories.
The semantic features are:
Semantic roles
• Temporal role subordination head (TRoleSBARHead) of the event.
If the event is contained in temporal semantic role in a subordination, the value for this feature is the conjunction heading the
subordination, otherwise “-”. This property of temporal semantic
role can be useful to categorize the temporal links. Heading conjunctions such as “when”,“after”, and “while” denote TimeML
TLINKs and give information about the relation category. If the
heading element is “when” or “while” the category of the link
is more likely to be overlap, while if it is “after” or “once” the
category is more likely to be after – see example (71), but this is
not discriminative enough to categorize all the relations. These
conjunctions, when appearing under other semantic roles may not
be related to temporal information (71c). In addition, considering the elements contained in temporal semantic roles prevents
us from defining an ad-hoc list of temporal signalers for each
language.
(71) a. [After the Iraqi annexation of Kuwait AM −T M P ],
. oil prices rose.
b. He was rescued, [while the thieves were stealing
. the safe AM −T M P ].
c. That shop is [next to the bank we passed AM −LOC ].
• Temporal role subordination head (TRoleSBARHead) of the timex.
If the timex is contained in temporal semantic role in a subordination, the heading conjunction of the subordination is the value
for this feature, otherwise “-”. It is equivalent to the previous
feature but applied to the timex element.
Temporal semantics
• Time position (valdiff ). Sometimes one sentence contains various
timexes and events. If the relation’s event is not syntactically
linked to relation’s timex but to another timex (timex’), the time
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position feature (valdiff) represents whether this other timex’ is
before, equal or after the relation’s timex (the value difference).
Otherwise the value is set to equal by default. As shown in (72),
if the system is asked to categorize the relation of e1-t2, it is
worth considering that e1 is syntactically related to t1 and t1
(1999) is greater than t2 (1998) so the valdiff is after. However,
if the system is asked to categorize e1-t1, which are syntactically
related, then the categorization does not depend on other timexes
(default valdiff = equal).
(72) John was borne1 in 1999t1 and Sylvia was borne2 in 1998t2 .

valdiff
valdiff
valdiff
valdiff

(e1,t1):
(e1,t2):
(e2,t1):
(e2,t2):

equal
after
before
equal

Figure 3.7 illustrates the feature vector used in event-timex categorization.

Figure 3.7: TIPSem event-timex relations features
In (73), an example of the described features is shown for a simple case.
(73) He <event eid=e1>lived</event> here from <timex tid=t1>1903</timex>.
categorize (e1,t1)
HeadingPP (event): HeadingPP (timex): from
interval: true
valdiff: equal
TRoleSBARHead (event): TRoleSBARHead (timex): -

In example (73), the relation between “lived” and “1903” represents an
overlap-and-after because the “lived” event starts in “1903” but continues
until an undefined point in the future and thus the event is also happening after “1903”. In this case, interval and HeadingPP(timex) features are
relevant.
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Event-DCT Relations
To determine the relationship between an event and the document creation time (event-DCT), TIPSem adapts the features defined for the previous event-timex relations except interval which is not used. Furthermore,
two new morphosyntactic features are added.
The morphosyntactic features for this task are the following:
HeadingPP (event) and HeadingPP (timex). This was already defined
for event-timex relations. However in this case the heading PP of the
timex is calculated regarding the syntactically closest timex to the
relation’s event (if it exists). Otherwise the value is left to “-”.
Syntactic relation. If the relation’s event and the closest timex of the
relation are in the same phrase the value is “phrase”. If they are
in the same clause13 the value is “sub-sent”. Otherwise, the value is
“sentence”.
Tense and aspect. The tense and aspect for verbal events, or the tense
and aspect of the governing verb in the case of non-verbal events.
This is relevant in this case because DCT coincides with the speech
time (Reichenbach, 1947) and then tense and aspect give important
information about its relative location.
The semantic features added are:
Temporal semantics
• Time position (valdiff ). In this case, valdiff is calculated with
respect to the DCT. If the event is syntactically linked with a
timex, the time position feature represents whether this timex is
before, equal or after the DCT (the value difference). Otherwise
the value is set to “equal” by default.
Figure 3.8 illustrates the feature vector used in event-DCT categorization.

Figure 3.8: TIPSem event-DCT relations features
13

Simple sentence or a subordinated sentence in a complex sentence.
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In (74), an example of the described features is shown.
(74) Document creation time: 2010-06-09 (t0)
He <event eid=e1>lived</event> here in <timex tid=t1>1999</timex>.
categorize (e1,t0)
HeadingPP (event): HeadingPP (timex): in
valdiff: before
Tense-aspect: past-simple
TRoleSBARHead (event): TRoleSBARHead (timex): -

Example (74) shows an event “lived” which happens before the DCT.
The features help because “lived” is in past tense and because it overlaps a
timex “1999” which is prior to the DCT “2010”.
Main Event Relations
The relations between two main events (event1 and event2) are different
from the two previous cases because there are two events implied instead of
just one. In this case, the TIPSem’s features are focused on these events
and the syntactically closest timexes they may have respectively.
The morphosyntactic features are:
Tense and aspect (event1). The tense and aspect for verbal events, or
the tense and aspect of the governing verb in the case of non-verbal
events.
Tense and aspect (event2). The tense and aspect value for the second
main-event (event2).
Tense and aspect (event1-event2). A combination of the previous two
features. Events normally follow a time forward order corresponding to
their appearing order in text. This feature helps in finding the information of the tense/aspect-tense/aspect combination (e.g, past/simplepast/perfect), which may point out a break in the regular event precedence.
Same sentence (event1-event2). This feature indicates whether the
two events are in the same sentence or in different sentences. Normally, main events relations are identified for events in consecutive
sentences. However, sometimes two main events of the same sentence
are considered.
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The semantic features are:
Temporal semantics
• Time position (valdiff ). In this case, valdiff is calculated with
respect to two timexes related to each one of the relation’s events.
If both events are syntactically linked with a different timex, the
time position feature represents if the timex related to the first
event (event1 timex) is before, equal or after the timex related
to the second event (event2 timex). Otherwise the value is set to
“equal” by default.
Semantic roles are not used in this case because they normally affect
intra-sentential temporal relations and their use could be detrimental for
the model.
Figure 3.9 illustrates the feature vector used in main events categorization.

Figure 3.9: TIPSem main-event relations features

In (75), an example of the described features is shown.
(75) He <event eid=e1>came</event> that night.
She had already <event eid=e2>gone</event>.
categorize (e1,e2)
tense-aspect (event1): past simple
tense-aspect (event2): past perfect
tense-aspect (event1-event2): past simple - past perfect
same-sent: false
valdiff: equal

Example (75) illustrates an after relation between the event “came” and
the event “gone”. In this type of relations, the tense and aspect play a crucial
role because they show that the first event happened after the second. The
valdiff feature is set as default because only the first event has an associated
timex (i.e., that night). If the second event were also related to a timex
(e.g., the day before) the valdiff feature would help in the categorization.
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Subordinated Event Relations
The relations between two main events (event1 and event2) are different
from the previous case because there is a main and a subordinated event.
Again, the TIPSem’s features are focused on these events and the syntactically closest timexes they may have respectively.
For categorizing subordinated events, TIPSem uses the subordination
head element of temporal roles containing each event (if present), the heading preposition of a prepositional phrase containing each event (if present),
as well as the tense and aspect of both events in a combined feature.
The morphosyntactic features are:
HeadingPP (event1) and HeadingPP (event2). As already defined, if
the events are contained in prepositional phrases this feature consists
of the heading prepositions. Otherwise the value is left to “-”.
Tense and aspect: (event1), (event2), (event1-event2). In the same
way as they were used for main-events previously.
The semantic features are:
Lexical semantcis
• TimeML class (event1). This consists of the class attribute value
for the event1 (e.g., occurrence, state, i action).
• TimeML class (event2). The class attribute value for the event2.
The TimeML event classes help cases like (76).
(76) We will <event eid="1" class="I ACTION">decide</event> where

to <event eid="2" class="OCCURRENCE">relocate</event> this.
<TLINK lid="l1" reltype="BEFORE" leid="1" leid="2" />

In this case, knowing that “decide” is an I ACTION and “relocate” an OCCURRENCE helps in determining that deciding
event is prior to relocating. Specific event classes in a subordination relation determine which temporal relations are more likely
to be represented (e.g., I ACTION+OCCURRENCE → before).
This semantic relationship can not be made using only tenserelated features because the future tense of “decide” indicates
the inverse temporal precedence. Nevertheless, tense is important in some cases like in “We think she played very well”, in
which the relation is after.
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Figure 3.10 illustrates the feature vector used in subordinated events categorization.

Figure 3.10: TIPSem subordinated-event relations features

In (77), an example of the described features is shown.

(77) He <event eid=e1>said</event> he will <event eid=e2>come</event>.
categorize (e1,e2)
HeadingPP (event1): HeadingPP (event2): Tense-aspect (event1): past simple
Tense-aspect (event2): future simple
Tense-aspect (event1-event2): past simple - future simple
TimeML class (event1): REPORTING
TimeML class (event2): OCCURRENCE

Example (77) shows a before subordination relation (“said” takes place
before “come”). In this case, the tense is relevant for the categorization.

In conclusion, TIPSem is a hybrid approach which is clearly divided
in three modules corresponding to different subtasks. All these parts are
mainly data-driven. The following section describes the machine learning
techniques applied to the each data-driven part.
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3.3.

Machine Learning Technique Selection

The feature vectors that TIPSem approach defines for each subtask are
used to train models applying different machine learning techniques. In this
thesis, two widely known techniques have been considered: conditional random fields (CRFs) and support-vector machines (SVMs). Both techniques
are popular among the related works and showed good performance for the
proposed tasks.
CRFs (Lafferty, McCallum, & Pereira, 2001) are undirected graphical
models, a special case of conditionally-trained finite state machines. Figure
3.11 illustrates the model.

Figure 3.11: Conditional Random Fields

To apply CRFs, we assume that X is a random variable over data sequences to be labeled, and Y is a random variable over the corresponding
label sequences, where all Y components (Yi ) are members of a finite label
alphabet γ.
In recognition tasks, X might range over the sentences and Y range over
possible annotations of those sentences, with γ the set of possible IOB2
labels14 . In classification tasks, X might range over the elements and Y
range over possible classifications, normalization or categorizations of those
elements, with γ the set of possible classes, normalization types or categories.
The random variables X and Y are jointly distributed, and CRFs construct a conditional model from paired observation and label sequences:
p(Y |X). Graphically, CRFs are represented by undirected graphs, G =
(V, E) such that Y = (Yv ), v ǫ V , so that Y is indexed by the vertices of G.
Then (X, Y ) is a conditional random field if Yv variables obey the Markov
property with respect to the graph when conditioned on X:
P (Yv |X, Yw , v 6= w) = P (Yv |X, Yw , v ∼ w),
where v ∼ w means that Yv and Yw are connected neighbors in G.
14

IOB2 format: (B) begin, (I) inside, and (O) outside.
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CRFs is a popular and efficient supervised learning technique for sequence labeling problems. CRFs have been successfully applied to shallow
parsing (Sha & Pereira, 2003) and named entity recognition (McCallum &
Li, 2003). Specifically, in temporal information processing related works,
CRFs have been used to learn timex processing models (Ahn, van Rantwijk,
& de Rijke, 2007; UzZaman & Allen, 2010; Kolya et al., 2010).
SVMs (Cortes & Vapnik, 1995) are binary classifiers, widely-used in
NLP. Graphically, training examples of each class are represented by points
in space and a SVM constructs a hyperplane in a n-dimensional space15 ,
which separates the points pertaining to one category from the others with
the largest margin. Figure 3.12 illustrates an input space and a learned
hyperplane, which separates the classes in a 3-dimensional feature space.

Figure 3.12: SVM model

To apply SVMs, we set out the problems presented in this chapter as
multi-class classification problems. The SVM technique can be extended
to these problems translating the multi-class problem to multiple binary
classification problems, which predict whether an example pertains or not
to a single class. There are two common strategies to reduce a multi-class
problem: one-versus-all and one-versus-one. In this thesis, we use the former16 . This creates n binary classifiers scoring the membership degree to
each different class.
In temporal information processing related works, SVMs have been applied by many authors for both recognition and classification tasks (Mani
et al., 2006; Hepple et al., 2007; Bethard & Martin, 2006, 2007; Cheng
et al., 2007; Min et al., 2007; March & Baldwin, 2008).
We integrated the following CRF and SVM implementations in TIPSem
system.
15
16

The number of dimensions depends on the number of features and the kernel used.
Because it offered better performance in the tackled tasks.
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For CRFs, CRF++ toolkit17 was used and the learning process was done
using the parameters: CRF-L2 algorithm and hyper-parameter C=1.
For SVMs, YamCha software18 was used and the learning process was
done using the following parameters: one-vs-all method, C = 1 and polynomial-degree=2.
The described parameter configurations were selected because they obtained the best results in preliminary comparative experimentation (see Appendix B). These parameters offer a good balance between the generalization of the models to face unseen examples, and the overfitting (overtraining) of the models to the training data.
Since TIPSem’s architecture is divided in a set of modules, each one
can use the machine learning technique that best fits its needs. In order
to select a technique, we carried out a comparative experimentation using
both solutions. Table 3.1 shows the technique which has obtained the best
results for each task (details about the results can be found in Appendix B).
Module
Timex Processing

Event Processing
Temporal Relation
Processing

Subtask
Recognition
Classification
Normalization type
Recognition
Classification
event-timex
event-DCT
main events
subord. events

ML Technique
CRF
SVM
SVM
CRF
SVM
CRF
CRF
CRF
CRF

Table 3.1: TIPSem ML techniques selection
CRFs outperformed SVMs in timex and event recognition, and in temporal relation categorization tasks. This is because, in these tasks, the classification of an element often depends on the classification and the features
of the adjacent elements: the sequence is relevant. CRFs fit with the timex
and event recognition tasks, which have been defined as sequence labeling
problems. Not only the word sequence, but morphological, syntactic and
semantic structure, present in the previously described features of our approach, benefit from using this learning technique. For classification tasks,
this technique captures the dependencies between the sequence of features
and labels. This has been useful in temporal relation categorization tasks,
17
18

http://crfpp.sourceforge.net/
http://chasen.org/˜taku/software/YamCha/
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but not for timex and event classification, nor in the classification of the
normalization-types of the timexes.
However, SVMs obtained better results in timex and event classification,
and in timex normalization-type classification. This is because, in these
tasks, the classification of an element is normally independent from the
classification of the adjacent elements: the relevance of the sequence is lower.
In a nutshell, taking the experimentation results as empirical basis to
choose the ML techniques, TIPSem uses CRFs for recognition and categorization, and SVM for classification and normalization type tasks.

3.4.

TIPSem Multilingual:
Extension to Spanish, Italian and Chinese

TIPSem was initially developed for English. Thanks to its data-driven
basis, its extension to other languages only depends on the existence of
TimeML annotated data and the appropriate NLP tools for the preprocessing (e.g., PoS taggers) in the target languages. Only the TIMEK knowledge
base has to be manually extended to the target language.
TIPSem has been extended to Spanish, Italian and Chinese. The following subsection detail the particularities of each language extension process,
the modules extended, and the kinds of semantics used.

TIPSem Spanish: TIPSemES
We carried out two adaptations of TIPSem to Spanish.
Firstly, TIPSem was extended to Spanish to be evaluated in TempEval-2
exercise (Llorens et al., 2010b). The data over which the system had to be
applied in this evaluation forum was a subset of the AnCora corpus (Taulé
et al., 2008).
AnCora corpus is already annotated at lexical, morphosyntactic and semantic level. Hence, the evaluated Spanish approach for TIPSem obtained
the values for the features from the AnCora annotation.
The top four hypernyms feature was obtained from Spanish EuroWordNet (Vossen, 1998), and TIMEK was manually extended with Spanish temporal knowledge.
Secondly, after TempEval-2, the Spanish version of TIPSem has been
improved to work with any input text19 , instead of only over the AnCora
19

An on-line demonstration of the free-text version of TIPSemES is available at:
http://gplsi.dlsi.ua.es/demos/TIMEE/.
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corpus. To do this, different NLP tools are required for processing the input
text at morphosyntactic and semantic level.
Concerning the morphosyntactic processing, TIPSemES uses the FreeLing tool20 (Padró et al., 2010). FreeLing includes sentence segmentation,
tokenization, lemmatization, PoS tagging and syntactic dependency parsing.
Concerning semantic processing, lexical semantics are obtained from the
Spanish EuroWordNet and semantic roles are currently disabled. At the
time of developing TIPSemES, there were not available SRL tools for Spanish. The published works about Spanish SRL still did not have associated
software available for general use (Morante, 2008).
An analysis of the performance of the AnCora-based version which includes semantic roles evaluated over the TempEval-2 Spanish data is shown
in the Spanish evaluation subsection of Section 4.2.

TIPSem Italian: TIPSemIT
Italian was also included in TempEval-2 initiative, but obtained null
participation. However, since the Italian data was made available21 , the
extension of TIPSem was possible. In order to carry out a reliable analysis
for this foreign language, we collaborated with ILC-CNR institute in Pisa
(Italy).
Taking TIPSem architecture as basis, we extended our approach to Italian (Caselli, Llorens, Saquete, & Navarro, 2011). The extension was focused
on event recognition and classification, because there were not data-driven
approaches available for Italian carrying out these tasks, although there are
rule-based approaches for timex and event processing (Caselli et al., 2009,
2008). Since these tasks do not use TIMEK, its extension was not necessary.
Moreover, due to the lack of resources, we only used lexical semantics in this
extension.
One of the most challenging part of this work is represented by the extent
of the data set. As a matter of fact, the TempEval-2 data set for Italian is
not very large, containing 27,152 tokens for training and 4,995 for test. Our
proposal maintains TIPSem machine learning environment and the general
morphological features. However, since there was not SRL tools available in
Italian, we used Italian-specific lexical semantics.
The semantic features of TIPSemIT are obtained from an event lexicon
derived from the SIMPLE/CLIPS lexicon (Ruimy et al., 2003). This lexicon
has been obtained semi-automatically from a mapping between the TimeML
20
21

http://nlp.lsi.upc.edu/freeling/
Available at http://timeml.org/
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event classes and the SIMPLE/CLIPS entries related with event semantic
types. The mapping provides each event denoting expression with one or
more default TimeML classes. Figure 3.13 illustrates a short portion of the
lexicon for verb entries.

Figure 3.13: Verb entries of the SIMPLE/CLIPS derived event lexicon.
The derived event lexicon should aid the system in event recognition
since it provides a list of potential event related lemmas. Furthermore,
it should aid in the classification of ambiguous events. For instance, as
illustrated in examples 78 and 79, the verb “pensare” (EN: “to think”) can
represent an event and alternates between the TimeML classes I STATE and
OCCURRENCE. The assignment of the right class is strictly dependent on
the occurrence of each token in the text/discourse. However, the derived
lexicon restricts the choice to these two classes, which should improve the
approach.
(78) Marco pensa. [Marco thinks.]
Marco <EVENT class="OCCURRENCE">pensa</EVENT>.

(79) Marco pensa di andare a casa. [Marco thinks to go home]
Marco <EVENT class="I STATE">pensa</EVENT> di
<EVENT class="OCCURRENCE">andare</EVENT> a casa.

Semantic information plays a primary role in the assignment of the
TimeML classes. However, it is not always a necessary and sufficient condition for its classification. Other levels of linguistic information, such as the
argument structure, may influence the class assignment.
The evaluation of TIPSemIT and its comparison with a rule-based approach for Italian – TULE converter (Robaldo et al., 2011) – are shown in
the Italian subsection of section 4.2.
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TIPSem Chinese: TIRSemZH
For Chinese, the tasks concerning temporal information processing are
still at an exploratory stage and high-performance approaches are needed.
In fact, no event and only few temporal expression recognition approaches
are available. The extension of TIPSem is straightforward because, although
there were no participants for Chinese at TempEval-2, Chinese TimeML data
was created and is now publicly available22 (Xue & Zhou, 2010). In order to
carry out a reliable analysis for this foreign language, we collaborated with
Chongqing University (China).
TIPSem has been extended to Chinese focusing only on timex and event
recognition tasks, and using only semantic roles as semantic features. Since
temporal information processing in Chinese is still at an early stage and a
more detailed analysis is required, we focused only on the impact of semantic
roles in recognition tasks. TIMEK is not used in these tasks and its extension was not necessary. We developed a data-driven approach TIRSemZH
(Temporal Information Recognition in Chinese) which includes semantic
roles and morphosyntax-based features.
Concerning the linguistic expression of time, one of the peculiarities of
Mandarin Chinese is that it lacks tense morphemes. Time is expressed by
aspectual markers and also non-grammaticalized expressions of location in
time like temporal adverbials (e.g., tomorrow) or explicit calendar references
(e.g., 1991).
In addition to English, TimeML and also its recent ISO proposal ISOTimeML (2007) covers several languages, including Chinese23 . Example (80)
shows a sentence annotated with TimeML temporal expressions TIMEX3
and events EVENT.
(80) 约翰<TIMEX3>星期一</TIMEX3>
<EVENT>来的</EVENT>。
EN: John <EVENT>came</EVENT> on
<TIMEX3>Monday</TIMEX3>

As reviewed in Chapter 2, there are not event processing approaches for
Chinese. Furthermore, the timex processing approaches found problems on
recognizing expressions ambiguous at morphosyntactic level. This motivates
us to adapt TIPSem to Chinese. Our approach differs from those reviewed
in several respects. We use a standard annotation scheme (TimeML) and
our approach has been evaluated over an available dataset (TempEval-2).
22
23

http://timeml.org/
http://lirics.loria.fr/doc pub/SemAFCD24617-1Rev12.pdf
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The approach uses semantic roles which have never been used in Chinese
for these tasks and which may avoid the difficulties found in related works.
As in other languages, in Chinese, semantic roles capture the meaning
of a sentence regarding how their arguments are related. Example 81 shows
a couple of labeled sentences.
(81) 1. [他agent ] [一周后tmp ] 要参加 [比赛patient ]。
ssEN: [He agent ] will attend [the competition patient ]
sssssss[next week tmp ].
2. [一周后tmp ] [他agent ] 要参加 [比赛patient ]。
ssEN: [Next week tmp ], [he agent ] will attend
sssssss[the competition patient ].

The most widely used semantic role sets, currently available for Chinese,
are Chinese-FrameNet (CFN) (You & Liu, 2005) and Chinese-PropBank
(CPB) (Xue, 2008). Each proposal focuses on a different role granularity.
For maintaining the philosophy of the original TIPSem semantics (PropBank role set), we used CPB in the Chinese extension.
The TIPSem features concerning morphosyntax and semantic roles were
obtained using the LTP tool (Che, Li, & Liu, 2010). This is a language
platform which contains sentence segmentation, tokenization, PoS tagging,
named entity recognition, word sense disambiguation, dependency parsing
and semantic role labeling modules. LTP stated free sharing from 2006 and
has been applied to research and by international companies to real business
projects. The semantic role labeling module uses statistical methods based
on maximum entropy, which got the first place in CoNLL 2009 shared task
(Che, Li, Li, Guo, Qin, & Liu, 2009). It obtains an F1 of 77.2% with an
efficiency of about 1.3KB/s.
TIRSemZH has been evaluated and the results are presented and analyzed in the Chinese subsection of section 4.2.

3.5.

Conclusions

The main contribution of our proposal to state-of-the-art approaches is
the application of specific semantic features to temporal information processing. We have presented a semantic approach to this task: the TIPSem
system. TIPSem is a hybrid approach (data-driven and rule-based), which
includes semantic features (lexical semantics, semantic roles, and temporal
semantics), in addition to morphosyntactic features.
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TIPSem architecture is divided into three modules addressing the different subtasks of temporal information processing: timex processing (recognition, classification, and normalization), event processing (recognition and
classification), and temporal relation processing (categorization).
The approach is mainly data-driven, but includes a rule-based resource
(TIMEK) to obtain some features, as well as to normalize timexes to the ISO
8601 standard. In the data-driven part of the approach, two different machine learning techniques are employed: conditional random fields (CRFs)
and support vector machines (SVMs). CRFs are useful for the problems in
which the classification of an element depends on the classification and the
features of the adjacent elements: the sequence is relevant. CRFs are used
in timex recognition, event recognition, and relation categorization. SVMs
are useful for the problems in which the classification of an element is independent from the classification of the adjacent elements: the sequence is
not relevant. SVMs are used in timex classification, event classification, and
timex normalization-type classification.
The most important part of the system is the use of semantics. The
semantic features defined for each task are summarized below:
Timex processing
• Lexical semantics: The top four hypernyms of each token are used
as a feature in our model because tokens contained in timexes are
often hyponyms of time, time period or time unit concepts, which
are among the top four hypernyms in the hierarchy. This feature
should increase the probability of representing timexes for tokens
obtaining time-related values even if their lemmas do not appear
in training, which should favour the generalization.
In timex classification and normalization, specific lexical semantic features obtained using TIMEK are employed: pattern, time
granularity, and set indicator. These features are more specific
than general lexical semantics and aid in the differentiation of the
distinct timex types.
• Semantic roles: Two features are used – role (in isolation) and
role+lemma. The role feature should increase the probability for
representing a timex of tokens belonging to the temporal role regardless their lemmas (and also decrease the probabilities of the
tokens outside temporal roles). The combination role+lemma
should increase the probability for representing a timex of the
combinations of timex-related lemmas with temporal roles (e.g.,
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“(e.g., [after the weekend AM −T M P ]”) and also decrease the probability of non-temporal lemmas contained in temporal roles (e.g.,
“[after the war AM −T M P ]”). Furthermore, these features should
aid in ambiguous expressions like those shown in (82).
(82) [April A0 ] likes apples.
I went to Canada [in April AM −T M P ].
He saw you [last week AM −T M P ].
[“Last week” A0 ] is my favorite song.

(female name)
(timex)
(timex)
(song title)

Event processing
• Lexical semantics: Like in timex processing, the top four hypernyms of each token are used as a feature in our model because
many lemmas representing events are hyponyms of event, communication, perception or state concepts, and these are among
the top four hypernyms in the hierarchy. This feature should aid
in the recognition and classification of events.
• Semantic roles: The relationship between semantic roles and
events is two fold: (i) many events are denoted by main verbs
which have arguments playing different roles, and (ii) also many
events appear under specific roles for particular verbs (e.g., A0
+ happen, A1+carry out, A2+be, etc.) and outside other roles
(e.g., AM-MOD, A4, etc.). Due to this fact, we consider the following role-based features to recognize and classify events: role
(in isolation), role+token, role+verb, and role+top4hypers. Sentence (58a) shows how the A2 role of “to be” verb often represents stative events. Sentences (83b) and (83c) show why not
only role but also its combination with token is relevant to recognize events. Sentences (83d) and (83e) show why not only
role but also its combination with verb is also relevant. Finally,
the “killing” event of sentence (83f) can be generalized to similar events (e.g., murder, execution, homicide, etc.) using the
role+top4hypers feature.
(83) a. [The tax rates A1 ] were [low A2 ].
b. [He A0 ] completed [the transaction A1 ].
c. [He A0 ] completed [the puzzle A1 ].
d. [He A0 ] carried out [an experiment A1 ].
e. [He A0 ] ate [an apple A1 ].
f. [The killing A0 ] happened [this morning
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Temporal Relation processing
• Lexical semantics: For categorizing the temporal relationship between two events in a subordinating relation, we use as a feature
the TimeML class of both events. This feature, in combination
with tense and aspect features, aids in determining the kind of
temporal relation. In example (84), knowing that “deciding” is
an I ACTION and “relocating” an OCCURRENCE helps in determining that “deciding” event is prior to “relocating”.
(84) We will <event eid="1" class="I ACTION">decide</event> where

to <event eid="2" class="OCCURRENCE">relocate</event> the
University.
<TLINK lid="l1" reltype="BEFORE" leid="1" leid="2" />

• Semantic roles: If an element of the relationship (event or timex)
is contained in a temporal semantic role in a subordination, the
conjunction heading the subordination is sometimes important
to determine the kind of relation. Heading conjunctions such
as “when”,“after”, and “while” denote temporal relations and
give information about their category. If the heading element
is “when” or “while”, the category of the link is more likely to
be overlap, while if it is “after” or “once”, the category is more
likely to be after – see example (85), but this is not discriminative enough to categorize all the relations. Semantic roles are important because these conjunctions, when appearing under other
semantic roles may not be related to time (85c).
(85) a. [After the Iraqi annexation of Kuwait AM −T M P ],
. oil prices rose.
b. He was rescued, [while the thieves were stealing
. the safe AM −T M P ].
c. That shop is [next to the bank we passed AM −LOC ].
• Temporal semantics: Sometimes a sentence contains various temporal expressions and events. If the relation’s event is syntactically linked to a timex (not considered in the relation), the
time position feature (valdiff) represents whether this timex is
before, equal or after the relation’s timex (the value difference).
As shown in (86), if the system is asked to categorize the relation
of e1-t2, it is worth considering that e1 is syntactically related to
t1 and t1 (1999) is greater than t2 (1998) so the valdiff is after.
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However, if the system is asked to categorize e1-t1, which are
syntactically related, then the categorization does not depend on
other timexes (default valdiff = equal).
(86) John was borne1 in 1999t1 and Sylvia was borne2 in 1998t2 .

valdiff
valdiff
valdiff
valdiff

(e1,t1):
(e1,t2):
(e2,t1):
(e2,t2):

equal
after
before
equal

We have extended the approach described above (TIPSem) from English
to other languages, specifically: Spanish, Italian, and Chinese. In these
languages, analogous semantic features are applied. One advantage of the
approach is that, since it is mainly data-driven, only the pre-processing and
TIMEK have to be modified.
The next chapter presents the evaluation of TIPSem. The evaluation
will show if the proposed use of semantics is useful and will measure its
contribution to the task for English and also from a multilingual viewpoint.
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Evaluation
The main aims of this evaluation are to measure the performance of
our semantic approach, TIPSem, and to measure and analyze the effect of
applying the proposed semantic features, in addition to morphosyntax, to
temporal information processing. For this purpose, TIPSem is compared
with a non-semantic baseline TIPSem-B, which only uses the morphosyntactic features.
This chapter is divided in two sections: (i) a main evaluation over English
text, and (ii) a multilingual evaluation, which includes Spanish, Italian and
Chinese.
The first section focuses on the evaluation of our proposal over English
text. This is the main evaluation because English is currently the language
for which more NLP resources are available, and the one to which more
related works have been dedicated. This evaluation focuses on the test
proposed in TempEval-2 evaluation exercise (Verhagen et al., 2010). Furthermore, it includes a 10-fold cross validation of the data to analyze the
significance of the contribution of semantic features.
The second section consists of a multilingual evaluation. The aim of this
evaluation is checking whether the effect of applying semantics is comparable
across languages, as well as measuring the performance of TIPSem in each
language.

4.1.

Evaluation over English Text

Our approach (TIPSem) and the baseline (TIPSem-B) are tested to measure their performance, and compared to analyze the effect of semantics.
Moreover, to study the contribution of each kind of semantics individually,
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and to measure which kind of semantic is more beneficial for each subtask, three intermediate approaches which only use part of the semantic
knowledge are included: TIPSem-RS (semantic roles), TIPSem-LS (lexical
semantics), and TIPSem-TS (temporal semantics). Figure 4.1 describes how
the influence of semantics has been measured

Figure 4.1: Measuring the contribution of semantics

The next subsections describe the evaluation environment, the results
report and analysis, and the comparison with the state of the art.

Evaluation Environment
The evaluation framework consists of a dataset and an evaluation criterion.
Dataset
The approaches presented have been trained and tested using the dataset
made available for TempEval-21 . These dataset is our main focus because
it enables the comparison of our results to those obtained by other systems
in this recent evaluation exercise – see Appendix D.
Table 4.1 summarizes the statistics of the TempEval-2 data. This reports on the density of TimeML elements in the text, as well as the most
popular types and classes. It can be observed that there are many more
1

http://timeml.org/site/timebank/timebank.html
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events (6186) than timexes (1135); the most frequent event class is occurrence (3511), and the most frequent timex type is date (939). Regarding
temporal relations, the most popular kind of relations are those between
main and subordinated events (1861 of 5439). Finally, looking at each kind
of relation, for event-timex the most popular category is overlap (557 of
1024), for event-dct is before (467 of 830), for main-events overlap (731 of
1724), and for subordinated-events before (651 of 1861).
Set
Train

Docs
162

Words
53K

Test
(entities)

9

5K

Test
(relations)

11

5K

Element: classes
TIMEX(1052): date(870), duration(153),
time(15), set(12)
EVENT(5688): occurrence(3220), reporting (838),
i action(530), i state(440), state(426),
aspectual(196), perception(38)
TLINK event-timex(959): overlap(516), before(172),
after(221), before-or-overlap(15),
overlap-or-after(16), vague (19)
TLINK event-dct(640): overlap(188), before(335),
after(63), before-or-overlap(23),
overlap-or-after(12), vague (19)
TLINK main-events(1587): overlap(652), before(403),
after(279), before-or-overlap(61),
overlap-or-after(51), vague (141)
SLINK/ALINK subordinated-events(1721):
overlap(518), before(600),
after(299), before-or-overlap(111),
overlap-or-after(89), vague (104)
TIMEX(81): date(69), duration(8),
time(4), set(0)
EVENT(498): occurrence(291), reporting (66),
i action(53), i state(27), state(26),
aspectual(31), perception(4)
TLINK event-timex(65): overlap(41), before(8),
after(10), before-or-overlap(1),
overlap-or-after(2), vague (3)
TLINK event-dct(190): overlap(45), before(112),
after(24), before-or-overlap(4),
overlap-or-after(2), vague (3)
TLINK main-events(137): overlap(79), before(26),
after(13), before-or-overlap(5),
overlap-or-after(4), vague (10)
SLINK/ALINK subordinated-events (140):
overlap(47), before(51),
after(21), before-or-overlap(17),
overlap-or-after(3), vague (1)

Table 4.1: TimeML English data stats (TempEval-2)

Table 4.2 reports on the human annotation inter-annotator agreement
in the TimeML elements recognition (exact match), and Table 4.3 in the
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TimeML attributes the average precision and recall (P&R) and the kappa.
The inter-annotator agreement, P&R, and kappa were only calculated over
the TimeBank annotation2 , but since TimeBank and TempEval-2 are mostly
the same data we give these values as indirect assessment.
This information indirectly suggests the complexity of the different tasks,
in terms of human annotation agreement. From this data, it can be observed
that, for human annotators, event and temporal relation processing is more
complex than timex processing.
TimeML tag
TIMEX
EVENT

agreement
0.83
0.78

Table 4.2: TimeML English data inter-annotator agreement

TimeML tag
TIMEX.type
TIMEX.value
EVENT.class
TLINK.relType

P&R
1.00
0.90
0.77
0.77

Kappa
1.00
0.89
0.67
0.81

Table 4.3: TimeML English data P&R and Kappa

The TempEval-2 English dataset is based on TimeBank corpus (Pustejovsky et al., 2003) and supposes a revision of the annotation. This comprises exactly the same documents except wsj 0685. The documents come
from a variety of news articles from the Automatic Content Extraction program (ACE) and PropBank texts (TreeBank2). Articles from the former
are transcribed broadcast news and those supplied by PropBank are from
the Wall Street Journal. Both are part of the Penn TreeBank data.

Evaluation criterion and measures
The criterion used in TempEval-2 (SemEval-2010) has been applied in this
thesis to favour comparison.
On the one hand, the timex and event recognition tasks are evaluated
using the following metrics:
2

http://timeml.org/site/timebank/documentation-1.2.html
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precision =
recall =

true positives
true positives + f alse positives

true positives
true positives + f alse negatives

Fβ=1 =

2 ∗ precision ∗ recall
precision + recall

where true positives are the number of tokens that are part of the span of a
temporal entity in the key file and system’s output, f alse positives are the
number of tokens that are part of the span of a temporal entity in system’s
output but not in the key, and f alse negatives are the number of tokens
that are part of the span of a temporal entity in the key but not in system’s
output.
On the other hand, the rest of tasks, namely timex and event classification, timex normalization and temporal relation categorization are evaluated
using the measure:
accuracy =

correctly classif ied instances
classif ied instances

During the development of this thesis, we noted the following problem
on the TempEval-2 evaluation criterion: accuracy was calculated over the
instances correctly recognized by each particular system, so we renamed
this score to partial accuracy (PA). The score depends on the amount of
correctly recognized instances. Therefore two systems recognizing different
timexes and events cannot be compared. Example (87) shows the problem.
(87) The gold standard corpus contains: 81 timexes
System A recognizes 1 timex
and classifies 1 correctly → partial accuracy=

1
1

System B recognizes 40 timexes
and classifies 32 correctly → partial accuracy=

= 1.0

32
40

= 0.8

Problems: (i) each system classified a different set of timexes, and (ii) the second
system classifies more timexes correctly and obtains a lower score. The scores of
systems A and B are not comparable.

This problem affects to timex and event classification, timex normalization, and relation categorization. However, since all the systems3 used the
gold standard events and timexes to perform the temporal relation categorization, they can be compared between them for this task.
3

Except TRIOS/TRIPS.
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In our evaluation, in addition to the partial accuracy results (TempEval2 compliant), we present our classification and normalization results calculated over all the key corpus events and timexes, not only the ones recognized by a particular system. This provides a comparable accuracy score.
We named this score complete accuracy (CA). Example (88) shows how
this way the previous problem is avoided.
(88) The gold standard corpus contains: 81 timexes
System A recognizes 1 timex (but is asked to classify the 81 timexes)
= 0.49
and classifies 40 correctly → complete accuracy= 40
81
System B recognizes 40 timexes (but is asked to classify the 81 timexes)
and classifies 60 correctly → complete accuracy= 60
= 0.75
81
Now the accuracy can be compared because both systems are evaluated over
the same timexes (the 81 gold standard timexes).

Results Report and Analysis
The results for each different entity concerning temporal information processing are presented separately (timex, event, and temporal relations).
Moreover, these have been analyzed considering the subtasks related with
each entity (e.g., recognition, classification). To simplify the reading, the
best Fβ=1 and complete accuracy scores are highlighted in bold in the tables of results.
Timex processing
Concerning temporal expression processing, we differentiated three tasks:
recognition, classification and normalization.
Timex Recognition
Timex recognition is defined as the exact bounding of such expressions in
text. Table 4.4 shows the results obtained in this task for English over
the TempEval-2 test data. These results are analyzed, exemplifying (i) the
contribution of lexical semantics, (ii) the contribution of semantic roles, and
(iii) the general errors.
TIPSem performance in this task reached a high Fβ=1 (0.88). In English,
the application of lexical semantics, semantic roles, and their combination
obtained an Fβ=1 error reduction relative to the baseline of 26%, 35%, and
59% respectively. The combination of both types of semantic knowledge
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Approach
TIPSem-B
TIPSem-LS
TIPSem-RS
TIPSem

precision
0.89
0.91
0.91
0.93

recall
0.68
0.79
0.76
0.84

Fβ=1
0.77
0.85
0.83
0.88

Table 4.4: Timex recognition (English)

obtained the greatest error reduction (59%), which indicates that their contribution is complementary.
The significance of the Fβ=1 improvement has been tested applying
paired t-test over a 10-fold experiment. The mean Fβ=1 relative error reduction obtained by TIPSem over TIPSem-B (26%) is statistically significant
with a confidence of 99.5%4 . Further details can be found in Appendix C.
Below we analyze and discuss the contribution of each kind of semantics
and the general errors found:
Lexical semantics contribution: the presence of time-related semantic classes in some timexes’ tokens contributes to their correct
recognition. For example, “December” obtains the time period semantic class, and “hour” obtains time unit. With this information, the
approach learns that tokens obtaining these values for the top4hypers
feature are likely to be timexes. Example (89) shows a timex that was
missed by the baseline but recognized by the TIPSem-LS approach.
(89)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

VOA19980501.1800.0355 - sentence:

1

He and Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat meet separately Monday with
US Secretary of State.

The baseline missed this timex “Monday” because its morphosyntactic context is not common in the training data, and therefore, the
probability of the model for this morphosyntactic context is not high
enough. However, using lexical semantics, “Monday” obtains the value
time period => quantity => measure => abstraction for the top4hypers,
which is very common among the timexes of the training, increasing
the probability of being a timex.
Although, the application of lexical semantics has been mostly positive
for the task in some cases decreased the performance (see (90)).
4

t(9)=4.18 (one-tail p=0.005). p: probability of obtaining the improvement by chance.
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(90)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

WSJ900813-0157 - sentence:

2

James Baker, speaking in ABC News “This Week” said “the Kuwaiti
[...]

In (90), “This Week” was not recognized as timex by the baseline
because “week” followed by a double-quote is not found as timex in
the training. However, if the lexical semantics is concerned, “week”
holds the time period=> quantity => measure => abstraction semantic
class which increments the probability of being a timex as discussed
above. This is normally useful but in this example “This Week” is the
name of the an ABC News section and not a timex. Hence, lexical
semantics is insufficient to catch this type of ambiguity.
Semantic roles contribution: This is mainly focused in the temporal role and the time-related arguments of specific verbs (e.g., A2 role
of “to last”). The system learns that tokens contained in temporal
roles are more likely than others to be timexes. Analogously, tokens
outside temporal roles are less likely to be timexes. In the sentence analyzed previously (90), semantic roles knowledge lead to discard “This
Week” as a timex. Since this expression plays the A1 role which is
not common in the training timexes, the probability to recognize it
as timex decreases. Therefore, the error of TIPSem-LS is solved by
TIPSem.
Semantic roles also helped in (91). The number “1360” was marked as
a timex by the baseline and the problem was solved by using semantic
roles.
(91)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

wsj 0505 - sentence:

6

The number of stores would increase to 1450 stores from 1360.

The non-semantic role approaches failed because the sequence “from
number ” has a high probability to represent a timex. However, semantic roles point out that for the main verb “increase”, “the number
of stores” is the thing increasing (A1 role), “to 1450 stores” is the end
point of the increase (A4 role), and “from 1360” the start point (A3
role) but nothing related to time.
Another advantage of semantic roles is that they bound the temporal
arguments for a predicate. This is useful to detect multi-token temporal expressions. The timex in (92) was incorrectly bounded by the
baseline and TIPSem-LS – just “the week” was recognized. However,
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it was correctly bounded by the approaches including semantic roles
because “the end of this week” was signaled by the AM-TMP role5 .
(92)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

wsj 0073 - sentence:

0

[...] and the company will begin mailing materials to shareholders
at the end of the week.

In some cases like in (93), the application of semantic roles reduced
the performance.
(93)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

APW19980306.1001 - sentence:

13

[...] these sites could only be visited by diplomats as laid down by the
Feb. 23 accord signed by [...]

In (93), “Feb. 23 (accord)” does not hold the temporal role because
it is the agent of the predicate headed by “laid down”. Therefore,
TIPSem fails to recognize it as timex. Noun-modifier timexes are difficult to recognize. Some cases, like “I live on November 6th street”,
where “November 6th” do not hold a temporal role are correctly discarded as timexes – considering the street name as a timex would
lead to a wrong temporal interpretation of the sentence. However, the
recognition of a noun-modifier timex do not depend on the role but on
the modified noun. For instance, “accords” are likely to be modified
by real timexes but “streets” do not.
General errors. Finally, leaving apart the contribution of semantics,
the errors that prevent TIPSem to obtain a 100% performance have
been analyzed. These errors can be summarized in three types:
• Noun-modifier timexes: TIPSem missed some temporal expressions appearing as noun modifiers (e.g., 10-hour tour, third quarter
loan), because of their complexity – they are not very common in
the data and because they do not appear as part of a temporal
semantic role, as it is explained above.
• Gold standard annotation errors and inconsistencies: TIPSem
annotated some timexes that were not annotated in the TempEval2 dataset (e.g., the first days, a few days). From our point of view,
these are mostly timexes missed by human annotators. Additionally, we found some inconsistent cases – expressions that appear
5

Also “at” is within AM-TMP but the model learns that the heading prepositions are
excluded from the timexes
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annotated as timexes sometimes but sometimes are not (e.g., previously, now, currently). The human inter-annotator agreement
in timex recognition is 83%.
• Semantic role labeling (SRL) errors: Some failures were caused
by temporal adjuncts wrongly labeled as numbered arguments
(e.g., [next week A1 ]). In particular, the performance of the SRL
tool used on labeling temporal adjuncts is about 77% F1.
In short, the contribution of semantics in timex recognition can be summarized as follows. Both lexical semantics and semantic roles introduce
complementary advantages in the approach generalization capability. The
application of lexical semantics increases the probability to represent a timex
for the concepts that are semantically related to time in WordNet (even if
they do not appear in the training). By using semantic roles, the approach
increases the probability to represent a timex for all the arguments playing
a temporal role or a time-related argument of a verb (e.g., A2 role of “to
last”), which is useful in ambiguous cases like “ABC News This Week ”,
“1360”, etc. In general, TIPSem is a competent system in this task (0.88).
Timex Classification (Typing)
This task is defined as obtaining the value for the type attribute of a previously recognized timex, that is to say, classify a timex as belonging to one
of the TimeML timex types (i.e., date, time, duration, set). In TempEval2, this task was measured using a partial accuracy score (the amount of
correctly classified instances from the correctly recognized instances of each
different system). As discussed in section 4.1, in order to compare different
approaches, we introduced the complete accuracy measure calculated over
all the corpus instances. Table 4.5 shows the results obtained in this task
for English over the TempEval-2 test data.
Approach
TIPSem-B
TIPSem

partial accuracy
0.94
0.98

complete accuracy
0.93
0.98

Table 4.5: Timex classification (English)

The highest performance achieved in this task is 0.98 complete accuracy.
Focusing on the complete accuracy, the scores range between 0.93 for TIPSemB to 0.98 for TIPSem. Since semantic roles are not included in our approach
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of timex classification6 , the obtained scores indicate that the use of lexical
semantics (semantic networks and TIMEK) is helpful for this task (+0.05).
The mean relative error reduction over the baseline obtained by lexical
semantics in a 10-fold evaluation (11%) has been tested to be significant
with a confidence of 97.5% (see Appendix C).
Lexical semantics contribution: Lexical semantics helped on correctly classifying the type time. In particular, the contribution is centered in the TIMEK based features (e.g., pattern, time granularity).
This is because, for example, dates (e.g., this year), durations (e.g.,
15 years), and times (e.g., this morning) contain lemmas (e.g., year,
morning) that share the top four hypernyms. Only when TIMEK
based features are concerned in the previous examples, some differences appear in their pattern (this TUnit, NUM TUnit, this TOD)
and time granularity (false, false, true).
The majority of the timexes are dates, therefore the baseline shows
a high probability to classify timexes as date. TIPSem-LS improved
the baseline specially on classifying time timexes (e.g., “night” and
“morning”).
General errors: Only two elements were incorrectly classified by the
best approach (TIPSem-LS). Example (94) shows these two errors.
(94)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

wsj 0505 - sentence:

5

a. In the fiscal year [...], the company reported sales of [...]
TempEval-2 test set - file:

wsj 0586 - sentence:

1

b. London sales were initially depressed by overnight losses [...]

In sentence (94a), the underlined duration was wrongly classified as a
date, and in sentence (94b), the underlined time was wrongly classified
as a duration. From our point of view, these timexes are both a duration and a date/time. “the fiscal year” refers to a one-year duration
and to the specific 1988-1989 date range. “overnight” refers to a fuzzy
night period but allocated in a specific night. However, the current
definition of TimeML type only allows to give one type to a timex7 .
6
We checked that if semantic roles are included the performance of the baseline is
decreased by -0.02. This is because the majority of timexes appear under a temporal role
and are dates. However, expressions like “last night” (type=time) are classified as date.
7
TimeML manages these cases including empty timex tags with extra attributes (anchor id, begin point, etc.), but this could be clearer including dual-type timexes.
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In short, the analysis of the timex classification results can be summarized in two ideas: (i) semantic roles are not useful for timex classification,
and (ii) the lexical semantics obtained from TIMEK produce a significant
error reduction. Given these results, the best solution to this problem is
using only lexical semantics.
Timex Normalization
Timex normalization consists of obtaining the ISO 8601 value given a timex.
As defined in section 3.2.1, our approach carries out this task in a two-step
process: (i) a data-driven phase that determines which kind of normalization
function to apply, and (ii) a rule-based phase that calculates the corresponding normalization function.
Table 4.6 shows the results obtained. Since only lexical semantics is used,
only TIPSem is shown (TIPSem-LS and TIPSem are equivalent). Furthermore, since step two is based on rules, there is no baseline for this step.
Approach
TIPSem-B
TIPSem

step 1
0.91
0.98

step 2
0.84

partial accuracy
0.81
0.84

complete accuracy
0.75
0.81

Table 4.6: Timex normalization results (English)

The improvement obtained in complete accuracy is due to step one,
where TIPSem-B obtains a complete accuracy of 0.91 and TIPSem of 0.98.
The mean complete accuracy relative error reduction over the baseline (19%)
obtained in a 10-fold evaluation is statistically significant with a 99.5% confidence (see Appendix C).
Lexical semantics contribution: This is focused on step one. The
translation of the tokens of the temporal expression into a pattern
(pattern feature) helps the model on finding the appropriate normalization function to be applied in the second step. Erroneous cases of
TIPSem-B that were solved by TIPSem are all timexes whose normalization type is PERIOD and the baseline resolved as ISO function, for
example those shown in (95).
(95)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

APW19980306.1001 - sentence:

2 months
TempEval-2 test set - file:

wsj 0586 - sentence:

2 weeks
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In example (95), the use of the TIMEK-pattern feature in these cases
(“2 months” and “2 weeks”), which obtains “NUM TUNIT”, is useful
for generalizing that those kind of expressions are normalized applying
the PERIOD function (e.g., P2M, P2W).
General errors: We distinguish errors found in step one and errors
found in step two.
In step one, only two cases failed – see example (96).
(96)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

wsj 0505 - sentence:

5

a. In the fiscal year [...], the company reported sales of [...]
TempEval-2 test set - file:

APW19980306.1001 - sentence:

6

b. [...] Ritter arrived on Thursday for an inspection likely to last
over a week

Both are durative timexes so that these have to be normalized as period (P1Y and P1W). However, TIPSem classified them to be normalized as ISO function. We see again the problem discussed for timex
classification: a timex with two types (duration and date).
In step two, the errors are caused by ignoring timex modifiers, by the
future tense of the verb “to be”, and by the timexes relative to other
timexes instead of the DCT. For example:
In (97), TIPSem normalized the expressions without taking into account the “end” modifier and thus the error consisted on not using the
last day of the month or year in the normalization.
(97)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

WSJ900813-0157 - sentence:

53

Pentagon officials say that the objective is to put 40,000 troops in the
region by the end of the month.
TempEval-2 test set - file:

wsj 0586 - sentence:

43

The percentage change is since year-end [...]

In (98), TIPSem failed in normalizing the expressions because the
main verb of the sentences is in past tense. However, since the timexes
are modified by the verbal construction “to be + past participle” the
temporal direction is future instead.
(98)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

WSJ900813-0157 - sentence:

53

They said they expected the transaction to be completed by Dec. 15.
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TempEval-2 test set - file:

wsj 0505 - sentence:

3

He added the guidelines to be published in November [...]
TempEval-2 test set - file:

wsj 0586 - sentence:

24

Dealers placed heavy buy orders in the morning to start the first trading day.

In (99), TIPSem wrongly normalized these relative timexes because
it normalized them with respect to DCT. The problem is that unlike
some relative timexes which are relative to the writing time (DCT),
these are relative to a previous time reference (another timex). In
these cases, some knowledge about the described anaphoric reference
is needed. For example in (99a) “a year ago” do not refer to “last
year” (1988) but to “last third quarter” (1988-Q3). The reader is
aware of that because the discourse context shows the relation. In
(99b), we find another kind of anaphoric relations between timexes
“the previous Friday”. It does not refer to “last Friday” (1989-10-27)
but to the Friday previous to the fact the text reports (1989-10-20).
(99)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

wsj 0527 - sentences:

5,9,11

a. Crossland reported a third-quarter loss of $175.5 million, compared
with a year ago.
TempEval-2 test set - file:

wsj 0586 - sentence:

4

b. The Financial Times 100-share index shed 47.3 points to close at
2082.1 , down 4.5% from the previous Friday.

Apart from these types of anaphoric timexes found in TempEval-2
test data, there are other complex types like temporal references in
reported speech like in (100).
(100) Today is the 17th of December and he still feels tired.
“Yesterday, I went to the party”, he said yesterday.

In this example, the “yesterday” in the reported speech (underlined)
must not be normalized in the same way as the “yesterday” outside.
Supposing that the utterance time is 17th of December, the first “yesterday” (underlined) refers to 15th of December, while the second
refers to th 16th of December. This points out that a temporal information processing system has to handle discourse features, like being
aware of timexes within a reported speech and if so when in time was
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this reported speech uttered. Currently, TIPSem is unable to normalize anaphoric timexes.
Finally, in (101), “overnight” was incorrectly normalized because it
was not included in TIMEK at the time of the evaluation. This expression was included in TIMEK after the evaluation.
(101)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

wsj 0586 - sentence:

1

London sales were initially depressed by overnight losses [...]

In short, the normalization of temporal expressions can be solved computationally at an acceptable performance, above 0.80. However, surpassing
this barrier is complicated since anaphora resolution and discourse processing capabilities are required.
Event processing
Concerning event processing, we differentiated two tasks: recognition
and classification.
Event Recognition
Event recognition is defined as the exact bounding of event expressions in
text. Table 4.7 shows the results obtained in this task for English over the
TempEval-2 test data.
Approach
TIPSem-B
TIPSem-LS
TIPSem-RS
TIPSem

precision
0.82
0.81
0.82
0.82

recall
0.80
0.86
0.86
0.87

Fβ=1
0.81
0.83
0.84
0.85

Table 4.7: Event recognition results (English)

The application of lexical semantics, semantic roles, and their combination obtained an Fβ=1 error reduction of 11%, 16%, and 21% relative to the
baseline respectively. Like in the case of timex, the application of lexical
semantics and semantic roles separately produced an improvement over the
baseline; and the combination of both types of semantic knowledge obtained
the greatest error reduction (21%), which indicates that their contribution
is complementary.
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The mean error reduction introduced by semantics (11%) was proven
to be statistically significant with a confidence of 99.5% in a 10-fold cross
validation.
Lexical semantics contribution: when the top4hypers feature gets
event or state related values, it increases the probability of a token
to be an event. This favours the generalization capabilities of the
approach in cases like (102).
(102)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

APW19980306.1001 - sentence:

0

An American leader of a UN weapons inspection team resumed work
in Iraq Friday.
(103) This is your work.
.There are opportunities to work abroad.

The noun “work” is an event in (102), but not in other situations like
in (103). Since the training contains more instances of “work” that
are not events, the baseline shows high probability of discarding them
as events. With lexical semantics, the approach correctly recognized
“work” as an event in (102), due to the fact that its top4hypers value
(act => event => psychological feature => abstraction) is very popular among the nominal events of the training, specially those preceded
by “resume” lemma, and thus the probability of recognizing “work”
as event increases. This favours the generalization properties of the
approach for many nominal events (e.g., inspection, occupation, negotiations, invasion).
Semantic roles contribution: considering roles, the number of correctly recognized events increases. This is because (i) certain roles
(e.g., A1 and A2) of specific verbs are more likely to contain events,
and (ii) main verbs, which are normally events, are identified by SRL
as predicate heads. For example in (104a) and (104b), the events
“shakeup” and “inspection” are missed by the baseline and TIPSemLS but correctly recognized by using semantic roles.
(104) a.TempEval-2 test set - file: wsj 0586 - sentence:
British shakeup was widely cited by the declines.

38

b.TempEval-2 test set - file: APW19980306.1001 - sentence:
They had been allowed to carry out an inspection.
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The baseline (TIPSem-B) fails because these lemmas do not appear
in the training. Lexical semantics (TIPSem-LS) increase their probability to be events, but not enough for the model to recognize them.
However, when semantic roles are concerned, these add probability to
the model. These events hold the A1 role and many nominal events
appearing in the training play this role. Therefore, these are recognized by TIPSem. Especially, in (104b), “inspection” holds the A1
role for the verb “to carry out” which normally defines events (e.g.,
carry out + action/process).
Another advantage of semantic roles is that they identify the main
verbs, which normally represent events. These verbs are the head
elements of the predicates. Example (105) shows an event missed by
both the baseline and the lexical semantics approach but correctly
handled by TIPSem.
(105)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

VOA19980501.1800.0355 - sentence:

1

He and Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat meet separately Monday with
US Secretary of State.

In this example, “meet” as main verb defines semantic roles for the
arguments of the predicate it heads – A0 (“He and Palestinian leader
Yasser Arafat”), AM-MNR (“separately”), AM-TMP (“Monday”) and
A1 (“with US Secretary of State”). The majority of main-verbs are
events and the TIPSem model learned this. The baseline fails because
the lemma “meet” with the PoS “VBP” is not found in training as
event, and TIPSem-LS fails because the verb hypernyms in WordNet
are limited and the model gives more probability to the baseline features.
General errors: We carried out a specific study on the errors of
TIPSem in event recognition (Llorens et al., 2010a). Table 4.8 shows
the results of our approach by word class.

Recognition

Verb
Noun
Adj.

Precision
91.56
72.67
66.78

Recall
92.15
48.26
38.09

Fβ=1
91.33
58.42
48.35

Table 4.8: Event recognition (word class detail)
It may be seen that the best results in recognition are obtained in
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verb events, followed by noun and adjective. This matches with the
agreement between human annotators8 and points out that nominal
and adjectival events are more complex to recognize.
In particular, semantics avoided the baseline’s errors in different word
classes specially reduced the errors in nominal events that concentrate
around the 70% of the total contribution. This is important since
it demonstrates that semantics is useful for recognizing the complex
types of events such as nominal events, in which approaches based only
on morphosyntax fail.
In short, semantic information is useful to tackle event recognition. Lexical semantics favour the generalization capabilities of the approach due to
the WN event-related semantic-classes. Semantic roles are useful because
(i) certain roles of specific verbs are more likely to contain events, and (ii)
main verbs, which are normally events, are identified by SRL as predicate
heads. Furthermore, semantics specially improve the most complex type of
events: the nominal events concentrate the 70% of the total improvement.
Event Classification
This task consists in classifying the events as belonging to one of the TimeML
event classes: occurrence, state, aspectual, reporting, perception, i action,
i state. Table 4.9 shows the results obtained in this task for English over
the TempEval-2 test data.
Approach
TIPSem-B
TIPSem-LS
TIPSem-SR
TIPSem

partial accuracy
0.79
0.79
0.79
0.78

complete accuracy
0.80
0.79
0.79
0.78

Table 4.9: Event classification results (English)

The results obtained in event classification for English are slightly better for the baseline (TIPSem-B) than for our approach (TIPSem), a complete accuracy of 0.80 versus 0.78. Hence, the way we use semantics is not
discriminative enough, because it produces more errors than improvements.
This fact is supported by a 10-fold experiment which obtained a null
mean error reduction (see Appendix C).
8

http://timeml.org/site/timebank/documentation-1.2.html#iaa
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Lexical semantics contribution: although top4hypers feature was
supposed to be useful for the classification, it did not introduce any
improvement. Due to the fact that we use the most frequent sense (first
sense) to get the top4hypers value, events like “maintain”, that may
represent different classes (e.g., occurrence, reporting), always
obtained the same value and the model learned that the feature does
not give discriminative information (see Example 106). As further
work, word sense disambiguation (WSD) should be applied prior to
obtain the top4hypers feature (e.g., maintain-sense1 and maintainsense2) may improve the classification.
(106)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

a. The US [maintains
Kuwaiti request [...]

WSJ900813-0157 - sentence:

3

REP ORT IN G ] that under the UN charter, the

TempEval-2 train set - file:

wsj 0027 - sentence:

1

b. [...] a satisfactory level of profit is achieved
and [maintained OCU RREN CE ].

Semantic roles contribution: verbal events like “to complete” may
represent an occurrence (e.g., [He A0 ] completed [the puzzle A1 ]) or
an aspectual event (e.g., [He A0 ] completed [the transaction A1 ]).
However, both instances of “complete” obtain the same values for
the role-based features. As further work, a feature should be added
to capture if the A1 role of a verbal event (e.g., complete) contains
another event (e.g., transaction).
General errors: We carried out a detailed study on the errors of
TIPSem in event classification (2010a). Table 4.10 shows the results
of our approach by word class.

Classification

Verb
Noun
Adj.

Precision
73.86
62.73
55.69

Recall
74.21
41.33
31.12

Fβ=1
73.51
49.53
40.41

Table 4.10: Event classification (word class detail)
As it can be seen, the majority of the errors (worse performance) are
on the classification of noun and adjective events.
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Looking at specific class scores shown in Table 4.11, some classes were
classified at very high performance (i.e., perception, reporting, occurrence), and others at a lower performance (i.e., aspectual, i action,
i state and state). This performance distribution do not match the
training examples distribution shown in the Table 4.1. Instead, the
results obtained point out the complexity of each different class. We
agree with Bethard and Martin (2006) that state events are the most
complex and heterogeneous ones.
Event class
perception
reporting
occurrence
aspectual
i action
i state
state

partial accuracy
1.00
0.90
0.90
0.66
0.56
0.43
0.33

Table 4.11: Event classification (event class detail)
Event classification results point out that the proposed semantic features
need further improvements to introduce advantages in the task. Currently,
our baseline is better for this task.
Temporal Relation Processing
The evaluation follows the TempEval-2 structure to test temporal relation categorization. This task is defined as assigning a category (i.e.,
before, before-or-overlap, overlap, overlap-or-after, after, or vague) to a
pair of temporal entities. The categorization task is subdivided into four
subtasks regarding the related temporal entities, which are evaluated separately: event-timex relation categorization, event-DCT relation categorization, main-event relation categorization, and subordinated-event relation
categorization. Each subtask uses different semantic features including lexical semantics, semantic roles, and temporal semantics.
Event-Timex Relation Categorization
As described in section 3.2.3, the event-timex relation categorization task is
defined as deciding the relation category between an event and a temporal
expression (timex) as shown in example (107).
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(107) He was <EVENT eid="1">born</EVENT> in <TIMEX3 tid="1">1999</TIMEX3>.

Input: <TLINK lid="l1" reltype="NONE" leid="1" ltid="1" />
Output: <TLINK lid="l1" reltype="OVERLAP" leid="1" ltid="1" />

Table 4.12 shows the results obtained over the TempEval-2 test data.
Approach
TIPSem-B
TIPSem-TS
TIPSem-SR
TIPSem

partial accuracy
0.65
0.66
0.63
0.68

complete accuracy
0.65
0.66
0.63
0.68

Table 4.12: Event-timex relation categorization results (English)
The results show an accuracy of 0.68 for the TIPSem approach. The
semantic knowledge combined increase in 3 points the baseline. Individually, temporal semantics increases the baseline in 1 point, but semantic
roles decrease it in 2. Therefore, roles only are useful in combination with
temporal semantics. The combination makes the approach more powerful
by including knowledge about temporal semantics and about the temporal
subordination connectives.
The mean error reduction in a 10-fold evaluation (5%) has been tested
to be significant with a confidence of 90% (see Appendix C).
Temporal semantics contribution: The application of temporal
semantics individually (TIPSem-TS) produced a small improvement
over the baseline (+0.01). TIPSem-TS takes into account the valdiff
feature, namely, if the event of the relation is related with a timex
which is not the one of the relation, and in this case, the feature obtains
the value of the difference between both (before, equal, after). Thanks
to this feature, cases like those in (108) that were wrongly categorized
as overlap by the baseline (TIPSem-B) are correctly categorized as
after by TIPSem-TS.
(108)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

APW19980301.0720 - sentence:

13

a. The Maariv newspaper [said e57 ] [Sunday t1983 ] that Netanyahu ’s
comments [last week t1985 ] were in response to [...]
(e57 after t1985)
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TempEval-2 test set - file:

wsj 0781 - sentence:

11

b. [...] the chip may have been responsible for a [decline e40 ] [...] [yesterday t283 ], and partly responsible for a drop [...] on [Wednesday t284 ].
(e57 after t1985)
(e40 after t284)

In the example (108a), the relation between the underlined entities
(e57 and t1985) is correctly categorized as after when applying temporal semantics, because the feature valdiff points out that the event
“said” is related to “Sunday” (1998-03-01) which is after in time than
“last week” (1998-02-22). The same situation happens in (108b),
where the decline happened “yesterday” (1989-10-27) which is, in this
case, after “Wednesday” (1989-10-25).
Semantic roles contribution: The application of semantic roles
(TIPSem-SR) only increased the baseline when used in combination
with temporal semantics. Considering only semantic roles features
(TRoleSBARHead ) produced errors because, in the cases where higher
linguistic levels, like pragmatics and real world knowledge, are required, roles in isolation are not discriminative. Therefore, the datadriven approach learns an ad-hoc model (useful only for the training
data). An example is shown in (109).
(109)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

APW19980301.0720 - sentence:

0

a. Top Israeli officials sent strong new signals [Sunday t123 ] that Israel
wants to withdraw from southern Lebanon, where a costly [war e4 ] of
attrition has been steadily claiming soldiers’ lives.

TIPSem-SR categorized the relation between e4 and t123 as before
while the key annotation and the baseline approach agreed in considering the relation as overlap. TRoleSBARHead in this case is “that”,
which is not as informative as it could be “during”, “before” or “when”
for example. This feature led TIPSem-SR to change the categorization
from overlap to before due to the amount of event-timex relations that
are before in the training when TRoleSBARHead value is set to “that”
(e.g., I said yesterday, that the match had been amazing). In (109),
the “war” event starts before “Sunday”, but it overlaps and possibly
lasts after this time reference.
This kind of temporal relation requires knowledge about real world
(i.e., the reported war) and also about the common event durations
(i.e., a war normally lasts for a certain time period) (Pan et al.,
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2006). Only with this kind of knowledge an approach may guess that
the relation discussed in the example is an overlap. This points out
that our approach is not complex enough to cover these relations, since
world knowledge about event durations is out of the scope of TIPSem
system.
General errors: The errors found in the best approach (TIPSem) are
mainly due to one cause: the difficulty of categorizing fuzzy or weak
relationships: before-and-overlap, overlap-or-after, and vague. Some
examples are shown in (110).
(110)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

APW19980301.0720 - sentence:

4

a. Cabinet minister Michael Eitan [said]e25 [Sunday t129 ] that Netanyahu’s remarks marked a substantive [change e28 ] in Israel’s position.
TempEval-2 test set - file:

wsj 0781 - sentence:

11

b. Netanyahu’s comments [last week t1985 ] were in response to signals
from Syria that it wants to renew the long-stalled peace [talks e62 ] between the two countries .

In (110a), the “change” event is annotated to be before or during
“Sunday” (before-or-overlap), while the approach categorized the relation as overlap. If the sentence is analyzed, it is clear that the change
may have started before “Sunday”. However, it is not clear whether it
would be still taking place or not on “Sunday”. This kind of relative relations are difficult to categorize even for humans. The inter-annotator
agreement is around 80%.
Another indicator of the complexity of the task is the vague category.
This category is used by human annotators when the relation is not
clear. This pragmatic reasoning is very complex for computational
approaches. In example (110b), the gold standard categorizes the
relation between “talks” and “last week” as vague because the relation
is not clear or direct. Errors are due to the spareness of the vague
category in the training examples and the features are not enough to
distinguish this type of relations.

Event-DCT Relation Categorization
As described in section 3.2.3, this task is defined as deciding the relation
category between an event and the document creation time (DCT) reference
as shown in example (111).
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(111) DCT: 2001-01-15 (tid="0")

He was <EVENT eid="1">born</EVENT> in <TIMEX3 tid="1">1999</TIMEX3>.
Input: <TLINK lid="l1" reltype="NONE" leid="1" ltid="0" />
Output: <TLINK lid="l1" reltype="BEFORE" leid="1" ltid="0" />

In the example, the categorization indicates that “born” (1999) was before the document was written or created (2001-01-15).
Table 4.13 shows the results obtained over the TempEval-2 test data.
Approach
TIPSem-B
TIPSem-TS
TIPSem-SR
TIPSem

partial accuracy
0.80
0.82
0.82
0.82

complete accuracy
0.80
0.82
0.82
0.82

Table 4.13: Event-DCT relation categorization results (English)

In event-DCT relation categorization, semantics (TIPSem) increase the
baseline (TIPSem-B) in 2 points. Both temporal semantics (TIPSem-TS)
and semantic roles (TIPSem-SR) increased the baseline performance. The
combination (TIPSem) increased the performance in only one case, which is
not perceptible in the scores in a two decimal precision. This indicates that
their contribution is only complementary in part. Therefore, the usefulness
of the combination is lower in this case.
The mean error reduction (13%) has been supported by a 10-fold cross
validation of the data and a t-test inference shows that it is significant with
90% confidence (see Appendix C).
Temporal semantics contribution: temporal semantics helped in
cases where the relation of the event with a timex distinct to DCT is
involved in the relation. For example in (112), where the relation of
“declining” with the “first nine months” makes visible that “declining”
took place before the DCT.
(112)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

wsj 520 - sentence:

5

a. But the company has had weak results so far this year, with earnings
[declining e19 ] 43% [...] through the [first nine months t100 ] of the year.
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Semantic roles contribution: semantic roles helped in events governed by temporal subordination conjunctions like “still” in example
(113), which point out that the event lasts or happens after the DCT.
(113)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

wsj 0781 - sentence:

28

Compaq, which said it discovered the bugs, still plans to [announce e95 ]
new 486 products.

General errors: The performance achieved by TIPSem in this task
is considerably high (0.82). The cases wrongly categorized by the approach mainly consist in those which represent fuzzy or weak relationships (e.g., before-or-overlap, overlap-or-after, vague). For example
in (114a), “talks” shows a vague relation with DCT not caught by
TIPSem. Furthermore, the wrongly categorized cases include incorrectly related valdiff values like in (114b), where “1978” only refers to
the “resolution” but not to the “calling” event, which leads TIPSem
to classify it incorrectly as before DCT. Finally, some conditional constructions have been also wrongly categorized. For example in (114c),
“making” depends on a conditional future event “cooperate”, which
indicates that it will take place after the DCT, and not before as
TIPSem dictates.
(114)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

APW19980301.0720 - sentence:

14

a. The newspaper said Syria had indicated its interest in resuming
[talks e67 ] in [...]
TempEval-2 test set - file:

b. That [1978
drawal [...]

APW19980301.0720 - sentence:

t128 ] resolution [calls

TempEval-2 test set - file:

3

e16 ] for Israel’s unconditional with-

APW19980301.0720 - sentence:

c. If the Lebanese government will [cooperate
e11 ] appropriate [...]

2

e10 ] with us in [making

The errors reported claim for the inclusion of more complex features
for finding weak temporal relations, the improvement of the valdiff
calculation, and the treatment of the conditional event dependencies.
Main-event Relation Categorization
As described in section 3.2.3, this task is defined as deciding the relation
category between two main events in different sentences (inter-sentential,
normally consecutive sentences). An example is shown in (115).
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(115) He was <EVENT eid="1">born</EVENT> in London.

He <EVENT eid="2"> obtained </EVENT> his degree in computer science
at Cambridge University. However, he had <EVENT eid="3">studied</EVENT>
previously in Oxford.
Input:
<TLINK lid="l1" reltype="NONE" leid="1" leid="2" />
<TLINK lid="l2" reltype="NONE" leid="2" leid="3" />
Output:
<TLINK lid="l1" reltype="BEFORE" leid="1" leid="2" />
<TLINK lid="l2" reltype="AFTER" leid="2" leid="3" />

Table 4.14 shows the results obtained over the TempEval-2 test data. Since
the only kind of semantics used is temporal semantics, TIPSem-TS is equivalent to TIPSem.
Approach
TIPSem-B
TIPSem

partial accuracy
0.58
0.61

complete accuracy
0.58
0.61

Table 4.14: Main-event relation categorization results (English)

TIPSem obtains an accuracy of 0.61. In event-DCT relation categorization, the contribution of semantics is quantified to 3 points over the
baseline. A mean error reduction of 3% is supported by the 10-fold experiment detailed in Appendix C, which also points out that the contribution
is significant with a confidence of 99.5%.
Temporal semantics contribution: This helped on the categorization of events by interpreting their relation with specific timexes. An
example of two events (e55 and e57) that were wrongly categorized
as overlap by the baseline and were correctly categorized as before by
TIPSem is shown in (116).
(116)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

APW19980301.0720 - sentence:

12 and 13

In addition, 73 soldiers were [killed e55 ] en route to Lebanon when two
military helicopters crashed [last February t1982 ].
The Maariv newspaper [said e57 ] [Sunday t1983 ] that [...]

In the example, clearly, the fact that e55 appears related to “last
February” while e57 appears with “Sunday”, and thus the valdiff value
is before, makes TIPSem approach obtain the correct categorization.
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General errors: Like in event-timex and event-dct relations, TIPSem’s
categorization errors are mainly due to the weak relations (e.g., vague),
and also to the incorrect valdiff values obtained by the approach. Furthermore, complicated inter-sentential relations like causality are left
unsolved as shown in example (117).
(117) a. John pushed Marc. Marc fell.
b. Marc fell. John pushed him.
The pushing and falling events reported in (117a) and (117b) examples
obtain the same features while in the first case the relation is before
and in the second is after. The system categorizes both relations as
before because it does not consider the causal relation of these events
and learns that events with the same tense are normally ordered in
narrative forward.
Subordinated-event Relation Categorization
As described in section 3.2.3, this task is defined as deciding the relation
category between two events in the same sentence where one event syntactically dominates the other event (intra-sentential). In (118) an example is
shown.
(118) We <EVENT eid="1">saw</EVENT> an <EVENT eid="2">explosion</EVENT>.

Input: <TLINK lid="l1" reltype="NONE" leid="1" leid="2" />
Output: <TLINK lid="l1" reltype="OVERLAP" leid="1" leid="2" />

Table 4.15 shows the results obtained over the TempEval-2 test data. Since
the only kind of semantics used is lexical semantics, TIPSem-LS is equivalent
to TIPSem.
Approach
TIPSem-B
TIPSem

partial accuracy
0.61
0.66

complete accuracy
0.61
0.66

Table 4.15: Subordinated-event relation categorization (English)

The results show an accuracy of 0.66 for TIPSem, which improves the
baseline in 5 points. A mean error reduction of 2% introduced by semantics
in a 10-fold experiment detailed in Appendix C, which also points out that
the contribution is significant with a confidence of 99.5%.
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Lexical semantics contribution: The consideration of events’ class
helped in the categorization of i action events related with occurrence
events because the sequence of some classes (e.g., i action and occurrence), in some tense combinations, are more likely to represent
specific temporal relations (e.g., before). The consideration of events’
class improves cases like those shown in (119).
(119)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

PRI19980303.2000.2550 - sentence:

0

a. Tomorrow the board of supervisors of Loudon county, Virginia, will
[vote e1 ] on whether a school now located in Mount Vernon can [relocate e3 ] to their county.
TempEval-2 test set - file:

wsj 0781 - sentence:

0

b. Intel Corp.’s most powerful computer chip has flaws that could [delay e2 ] several computer makers’ marketing [efforts e3 ] [...]

In the example sentences, there are i action events related with occurrence events that mark a before category in the subordination relation.
In (119a), “vote” is before “relocate”. The consideration of the class
is useful to decrease the influence of the tense that is future for “vote”
while it is present for “relocate”, which would suggest an overlap-orafter relation. In (119b), we have a similar situation with “delay”
(i action) and “efforts” (occurrence), which thanks to the consideration of the class are categorized to represent a before relation.
General errors: The main errors regarding the subordination temporal relations between events are caused by the following reasons. First,
fuzzy or weak relations that are inherently complex as discussed previously. For example in (120a), the relation between “wants” and “stay”
is set in the dataset to be a fuzzy before-or-overlap, but TIPSem categorized it as before. Secondly, in the relations that require from real
world knowledge about common event durations or event causality.
For example in (120b), “charged” happens after the “bombing”, but
TIPSem categorized the relation as overlap. In order to correctly categorize this and other complex relations, knowledge about the causal
relation between “bombing” and “charging” is required. Causality,
indicates that the bombing event must happen before the charging
event.
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(120)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

a. No one [wants

e31 ]

APW19980301.0720 - sentence:

to [stay

TempEval-2 test set - file:

e32 ]

6

in Lebanon [...]

CNN19980227.2130.0067 - sentence:

b. Rudolph has already been [charged

e13 ]

in the [bombing

12

e14 ].

In this subsection, we presented the results of our semantic approach
and our morphosyntactic baseline. In the next subsection the performance
of TIPSem is analyzed through its comparison with the state of the art.

Comparison with the State of the Art
The TIPSem results and the best TempEval-2 results obtained by state
of the art (SoA) approaches are summarized in a comparative table and
illustrated in a chart. We show the Fβ=1 scores for recognition tasks,
partial accuracy(P A) for classification and normalization, and complete
accuracy (CA) for relation categorization. Although, we discussed previously that P A prevents us to fairly compare different systems, we maintained
this measure because is the only score we have from the SoA approaches (the
only reported in TempEval-2 evaluation).
Table 4.16 summarizes the results for English. Moreover, Figure 4.2
illustrates such results indicating TIPSem in dark color and SoA best results
in light color.
Element
TIMEX

EVENT
TLINK

a
b

Task
recognition Fβ=1
classification P A
normalization P A
recognition Fβ=1
classification P A
event-timex P A
event-DCT P A
main-events P A
sub-events P A

TIPSem
0.88
0.98
0.84
0.85
0.79
0.68
0.82
0.61
0.66

SoA
0.86 (HeidelTime)
0.98 (TERSEO)
0.85 (HeidelTime)
0.80 (Edinburgh)
0.77 (TRIOS)
0.65 (TRIOS)a
0.80 (JU CSE)
0.58 (TRIPS)b
0.66 (NCSU-indi)

Exceptionally, TRIOS categorized only the 75% of relations (P A)
Exceptionally, TRIPS categorized only the 83% of relations (P A)

Table 4.16: Results summary for English
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Figure 4.2: Results summary and state of the art comparative (English)

TIPSem outperforms or competes with the state of the art performance
in all the tasks. The different subtasks are analyzed below.
Regarding timex processing, in recognition, TIPSem (0.88) outperformed
the SoA (0.86). In timex classification and normalization we obtain competitive results. Nevertheless, the P A metric is not comparable as discussed
in Section 4.1. Therefore, the values only give indirect assessment.
Regarding event processing, in recognition, TIPSem (0.85) outperformed
the SoA (0.80). In classification we obtain competitive results, but the P A
metric only gives indirect assessment. The performance achieved in event
processing tasks is one of the greatest contributions of this thesis. It is worth
mentioning that in the official TempEval-2 evaluation, TIPSem obtained the
highest performance for event recognition and classification (Llorens et al.,
2010b). More details can be found in Appendix D.
Regarding temporal relation processing, TIPSem outperforms the SoA
in all the categorization subtasks9 except in subordinated-events relation,
where both TIPSem and SoA obtain the same performance (0.66).
In general lines, the results indicate that the presented approach is very
competent for addressing the temporal information processing task. TIPSem
outperforms or matches the SoA performance in all the subtasks. In particular, in event processing, our approach represents a considerable improve9

In these tasks, P A is equivalent to CA except for TRIPS/TRIOS.
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ment over the SoA, which points out that our semantic approach is useful
for achieving a high-performance.

4.2.

Multilingual Evaluation: Spanish, Italian,
and Chinese

To give a multilingual perspective of the problem tackled in this paper, the approaches presented have been evaluated for languages other than
English. We are interested in analyzing whether the inclusion of semantic
knowledge improves our approach in a similar way for different languages.
We carried out an complete extension of the approach to Spanish, and
also two partial extensions to Italian (event recognition and classification
using only lexical semantics) and Chinese (timex and event recognition using
only semantic roles), as it has been detailed in section 3.4.

Evaluation over Spanish Text: TIPSemES
The Spanish extension is the most complete one since it covers all the
temporal information processing tasks. This has been evaluated using the
TempEval-2 criterion described in section 4.1 but over the Spanish data.
The TempEval-2 data for Spanish (Saurı́, Saquete, & Pustejovsky, 2009)
comes from AnCora corpus (Taulé et al., 2008). AnCora is the largest
available corpus annotated at different linguistic levels in Spanish. It consists
of 500K words mainly taken from newspaper texts. The corpus is annotated
and manually reviewed at: morphological level (PoS and lemmas), syntactic
level (constituents and functions), and semantic level (roles, named entities
and WordNet senses) (Navarro, Civit, Martı́, Marcos, & Fernández, 2003).
This enables us to obtain the TIPSem’s features directly from the corpus.
Table 4.17 summarizes the dataset statistics.
Table 4.17 shows the density of TimeML elements in the data, as well
as the most popular types and classes. It can be observed that there are
many more events (11274) than timexes (1186), that the most frequent event
class is occurrence (3628 of 11274), and that the most frequent timex type is
date (792 of 1186). The most popular kind of relation is event-dct (11553).
Looking at each kind of relation, for event-timex the most popular category
is overlap (683 of 855), and for event-dct is also overlap (4614 of 11553)
followed by before. This mostly matches with the distribution reported for
English.
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Set
Training

Docs
175

Words
58K

Test
(entities)

17

4K

Test
(relations)

18

6K

Elements: classes
TIMEX(1094): date(727), duration(274),
time(56), set(37)
EVENT(10449): occurrence(3428), state(3281),
i state(1625), i action(1375),reporting(541),
aspectual(153), perception(46)
TLINK event-timex(772): overlap(616), before(54),
after(25), before-or-overlap(16),
overlap-or-after(45), vague (16)
TLINK event-dct(10445): overlap(4069), before(3665),
after(1601), before-or-overlap(580),
overlap-or-after(393), vague (137)
TIMEX(92): date(65), duration(24),
time(1), set(2)
EVENT(825): occurrence(200), state(318),
i state(149),i action(87),reporting (57),
aspectual(13), perception(1)
TLINK event-timex(83): overlap(67), before(8),
after(2), before-or-overlap(1),
overlap-or-after(2), vague (3)
TLINK event-dct(1108): overlap(545), before(312),
after(121), before-or-overlap(67),
overlap-or-after(22), vague (41)

Table 4.17: TimeML Spanish data stats (TempEval-2)

Timex Processing
Concerning timex processing, the Spanish extension covered its three subtasks: recognition, classification and normalization.
Timex Recognition
Table 4.18 shows the results obtained over the TempEval-2 test data.
Approach
TIPSem-B
TIPSem-LS
TIPSem-SR
TIPSem

precision
0.97
0.96
0.96
0.96

recall
0.81
0.85
0.88
0.89

Fβ=1
0.88
0.90
0.91
0.92

Table 4.18: Timex recognition results (Spanish)

TIPSem performance in this task reached a high Fβ=1 (0.92). In Spanish,
the application of lexical semantics, semantic roles, and their combination
obtained a baseline-relative error reduction in Fβ=1 of 17%, 25%, and 33%
respectively. Therefore, the combination of both types of semantic knowl114
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edge obtained the greatest error reduction (33%), which indicates that their
contribution is complementary.
The significance of the Fβ=1 improvement has been tested over a 10-fold
cross validation. A paired t-test over the results supports that the error
reduction is statistically significant with 95% confidence10 .
The semantic features lead to more general models. For instance, semantics improved the bounding of long timexes like in (121a). And ambiguous
cases like in (121b), where both “12 ” and “14 horas” (EN: 14 hours) are
timexes, but the baseline only managed to annotate “14 hours” as timex because it is a number followed by a temporal unit. It missed “12”. Semantic
roles aided the recognition of “12” as timex since it is a number playing a
temporal semantic role.
(121)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

108 20000601 a.txt - sentence:

10

a. El caso, que dura ya más de dos años, [...]
EN: The case, lasting for more than two years, [...]
TempEval-2 test set - file:

10920 20001115.txt - sentence:

8

b. [...] les obliga a trabajar hasta 12 ó 14 horas [...]
EN: [...] obliges them to work up to 12 or 14 hours [...]

In short, in Spanish, the analysis leads to the same conclusions drawn
for English.
Timex Classification (Typing)
Table 4.19 shows the results obtained over the TempEval-2 test data. Only
lexical semantics is used in this task11 . Therefore, TIPSem-LS and TIPSem
are equivalent.
Approach
TIPSem-B
TIPSem

partial accuracy
0.99
1.00

complete accuracy
0.95
1.00

Table 4.19: Timex classification results (Spanish)

Focusing on the complete accuracy, which is the only comparable measure, the scores range between 0.95 for the baseline (TIPSem-B) to 1.00 for
TIPSem. These scores indicate that the use of lexical semantics is helpful for
10

t(9)=1.97 (one-tail p=0.04). p: probability of obtaining the improvement by chance.
We checked that if semantic roles are included the performance of the baseline is not
improved (like in English).
11
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this task (1.00). In particular, the contribution of lexical semantics is centered in the features obtained from TIMEK (e.g., pattern, time granularity)
and not in the top4hypers feature extracted from WordNet.
The reported improvement mainly affected durations like “media hora”
(EN: half an hour) and “dos años” (EN: two years) that were incorrectly
classified by the baseline as date but correctly classified by TIPSem as duration, thanks to pattern feature value (i.e., Num TUnit).
During the experimentation an inconsistency was found between the English and the Spanish timex types annotation. In Spanish, the expression
“hace dos años” (EN: two years ago) and all the expressions that follow
the pattern “hace Num TUnit” were annotated as a DURATION while in
English they were annotated as DATE.
In short, the results obtained for Spanish confirm the conclusions drawn
for English: the features based on lexical semantics is discriminative while
semantic roles do not help this task.
Timex Normalization
Table 4.20 shows the results obtained over the TempEval-2 test data. TIPSemLS and TIPSem-SR are not shown in the table because in normalization
semantic roles are not used, and then TIPSem-LS is equivalent to TIPSem.
Approach
TIPSem-B
TIPSem

step 1
0.73
0.89

step 2
0.89

partial accuracy
0.86
0.90

complete accuracy
0.78
0.87

Table 4.20: Timex normalization results (Spanish)
In general terms, it can be seen that TIPSem obtained a performance of
0.87 and improves the baseline by +0.09%. This is due to the contribution
of lexical semantics in the first step of TIPSem’s normalization strategy.
In step one, TIPSem-B obtains a complete accuracy of 0.73 and TIPSem
of 0.89. Like in English, the improvement obtained by TIPSem is due to the
lexical semantics obtained from TIMEK (e.g., pattern feature).
In step two, the errors found are of two types: (i) human annotation
errors in the data, and (ii) TIPSem errors caused by elisions and anaphoric
references. Some examples are shown in (122).
(122)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

108 20000301 c.txt - sentence:

3

a. [...] su regreso a las pistas después de un largo periodo [...]
EN: [...] his return to the circuits after a long period [...]
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TempEval-2 test set - file:

108 20020202.txt - sentence:

1

b. [...] la federación se pronunciará ese dı́a sobre los casos de dopaje [...]
EN: [...] the federation will decide that day on the doping cases [...]
TempEval-2 test set - file:

108 20020202.txt - sentence:

2

c. La federación suspendió con cuatro meses a Guardiola y con cinco a Stam.
EN: The federation suspended Guardiola for four months and Stam for five.

In (122a), TIPSem normalized the expressions as an undefined period
(PXX), however in the reference annotation it was normalized as a undefined
period of months (PXM). From our point of view, the undefined periods
should be normalized as PXX unless we have a temporal unit involved in
the expression (e.g., many months, some months). In the English data,
these cases were annotated this way, so that we suppose that these errors
represent a problem of the Spanish data manual annotation.
However, in (122b) and (122c), we find a problem of the system that was
also observed in the English data. This is related to the complexity of some
temporal expressions. In the first case, the text is incomplete and the real
reference of “that day” can not be found in the text so this timex cannot
be normalized. In the second case, in order to normalize “five” the system
needs to resolve the elision of “months” requiring to solve the anaphoric
relation with “four months”.
In short, the normalization of temporal expressions in Spanish can be
solved computationally at an acceptable performance, above 0.80, but surpassing this barrier is complicated because anaphora resolution and discourse processing capabilities are required, as already discussed for English.
Event Processing
This task includes event recognition and event classification.
Event Recognition
Table 4.21 shows the results obtained over the TempEval-2 test data.
Spanish event recognition results for TIPSem are high (0.90) and like in
English, the combination of both types of semantic knowledge leads to the
highest scores, which indicates that both are complementary.
The significance of the Fβ=1 improvement was tested over a 10-fold cross
validation. A paired t-test over the results supports that the error reduction
is statistically significant with 99% confidence12 .
12

t(9)=3.16 (one-tail p=0.006). p: probability of obtaining the improvement by chance.
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Approach
TIPSem-B
TIPSem-LS
TIPSem-SR
TIPSem

precision
0.90
0.93
0.92
0.92

recall
0.86
0.87
0.87
0.88

Fβ=1
0.88
0.90
0.89
0.90

Table 4.21: Event recognition results (Spanish)

Semantics contributed to learn more general models, which improve the
recognition of nominal events. Example (123) shows one case in which both
types of semantics contributed to the correct recognition.
(123)

TempEval-2 testset - file:

108 20000301 b.txt - sentence:

8

Valero Ribera no disimuló su preocupación por el sorteo y [...]
EN: Valero Ribera did not hide his concern for the draw and [...]

In (123), the noun “sorteo” (EN: draw) is an event that was missed by
the baseline. However, the combination of lexical semantics (top4hypers =
activity =¿ event =¿ abstraction) and semantic roles (role = A1 ) helped
the correct recognition.
In short, event recognition performance in Spanish is high (0.90). This
points out that, like for English, the semantic features of TIPSem are useful
for this task.
Event Classification
Table 4.22 shows the results obtained over the TempEval-2 test data.
Approach
TIPSem-B
TIPSem-LS
TIPSem-SR
TIPSem

partial accuracy
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66

complete accuracy
0.66
0.67
0.67
0.68

Table 4.22: Event Classification results (Spanish)

The application of the semantic features to event classification increased
the results from 0.66 to 0.68. The main cause of the improvement obtained
is the correct classification of unseen nominal events as occurrence. Some
nominal events like “oferta (EN: offer)”, “salto (EN: jump)”, “segregación
(EN: segregation)”, that are not in training data, are classified as the most
frequent class (state) by the baseline.
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Regarding the results obtained by each class, again perception (1.0),
reporting (0.86) and occurrence (0.77) obtained the highest results while
i state (0.55), aspectual (0.54) and i action (0.46) obtained lower performance. However, state events obtained a score of 0.72.
Although the English and Spanish datasets are different in content and
the results are not directly comparable, both are built from news articles
and a score of 0.72 in the classification of state-events is much greater than
the score obtained in the English experiment (0.33). Furthermore, the proportion of state events in Spanish is much greater than in English. We
analyzed both datasets and observed that such difference is produced by an
annotation error in the Spanish dataset: All the instances of the verb “to
be” are annotated as state-events which does not happen in English dataset
and which is inconsistent with the TimeML guidelines.
Temporal Relation Processing
In Spanish, the categorization task was limited to two subtasks: eventtimex relation categorization and event-DCT relation categorization.
Event-Timex Relation Categorization
Table 4.23 shows the results obtained over the TempEval-2 test data.
Approach
TIPSem-B
TIPSem-TS
TIPSem-SR
TIPSem

complete accuracy
0.81
0.81
0.81
0.81

Table 4.23: Event-Timex Relation Categorization results (Spanish)
The accuracy obtained by TIPSem is high (0.81), nevertheless the use
of semantics does not produce any improvement over the baseline.
Looking at the category distribution in the event-timex temporal relations Spanish training data, it can be seen that the 80% (616/772) of the
relations are categorized as overlap. Given that TIPSem is mainly datadriven and uses statistical information to learn categorization models, the
previous fact makes TIPSem categorizing the relations as overlap by default. Now looking at the test data, we observe that the 81% (67/83) of
event-timex relations are overlaps. Finally, looking at the TIPSem output
in this task for Spanish, it can be seen that it annotates the majority of
the categories as overlap (all but two annotated as overlap-or-after ). This
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explains the performance obtained and the null improvement observed when
using semantics: TIPSem learned a good baseline for Spanish (annotating
almost all the relations as overlap), and the semantic features are not discriminative enough to modify the learned baseline.
Event-DCT Relation Categorization
This task is defined as deciding the relation category between an event and
the document creation time (DCT) reference. Table 4.24 shows the results
obtained over the TempEval-2 test data.
Approach
TIPSem-B
TIPSem-TS
TIPSem-SR
TIPSem

complete accuracy
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59

Table 4.24: Event-DCT Relation Categorization results (Spanish)

The accuracy obtained by TIPSem in event-dct relations in Spanish is
0.59, and, apparently as in event-timex relations, the use of semantics does
not produce any improvement over the baseline. However, if the results are
analyzed in detail, TIPSem (655/1108 – 59.1%) slightly improves TIPSem-B
(652/1108 – 58.8%). This is inappreciable in two decimal score.
Zooming in the differences between the baseline and our approach, it
is found that although TIPSem improves 62 cases that where incorrectly
categorized by the baseline, it also worsens the baseline in 59 cases.
The reported improvement and in general the effect of semantics is focused on temporal semantics (TIPSem-TS) rather than in semantic roles
(TIPSem-SR).
The cases in which the use of temporal semantics lead to the correct
categorization are due to the valdiff feature. The example shown in (124),
illustrates that there is no problem for the baseline on categorizing verbal
event relations with DCT like “salió” (EN: came), where the past tense
is strong enough to point out that the event took place before the DCT.
However, in the case of nominal events, where the tense is not present like
in “defensa” (EN: defense), the valdiff feature is the only indicator for
categorizing the relation.
(124)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

108 19990501.txt - sentence:

1

El Gobierno Chileno [salió e1 ] [ayer t1 ] en [defensa e2 ] de [...]
EN: The Chilean government [came e1 ] out [yesterday t1 ] in [defense e2 ] of [...]
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In the example, “defensa” (EN: defense) is syntactically related with
“ayer ” (EN: yesterday), which indicates that the relation is before.
Nevertheless, in other cases, the consideration of valdiff leads to the
incorrect categorization. This is because valdiff was not calculated with the
proper timex as in (125).
(125)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

108 20000301 a.txt - sentence:

16

Los corredores europeos se [quejaron e93 ] de la poca [presencia e94] policial
en la [prueba e95 ] que [empezó e96 ] [el 25 de febrero t17 ] y [concluye e97 ] [el
dı́a 5 t18 ].
EN: European athletes [complained e93 ] about the lack of police [presence
e94 ] in the [trial e95 ] which [began e96 ] on [February 25th t17 ] and [ends e93 ]
on [March 5th t18 ].

In this example, when categorizing “presencia” (EN: presence) the valdiff
was calculated with “el dı́a 5 ” (EN: March 5th) obtaining an after relation
with DCT. Nevertheless, common sense dictates that “lack of presence”
claimed happened before the DCT, probably for some days since the beginning of the trial (Feb. 25). Due to these errors the inclusion of semantics
resulted unnoticeable. Further improvements are needed to outperform the
baseline.
Some of the errors still unsolved both by the baseline and TIPSem, like
in English, are due to fuzzy or weak relations like in (126).
(126)

TempEval-2 test set - file:

108 19990501.txt - sentence:

9

Josep Piqué , [manifestó e43 ] [ayer t6 ] que en su [opinión e44 ] [...]
EN: Josep Piqué, [saide43 ] [yesterday t6 ] that in his [opinion e44 ]] [...]

In this example, “opinión” (EN: opinion) is valid before the DCT (“yesterday”) but it may be also valid at the time of writing (DCT). In the key
annotation, the relation is categorized as overlap, while TIPSem annotated
the relation as before.
In this subsection, we presented the results for Spanish of our semantic
approach and our morphosyntactic baseline. In the next subsection the
performance of TIPSemES is analyzed through its comparison with the state
of the art.
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Comparison with the State of the Art
Analogously to English, this subsection summarizes the results previously analyzed for Spanish in a comparative table and its associated chart.
This includes the results of our approach (TIPSem) and the best state of the
art (SoA) approaches presented in TempEval-2. We show the Fβ=1 scores
for recognition tasks, partial accuracy(P A) for classification and normalization, and complete accuracy(CA) for relation categorization. Although,
we discussed previously that P A prevents us to fairly compare different systems, we maintained this measure because is the only score we have of the
SoA approaches.
Table 4.25 summarizes the results for Spanish and Figure 4.3 illustrates
such results indicating TIPSem in dark color, and finally SoA best results
in light color.
Element
TIMEX

EVENT
TLINK

Task
recognition Fβ=1
classification P A
normalization P A
recognition Fβ=1
classification P A
event-timex CA
event-DCT CA

TIPSem
0.92
1.00
0.90
0.90
0.68
0.81
0.59

SoA
0.88 (UC3M)
0.91 (UC3M)
0.83 (UC3M)
-

Table 4.25: Results summary for Spanish
For Spanish, the state of the art is limited to timex processing. The
TIPSem approach outperforms the state of the art performance in all timex
processing tasks as shown in the table and in the figure (recognition +0.04%,
classification +0.09%, and normalization +0.07%). However, it must be
highlighted that in timex classification and normalization, the comparison
only gives indirect assessment due to the problems discussed in Section 4.1.
For event and temporal relation processing, to the best of our knowledge,
TIPSem is a pioneering approximation in Spanish.
The results for English and Spanish cannot be compared because, although both datasets come from news articles, they are not parallel13 .
Therefore, the fact that the results obtained are slightly higher for Spanish
than for English can not be assessed. Somehow, two factors might have
influenced this fact: (i) the English approach uses automatic tools to obtain
the features while the Spanish one extracts them from a manually reviewed
13

One is not the translation of the other
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Figure 4.3: Results summary and state of the art comparative (Spanish)

corpus, and (ii) the training data size for Spanish is slightly greater than for
English.
In short, the results indicate that the presented approach is very competent for addressing the temporal information processing task. It can be
observed that, like for English, the application of the semantic features improves the performance for Spanish.

Evaluation over Italian Text: TIPSemIT
As described in Section 3.4, TIPSem was extended to Italian to study the
performance of lexical semantic features in event recognition and classification in this language, and compare it with an existing rule-based approach
(TULE converter) (Robaldo et al., 2011).
The TempEval-2 criterion, measures, and data for Italian were used. The
Italian TempEval-2 data contains 4,543 events in the training set and 834
in the test set. In Table 4.26 we report the distributions of the event tokens
in the seven TimeML classes for training and test.
We set as baseline for the evaluation a rule-based system for Italian, the
TimeML TULE converter (Robaldo et al., 2011).
We evaluate four data driven models to capture, incrementally, the influence of the features. The basic model, TIPSemIT basic uses only the
basic morphological features, namely lemma, token and coarse-grained PoS
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TimeML Classes
OCCURRENCE
STATE
I ACTION
I STATE
REPORTING
PERCEPTION
ASPECTUAL
Total events

# training set
2,360
1,591
288
502
75
13
75
4,543

# test set
456
254
58
88
18
1
18
834

Table 4.26: Italian data - event stats (TempEval-2)
without any context window combination. The other three best performing models differentiates from the basic one for PoS granularity, combination of morphological features and presence of semantic features. In
particular, TIPSemIT FP adds to the basic features the fine-grained PoS.
TIPSemIT FPC5 has been obtained by adding a five window size context
for lemma, token and fine-grained PoS together with bigrams for lemma and
PoS. Finally, TIPSemIT FPC5Sem adds semantic features to the previous
model.
Event recognition
Table 4.27 reports the results for event recognition.
Models
TULE converter
TIPSemIT basic
TIPSemIT FP
TIPSemIT FPC5
TIPSemIT FPC5Sem

P
0.84
0.91
0.90
0.89
0.91

R
0.74
0.75
0.77
0.81
0.83

F1
0.79
0.82
0.83
0.85
0.87

Table 4.27: Event recognition results (Italian)
Although we have a very reduced corpus at disposal, TIPSemIT basic
obtains a better result with respect to the baseline in terms of precision
(0.91 vs. 0.84). However, the recall is only improved by +0.01. Only a
reduced number of events is recognized over the baseline system (625/834 vs.
624/834), leaving out a great part of the most difficult cases such as events
realized by nouns, adjectives and prepositional phrases. TIPSemIT basic
suffers from data sparseness. The reduced dimensions of the training set
and the low level features which have been used are not sufficient to identify
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previously “unseen” event instances nor to generalize information about the
linguistic contexts of occurrence.
TIPSemIT FP slightly improves the recall and the F1 (0.77 and 0.83)
but it decreases the precision (0.90). The number of correctly recognized
events is higher but still below 0.80. The use of fine-grained PoS appears
to be beneficiary for improving the detection of verbs (+12 tokens), nouns
(+14 tokens) and adjectives (+5 tokens). A higher number of verbs (+12)
is recognized due to the distinction between auxiliary and main verbs. A
detailed analysis of the verb lemmas show that the improvement in recognition concerns the Italian verbs “essere” [to be] and “venire” [to come] which
can stand both in auxiliary position and as main verbs. It is also interesting
to notice that 12 verbs realized by past participles forms are penalized (-12
tokens). This is due to the PoS tagger which considers absolute past participle forms as adjectives when they are not followed by specific complement
phrases (e.g. “PP da + NP ”) making their identification as events more
challenging.
As for TIPSemIT FPC5, the precision is slightly lower than the previous two models (0.89), but the model is well balanced (recall=0.81). The
increase in recall is +0.07% with respect to the baseline and +0.06% with
respect to TIPSemIT basic. The combination of PoS appears as a partially
good strategy for recognizing non-verbal events (+26 nouns; +15 adjectives;
+5 prepositional phrases).
It is also interesting to notice that this model can detect instances of
events which are out of range for the TimeML TULE Converter, in particular
for nouns. For instance, the noun “fuga” [escape/flight] in example 127 is
not recognized by the TimeML TULE Converter because the rules are not
able to identify the causative construction realized by the presence of the
preposition “per ” [for/due to]. On the contrary, TIPSemIT FPC5 is able to
overcome this limitation thanks to the combination of fine-grained parts-ofspeech and the five window size context.
(127) [...] evacuta per una fuga di gas. [evacuted due to a flight of gas.]

Finally, TIPSemIT FPC5Sem shows the highest recall (689/834 = 83%).
The use of the event lexicon appears to be useful for the recognition of
event nouns (+36 tokens) and adjectives (+13 tokens). The analysis of
the noun lemmas which have been correctly identified shows that most of
them (52%) are instances of dot types14 (Pustejovsky, 1995), alternating between an eventive and a non-eventive reading such as “ricerca” [reasearch]
14

A complex entity which is composed by at least two different semantic types which
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or “allargamento” [enlargment/increase]. The combination of morphological and semantic features reduce the risks of using this resource for event
recognition. As previously stated, the derived event lexicon reports only
eventive readings of lexical items such as verbs, adjectives and nouns and no
word-sense disambiguation is available. This means that ambiguous words,
namely nouns such as “assemblea” [meeting/assembly], are present in the
lexicon only with their eventive reading. Although the recall is positively
affected by the presence of the semantic features, this does not impact on
the precision.
One of the main impact of the event lexicon is the reduction of data
sparseness. The dimension of the training corpus is small and in order to
obtain generalizations on event readings of lexical items such as nouns and
adjectives a relevant number of instances are necessary. The presence of the
event lexicon overcomes this limitation.
Event classification
The classification approaches have been evaluated over the events recognized
by the best recognition model (i.e., TIPSemIT FPC5Sem). Table 4.28 shows
the results obtained.
Models
TULE converter
TIPSemIT basic
TIPSemIT FP
TIPSemIT FPC5
TIPSemIT FPC5Sem

Accuracy
0.65
0.74
0.74
0.74
0.77

Table 4.28: Event classification (Italian)
For event classification, the TULE converter exploits the derived event
lexicon for having access to the default TimeML class and then integrates
this information with syntactic information. The converter’s accuracy is
lower (-12 points) than that obtained by TIPSemIT C5Sem. The primary
source of errors for the converter is due to parsing errors which prevent
the activation of the corresponding rule(s), thus decreasing the number
of correctly classified events. The performance improvement obtained by
TIPSemIT FPC5Sem with respect to the other models is due to the contribution of the event lexicon. In particular, we register an improvement in
the classification of less frequent classes in the data such as I STATE (52%
depend on the context (e.g., lunch → event or food )
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vs. 73%), ASPECTUAL (41% vs. 65%) and REPORTING (53% vs. 68%),
with the exception of I ACTION.
In terms of correctly classified events, the access to the event lexicon
improves the classification of 50 tokens with respect to TIPSemIT basic
and of 42 tokens with respect to TIPSemIT FP and TIPSemIT FPC5. It
is worth noticing that both models TIPSemIT FP and TIPSemIT FPC5
improves the classification of 4 event tokens with respect to TIPSemIT basic
which were realized by past participle verb forms and incorrectly classified
as OCCURRENCE. This improvement is expected due to the contribution
of the detail parts-of-speech which are able to distinguish between finite
and non-finite verb forms. On the other hand, the context windows which
differentiate TIPSemIT FPC5 from TIPSemIT FP do not contribute at all
to an improvement in classification.
A detailed error analysis of the event classes shows that the semantic feature (default class information) is clearly an advantage for reducing the impact of data sparseness. For instance, the verb “simboleggiare”
(EN: “symbolize”), which has no occurrence in the training set, is correctly classified as STATE only by TIPSemIT FPC5Sem. A further case
in which the event lexicon proves its validity is represented by the verb
“rafforzare” (EN: “strengthen”). This verb occurs twice in the training
set, and both occurrences belong to two different classes, namely OCCURRENCE and I STATE. In the training set, this verb appears twice, once
classified as STATE, as it is realized by a past participle form, and another as I STATE. Both TIPSemIT FP and TIPSemIT FPC5 can correctly
classify the STATE instance thanks to the information from the detail partsof-speech but fail in the classification of the I STATE one. On the contrary,
TIPSemIT FPC5Sem correctly classify both cases, and the correct classification of the I STATE instance is due to the event lexicon.
However, the event lexicon is not perfect. In particular, we have observed
that the coverage of the lexicon, i.e. the number of entries, must be extended
especially for nouns an adjectives.

Evaluation over Chinese Text: TIRSemZH
The TIPSem extension to Chinese (Llorens, Saquete, Navarro, Li, & He,
2011c) has been evaluated over the TempEval-2 Chinese data. The objective
of this evaluation is to: (i) measure the performance of TIPSem in Chinese,
(ii) analyze the effect of applying semantic roles, and (iii) check the language
independence degree of the approach outside the Indo-European languages.
Table 4.29 shows the description of the TempEval-2 dataset for Chi127
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nese. In the evaluation, the TempEval-2 criterion and measures have been
employed as well.
Set
Training

Docs
44

Words
23K

8

5K

Test

Element
TIMEX(766)
EVENT(3744)
TIMEX(129)
EVENT(1039)

Table 4.29: Chinese data stats (TempEval-2)
The Chinese data comes from different newspaper articles of Xinhua
News Agency, except the files from chtb 0592 to chtb 0596, that come from an
article of Sinorama, a monthly magazine published in Taiwan.
Compared to English, the training data is approximately a half, while
the test data is equal in size.
The following subsections report on the results obtained over this dataset.
Timex Recognition
Table 4.30 shows the results obtained in timex recognition for Chinese.
Approach
TIRSemZH-B
TIRSemZH

precision
0.94
0.97

recall
0.74
0.76

Fβ=1
0.83
0.85

Table 4.30: Timex recognition results (Chinese)
As shown in the table, TIRSemZH offers a high performance 0.85 Fβ=1 .
The application of semantic roles improved the performance of the baseline
in precision and recall, which increased the Fβ=1 from 0.83 to 0.85. The
relative error reduction over the baseline in Fβ=1 is of 12%. This supports
the hypothesis that semantic roles aids in learning more general models,
because the approach is not only focused on specific words and PoS tags
but also in the roles the words play in the predicates. This is specially
beneficial when the size of the training dataset is small.
In the training data, timexes are mainly contained in arguments labeled
with the temporal semantic role (AM-TMP). This role introduced two advantages in timex recognition: (i) increasing the probability of representing
a timex of any token appearing within this role, and (ii) aiding the approach
in the recognition of multi-token temporal expressions such as 一月底 (EN:
the end of January) and 去年六月底 (EN: the end of June last year) which
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are represented by a sequence of tokens playing an the AM-TMP role. Example (128) illustrates a timex that was missed by the baseline and correctly
recognized using semantic roles.
(128)

TempEval-2, file:

chtb 0628 - sent.:

12

一季度末，国家外汇储备余额达一千一百二十点六亿美元。
EN: At the end of the first quarter, the balance of foreign exchange reserves
reached 112.06 billion US dollars.

In this sentence, all the tokens of the argument “一季度末 (EN: the
end of the first quarter)” hold the AM-TMP role. The baseline missed
this expression since this specific sequence of tokens is not very common
among the training examples. However, with the use of semantic roles,
the approach takes into account that this holds a AM-TMP role, which is
normally obtained by the timexes annotated in the training and thus they
are likely to be a timex.
In some cases like in (129), the application of semantic roles decreased
the performance.
(129)

TempEval-2, file:

chtb 0593 - sent.:

8

南韩目前利率已飙至百分之二十。
EN: South Korea’s current interest rate has soared to twenty percent.

In this case, “current interest” does not hold a AM-TMP role and thus
“current” was not tagged by the approach as timex. In this expression,
“current” is a modifier of the noun “interest”. As discussed for English,
noun modifiers represent a complex case.
Event Recognition
Table 4.31 shows the results obtained in event recognition for Chinese.
Approach
TIRSemZH-B
TIRSemZH

precision
0.86
0.90

recall
0.80
0.80

Fβ=1
0.83
0.85

Table 4.31: Event recognition results (Chinese)
As shown in the table, TIRSemZH obtains satisfactory results for event
recognition. The scores obtained show that the application of semantic roles
increases the Fβ=1 from 0.83 to 0.85. In event recognition, the improvement
is focused in precision (29% error reduction).
Some representative cases in which semantic roles affected the results
are discussed below.
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Primarily, semantic roles aided on increasing the precision, that is to say,
reducing the false positives that the baseline presented. There are many
words that have different meanings in different semantic surroundings. One
word W can indicate an event in sentence A, or just a normal word in
sentence B. While the baseline often obtains false positives, the semantic
approach, TIRSemZH, obtains the correct recognition.
Example (130) shows two sentences in which the word “出” appears.
In the first sentence, it is a main-verb governing two arguments: “Annan”
(A0) and “Money” (A1). In this case, “出 (EN: pay)” is an event. In the
second sentence, “显示 (EN: showing)” is the main verb and “出 (EN: out)”
is not an event but a verbal modifier. Hence, “出” has different meanings in
different semantic surroundings and thus semantic roles aid on determining
in which cases it is an event.
(130)

TempEval-2, file:

chtb 0595 - sent.:

29

安南不出钱。
EN: Annan does not pay money.
TempEval-2, file:

chtb 0604 - sent.:

11

显示出成功率高、经营状况良好的特点。
EN: Showing out a high success rate and the characteristics of good business.

In Example (131), the baseline recognized “投资 (EN: investment)” as
an event. This is because this word represents an event in many examples
of the training data. Sometimes “investment” is referred to as a happening.
However, it do not always indicate an event. In the sentence of the example,
it appears within the argument “从资结构 (EN: from the investment structure)” holding an AM-DIS role of the verb “看 (EN: see)” and it does not
represent an event because it, together with “structure”, represents an entity
from which something can be seen. Semantic roles aided on distinguishing
which instances of “investment” are real events.
(131)

TempEval-2, file:

chtb 0618 - sent.:

10

此外，日本是中国吸引外资、引进技术的主要对象国。
EN: We can see from the investment structure that large projects with high
technological content significantly increased.

Although there were few cases and the recall was not perceptibly affected,
some events that were missed by the baseline were correctly recognized by
TIRSemZH. Example (132) shows how semantic roles aid in the recognition
of stative-events. In this sentence, “充满 (EN: has full of)” is a main-verb
that heads a predicate in the sentence and indicates an event. It was missed
by the baseline because in the training it does not appear in this lemma-PoS
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context or a similar one. However, when using semantic roles, the approach
is aware of the fact that “充满” is a main-verb governing two roles “社会公
众 (EN: the public)” A0, and “信心 (EN: confidence)” A1. In the training,
many events are found in this semantic role setting and hence the probability
of the model for recognizing them as an event increases.
(132)

TempEval-2, file:

chtb 0628 - sent.:

8

社会公众对宏观调控和经济发展充满信心。
EN: The public has full of confidence to the macro-control and economic
development.

Many of the errors of the semantic role-based approach (TIRSemZH)
were due to SRL tool annotation errors (the F1 of the SRL tool is about
77%). For example, the verb “减低 (EN: reduce)”, which represents an
event in a test sentence, was not labeled as main-verb by the SRL tool,
and the event was missed by the approach. In the opposite case, the SRL
tool labeled “贸易 (EN: trade)” as a main-verb in a sentence in which it
represented a non-eventive noun and then the approach using roles produced
a false positive.
In this section, we have analyzed the contribution of the semantic features of TIPSem in a multilingual evaluation for Spanish, Italian and Chinese. It has been demonstrated that these features are useful for temporal
information processing in different languages.

4.3.

Conclusions

To demonstrate our hypothesis, the performance of TIPSem has been
measured, and the effect of applying the proposed semantic features to temporal information processing has been analyzed in different languages: English, Spanish, Italian and Chinese.
For this purpose, TIPSem has been evaluated over the publicly available TimeML datasets used in the last international evaluation exercise:
TempEval-2. Furthermore, the results have been compared with those obtained by a non-semantic baseline, TIPSem-B, which only uses morphosyntactic features. Table 4.32 summarizes the results obtained for English15 .
15

See Appendix C for detailed results in a 10-fold cross validation
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Element
TIMEX

EVENT
TLINK

Task
recognition Fβ=1
classification P A
normalization P A
recognition Fβ=1
classification P A
event-timex CA
event-DCT CA
main-events CA
sub-events CA

F1
0.88
0.98
0.84
0.85
0.79
0.68
0.82
0.61
0.66

MRER S (10-fold)
26%
19%
19%
11%
0%
5%
13%
3%
2%

Table 4.32: TIPSem result summary for English (MRER S: mean relative
error reduction introduced by semantics)
From the results obtained, we conclude that:
The proposed semantic features are appropriate to tackle the problem. For English, the application of semantics introduce a positive
and statistically significant improvement over the baseline. Furthermore, the different types of semantics applied offer complementary
advantages. Therefore, their combination is useful and obtains the
best performance. The application of semantics significantly improves
the recognition of timexes (26% mean relative error reduction, 0.88
F1 performance) and events (11% mean relative error reduction, 0.85
F1 performance). In particular, semantics aids in recognizing timexes
ambiguous at morphosyntactic level and nominal events. The semantic features obtained from TIMEK benefit timex classification (19%
mean relative error reduction, 0.98 F1 performance) and normalization (19% mean error reduction, 0.84 F1 performance). The use of
temporal semantics, lexical semantics and semantic roles increased
the performance in temporal relation categorization: event-timex (5%
mean relative error reduction, 0.68 F1 performance), event-DCT (13%
mean relative error reduction, 0.82 F1 performance), main events (3%
mean relative error reduction, 0.61 F1 performance), and subordinated
events (2% mean relative error reduction, 0.66 F1 performance). The
event classification is the only task which has not been improved by
the semantic features (0% mean relative error reduction, 0.79 F1 performance), but alternative methods to take advantage of semantics in
this task are proposed as further works.
High performance is obtained. In comparison with the state of the art
(SoA) for English, TIPSem obtains a very competitive results in all
the subtasks pointing out that our semantic approach offers a high
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performance. In particular, TIPSem surpassed the SoA performance
in the event processing task (+0.05 F1), which is one of the main
contributions of this thesis (0.85 F1 in event processing).
Our semantic approach is useful for other languages. These conclusions have been confirmed for all the languages included in the multilingual evaluation: Spanish, Italian, and Chinese. TIPSem surpasses
the baseline and SoA performance in these languages. Furthermore,
to the best of our knowledge, TIPSem is the first approach to event
processing for Spanish and Chinese.
More knowledge is still needed. Regarding the errors that TIPSem
leaves unsolved, apart from those coming from the NLP tools used
or human annotation errors, these are the cases that require a language analysis level higher than semantics. For example, some nominal events and timexes require pragmatics, and some timexes require
the temporal anaphora resolution. Furthermore, the temporal relations often require causality reasoning, discourse analysis, and world
knowledge.
The following chapter presents an extrinsic evaluation of TIPSem through
its application in a time-based graphical interface.
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Chapter 5

Application: A Graphical
Interface to Temporal
Information – Time-Surfer
The previous chapter presented an intrinsic evaluation of the performance of our approach to temporal information processing (TIPSem). Now,
we turn to an extrinsic evaluation of TIPSem carried out through its application to a different task. In particular, TIPSem has been applied to build
a dynamic graphical interface to temporal information.
The performance of the temporal information of texts extracted or processed by manual or computational means can be extrinsically analyzed
through its different applications.
In NLP, temporal information processing has been successfully applied
to information retrieval (Alonso et al., 2007a), question answering (Saquete
et al., 2009), and, more recently, to build graphical interfaces to access
information (Alonso et al., 2010). Temporal information improves the capabilities of the systems when these deal with time-oriented queries, complex
temporal questions, and time-based graphical representations.
TIPSem has been applied to build an innovative graphical interface to
document content based on the time dimension. We named this interface
Time-Surfer (Llorens, Saquete, Navarro, & Gaizauskas, 2011b). To represent the temporal aspects of a document, Time-Surfer processes the document using TIPSem. This ties the success of Time-Surfer to TIPSem performance.
Time-Surfer can be seen as an improvement of a specific information
retrieval (IR) use case.
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The amount of digitalized information has grown to reach human tractable limits. IR studies methods to retrieve the most relevant documents in
a collection given a user search query. However, these documents are often
large and contain much more than the information the user is interested
in. Consequently, methods to help the user locate the information he wants
within the top-ranked retrieved documents are of considerable interest. Current search engines show the most relevant snippets of each search result,
but the value of the temporal dimension in IR has been also highlighted
(Alonso et al., 2007a).
Temporal information is present not only in document timestamps or
metadata, like creation or modification date, but also within the document
content in time and event expressions. The objective of Time-Surfer is to
present a graphical interface for information access within a document, using
advanced temporal representational and navigational techniques. Specifically, Time-Surfer relies on identifying times, events and temporal relations
in documents and then utilizes this information to provide users with dynamic time-based access to texts.
This chapter is structured as follows. First, we review the main graphical
representations of time and the related works on time-based graphical interfaces. Next, the architecture and the features of Time-Surfer are described.
Finally, we present the evaluation of Time-Surfer and discuss the results.

5.1.

Representing Time Graphically

There are two main ways in which temporal information has been graphically represented: timelines and graphs.
On the one hand, the timeline is the most intuitive representation because this implies the association of events to predefined calendrical references in a homogeneous line. The line represents the absolute or Newtonian
time – the one shown in clocks and calenders. The problem arises when the
temporal information is incomplete, relative or underspecified. In this case
the events can not be accurately placed on the timeline.
On the other hand, time graphs solve the problem that timelines show
for incomplete, relative or underspecified temporal information. Graphs can
represent the relative ordering of events, if the time anchoring is missing.
The problem is that, although graphs can also represent the temporal anchors of events to calendrical dates, they lose intuitiveness and clarity.
To understand the advantages and disadvantages consider example (133)1 .
1

Example taken from Setzer and Gaizauskas (2001)
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(133) The pilot ejected prior to the crash.

Note: crash happens in June 2000

As shown in Figure 5.1, if we try to represent the events in a timeline
we can draw the crash in June 2000 (6/00), but there is no a specific place
to place the eject event because the only clue that we have is that it is
anterior to the crash. Setzer and Gaizauskas argued that placing eject event
somewhere in the timeline inevitably leads to it being associated with the
date below while it should only be seen in relation to the crash event.

Figure 5.1: Timeline representation problem I
Furthermore as depicted in Figure 5.2, if we have a group of events (i.e.,
B,C,D) which can be placed relative to another event (i.e., A), but we do not
know their temporal relationship to each other, we still have to place B, C, D
on the timeline which gives the impression that we know their relationship.

Figure 5.2: Timeline representation problem II
The problem is that timeline force commitment to temporal detail that
is often not warranted by the text. However, this is not a problem for time
graphs as shown in Figure 5.3.
In addition to what Setzer and Gaizauskas argued, we see another problem in timeline representation. Assuming that, for example, the timeline has
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Figure 5.3: Time Graph representation

a granularity of minutes, if the crash happened in June 2000, we must decide where to place the crashing event in a precision of minutes (imprecise
granularity anchoring problem). We could assume a default position
like 2000-06-01 12:00 p.m. However, this gives the impression that we know
the exact event anchoring to a precise calendrical point (in minutes).
These problems mark a preference in favor to time graphs for formal
temporal representations. Nevertheless, although graphs are the best choice
for formal representations, from our point of view, when the end-user of
the representation is a human, timelines have to be reconsidered as basic
representation given their intuitiveness. We think that the final application
of the representation dictates the choice. Graphs provide an accurate but
complicated representation and timelines provide an inaccurate but intuitive
representation.

5.2.

Related Work

Recent research work in IR demonstrates the importance of the temporal
dimension (Alonso et al., 2007a; Berberich, Bedathur, Alonso, & Weikum,
2010). The majority of these works use timelines as the basic time representation (Alonso, Gertz, & Baeza-Yates, 2007b; Alonso et al., 2010). Clear
signs of its preference for end-user applications are Google’s timeline feature2 , and Yahoo’s Time Explorer3 based on simile (www.simile-widgets.org ).
The cited approaches represent search results on a timeline using the
temporal expressions contained in the documents or within metadata (e.g.,
2
3

http://newstimeline.googlelabs.com/
http://fbmya01.barcelonamedia.org:8080/future/
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date of publication). Only Alonso et al. (2010) represents the main events
as reported in the content of the retrieved documents, but they are extracted
manually by humans.
Our approach differs from these proposals in the following respects.
First, Time-Surfer focuses on accurately representing all the temporally
grounded events contained within large documents and provides search, comparison and navigation facilities including dynamic zooming in time. Secondly, Time-Surfer uses computational tools to extract references to events,
times and temporal relations, making the whole process automatic.

5.3.

Time-Surfer Architecture and Features

The Time-Surfer architecture consists of three main steps, which are described below and graphically summarized in Figure 5.4.
The first step involves the extraction of the temporal expressions, events
and temporal relations from an input document. Recent advances in the
field of temporal information extraction (IE) have resulted in the proliferation of systems capable of extracting such elements following the TimeML
(Pustejovsky et al., 2003) annotation scheme. In particular, this is the step
were the central contribution of this thesis (TIPSem) is applied. Time-Surfer
uses the TIPSem system (Llorens et al., 2010b) to annotate in TimeML the
input documents.
The second step groups the events (TimeML) linked to the same time
reference into event groups. The event class, location in the source text,
participants and textual context are saved in a structured format for subsequent use. The structured format is saved in the JSON (JavaScript Object
Notation) format.
Finally, in step three, this structured information is loaded into our interactive graphical interface. To develop this web-based interface, we adapted
and extended the Flot jQuery library4 with new representational, navigational and search features. The web languages and technologies used are
PHP, JavaScript and HTML.
The interface offers the following interactive capabilities:
Overview - Timeline: Each event group is represented by a bubble
whose position depends on the events’ time, and whose radius depends
on the number of events it contains. This gives a general view of
the temporal distribution of events in the document, illustrating time
4

http://flot.googlecode.com
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Figure 5.4: Time-Surfer Architecture

bounds and hot periods. Fig. 5.4 shows this view for the First World
War (WWI) Wikipedia article.
Surfing: The interface lets the user navigate the timeline.
• Hovering: When hovering an event group, detailed information
is shown (time reference, number of events, list of the events in
context).
• Clicking: By clicking an event group, the previous information
is presented in a pop-up layer. From there, the user can click on
a specific sentence and go to the text of the original document.
• Panning: The user can scroll backwards and forwards along the
timeline intuitively by drag and drop.
• Zooming: Using the mouse-wheel the user can zoom-in and out
in time. This dynamic zooming allows the exploring of overlapping event groups. This is one of the features that differentiates
our approach from the related works.
Searching: Time-Surfer also includes forms to search a date (e.g.,
1916) or period of focus (e.g., 1914-1918), and to search for events
(e.g., “battle”), event participants (e.g., “Germany”) or participants
relations (e.g., “Hitler - Mussolini”). If a query is introduced, bubbles
containing relevant events are colored, while others are made semitransparent. In the text detail, matched instances are highlighted as
well as the sentences containing them (see Fig. 5.5).
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Figure 5.5: Searching “Germany” over WWI, hovering 1939, and zooming

Comparing documents in time: The interface allows multiple documents to be compared in time, maintaining the previous dynamic
features. Here event groups from each document are displayed using a
distinct colour, but are positioned on the same timeline (see Fig. 5.6).

Figure 5.6: WWI and Einstein searchable and navigable comparison

Time-Surfer has been applied to a set of history and biographical articles
from Wikipedia in order to demonstrate the described features – see the online demo at http://gplsi.dlsi.ua.es/demos/TIMEE/Time-Surfer/.
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5.4.

Time-Surfer Evaluation

In order to test the usefulness and the advantages of Time-Surfer interface that has been presented, we propose a user-oriented evaluation. The
evaluation will be based on the users performance on using Time-Surfer in
contrast with other interfaces, and in their satisfaction degree. The objective of this evaluation is two fold: (i) measuring the advantages that
Time-Surfer shows as compared with traditional web content exploring interfaces (Wikipedia), and (ii) measuring the satisfaction of the users with
Time-Surfer. Furthermore, the evaluation includes English and Spanish languages. This evaluation serves as extrinsic evaluation of TIPSem.
The experiment we propose can be summarized in two main parts:
Time-Surfer Advantages: The evaluation consists of a set of 10
time-oriented questions about some Wikipedia article that have to be
answered by the evaluated individual – 5 using the Time-Surfer interface and 5 using the Wikipedia interface. First of all, Time-Surfer
and how it is used is explained during 10 minutes to the individual
that is going to be evaluated. The first five questions are asked to the
individual and the time that he expends to give the correct answer is
measured. Then, the same individual is asked to use Time-Surfer to
answer the next five questions and the reply-speed is also timed. To
avoid the dependence of the results on the individual skills we evaluated groups of individuals. Furthermore to avoid the dependence of
the results on the questions distribution, the first and last five questions are swapped in each evaluation – the Time-Surfer’s questions are
used in Wikipedia and vice-versa.
Satisfaction Test: After finishing the previous part, the evaluated individuals are asked to fill the satisfaction test shown in (134). The test
consists of 5 questions with a choice of four answers sorted in ascendant satisfaction order (1 very unsatisfied, 2 unsatisfied, 3 satisfied, 4
very satisfied). A choice of four avoids the selection of a non-polarized
satisfaction degree.
(134) Time-Surfer:

Satisfaction Test

Please select your satisfaction level according to the following questions.
1.- ¿Do you think Time-Surfer application is useful as temporal representation
of history and biographical information?
.

useless

not very useful
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2.- ¿Do you think Time-Surfer is useful as interface for exploring and
accessing such information?
.

useless

not very useful

quite useful

very useful

3.- ¿Is it easy for you to locate the information in time using Time-Surfer?
.

not easy

not very easy

quite easy

very easy

4.- ¿Do you think that the default Time-Surfer output is useful to get a clear
idea of the information distribution along time?
.

useless

not very useful

quite useful

very useful

5.- ¿Would you use Time-Surfer at work for searching or exploring information
where the temporal aspects were important?
.

never

few times

sometimes

many times

The described experiment has been applied in PhD students of different
subjects. The PhD students represent a group of people with high information needs and which often use information technologies to seek and explore
it. For the evaluation, we selected PhD students of Computer Science and
Spanish Literature. On the one hand, Computer Scientists have good skills
on adapting to new human-computer interfaces they have never used before
like Time-Surfer. On the other hand, Spanish Literature experts have good
skills on searching within long electronic texts like some Wikipedia articles,
and lower adaptability to novel interfaces like Time-Surfer. The results of
this evaluation will give us the clues to improve the current version of the
interface making it more useful and friendly for potential users.

Evaluation in Computer Science PhD Students
A total of six PhD students of Computer Science were evaluated following the described test. In particular the ten (5+5) questions asked in this
experiment are reported in (135).
(135) Time-Surfer:

Computer Science PhD Students Questions

(Spanish Civil War Wikipedia Article)
1.- ¿Which is the earliest event in time that appears in the article?
2.- ¿What happened in 01/10/1934?
3.- ¿Which dates appear related to Hitler?
4.- ¿Which are the dates where Hitler and Mussolini appear related?
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(J.F.Kennedy-Einstein Wikipedia Articles)
5.- ¿What happened to Kennedy’s son when Albert Einstein was named
‘‘greatest physicist ever’’?
---------------(First World War Wikipedia Article)
6.- ¿Which is the latest event in time that appears in the article?
7.- ¿What happened in 27/08/1916?
8.- ¿Which dates appear related to Italy?
9.- ¿Which are the dates where Italy and Germany appear related?
(J.F.Kennedy-Einstein Wikipedia Articles)
10.- ¿What happened to Kennedy after Einstein won the Franklin medal?

As it can be seen in the question set, questions 1 to 5 are analogous to
questions 6 to 10. They represent different of time-oriented questions:
Temporal order questions: Questions 1 and 6 require the user to
find the earliest or the latest time reference in a text document and
obtain the associated event. The difficulty of these questions falls on
the fact that the documents are often not ordered in a linear timeline,
that is to say, the first sentence does not always contain the earliest
event in time related in the document neither the last sentence must
contain the last. In natural language text and discourse, there can
be flash backs and punctual future references. When using Wikipedia
(textual information) the only way a user has to reliably find the earliest or the latest event is read all the document and retain the first or
the last temporal reference (date) and retain their associated events.
In contrast, when using Time-Surfer, this task is already done and the
events are shown ordered in a graphical timeline.
Date questions: Questions 2 and 7 require the user to find the event
associated to an explicit date. The difficulty of these questions falls
on the fact that the documents may contain an date in a variety of
explicit and also implicit formats. For example, considering that today
is Feb. 24, 2001, the date 2000-12-24 can be expressed as two months
ago, past Dec. 24, 24 December 2000, etc. When using Wikipedia
the user must guess which is the format of the date and find it using
the text search facilities. In contrast, when using Time-Surfer explicit
dates can be searched directly regardless the format they have in text.
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Event or participant questions (I): Questions 3 and 8 require the
user to find the dates associated to an event or to an event participant
(e.g., Hitler, Italy). In regular text search, the user must repeatedly
search for the same query and read the sentences to find the possible
linked dates. However, with TIPSem, once the query is inserted the
dates are highlighted in the timeline at once.
Event or participant questions (II): Questions 4 and 9 require the
user to find the dates associated to two events or participants appearing together (e.g., Hitler-Mussolini, Italy-Germany). While TIPSem
offers specific search forms for find such relations, regular text search
do not.
Combined questions: Questions 5 and 10 require the user to combine information from two sources (documents). This kind of questions aim to evaluate the usefulness of TIPSem document comparison
facilities against the traditional text browsers.
Figure 5.7 shows the mean time in seconds (approximate time) that
individuals using Time-Surfer and individuals using Wikipedia expended on
giving the correct response for each question. Two graphs are differentiated
because the individuals that used Wikipedia in questions 1 to 5 used TimeSurfer in questions 6 to 10 and vice versa.

Figure 5.7: Time-Surfer vs Wikipedia (Computer Science group mean)
As it can be seen, in average, users replied quicker when using TimeSurfer as expected. The difference has been more accentuated in temporal
ordering and in combined questions. In date questions, however, the difference is lower. We analyzed these cases and adverted that the dates where
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written in Wikipedia in a explicit and common date format so that the
individuals found them quickly. Probably, if the dates were implicit the difference in the reply-time as compared with Time-Surfer had been greater.
Figure 5.8 reports on the mean satisfaction degree of the evaluated individuals after testing the Time-Surfer application. Recall that the satisfaction test used (shown in example 134) allows four levels of satisfaction
(1 very unsatisfied, 2 unsatisfied, 3 satisfied, 4 very satisfied) being 2.5 the
non-polarized value.

Figure 5.8: Time-Surfer satisfaction (Computer Science group mean)

The satisfaction scores are over the mean (2.5) for all the asked questions, hence the satisfaction degree obtained is positive. The satisfaction
degrees per question show that the highest satisfaction of users falls in the
usefulness of Time-Surfer as an interface for exploring information in time,
while the lowest is on the frequency they would employ it in their daily
research tasks. Furthermore, users are satisfied with the temporal representation, with the friendliness degree, and with the default view Time-Surfer
presets of a document.

Evaluation in Spanish Literature PhD Students
A total of fifteen PhD students of Spanish Literature were evaluated following the described test. In particular the ten (5+5) questions asked in this
experiment are reported in (136). We adapted the questions to the Spanish literature field and translated them to Spanish for making them more
familiar to the evaluated individuals. They were asked with time-oriented
questions about the biographies of famous Spanish writers in Wikipedia
(Cervantes, Lope de Vega, Garcilaso, Vargas Llosa, etc.). Although the subject changed, the types of question used for evaluating the PhD students of
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Computer Science remain the same (earliest/latest event, event of a specific
date, events related to a query, multi-document temporal relations).
(136) Time-Surfer:

Spanish Literature PhD Students Questions (English translation)

1.- ¿Which is the latest event in time that appears about Lope de Vega?
2.- ¿What happened to Garcilaso between 1528 and 1529?
3.- ¿What happens to Cervantes in 12/12/1584?
4.- ¿Where did Márquez live when Vargas Llosa wrote ‘‘Elogio de la madrastra’’?
5.- ¿What happened to Marquez when Vargas Llosa was born?
---------------6.- ¿Which is the latest event in time that appears about Cervantes?
7.- ¿What is the date of the earliest event in time that appears in the
biography of Quevedo?
8.- ¿What happened to Garcı́a Lorca in 11/02/1933?
9.- ¿Which novels where written by Galdós the year before the birth of Lorca?
10.- ¿What happened to Cervantes when Quevedo was born?

Again the questions respond to the types described before (temporal
ordering, date, etc.).
Figure 5.9 shows the mean time in seconds (approximate time) that
individuals using Time-Surfer and individuals using Wikipedia.

Figure 5.9: Time-Surfer vs Wikipedia (Spanish Literature group mean)
As it can be seen, in average, users replied quicker when using TimeSurfer as expected. The difference has been more accentuated in combined
questions. Again date questions, obtained a low time difference due to the
explicitly of dates in text. An interesting difference found between Computer Science and Spanish Literature students’ response types is found in
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the temporal ordering questions. Spanish Literature students answered them
quicker using Wikipedia. While Time-Surfer users tried to use the interface
to answer the question (it was also the first question they answered with the
interface), Wikipedia users guessed the answer using their previous knowledge on the writers biography and correctly supposing the coincidence of,
for example, earliest events with the birth dates.
Figure 5.10 reports on the mean satisfaction degree of the evaluated
individuals after testing the Time-Surfer application.

Figure 5.10: Time-Surfer satisfaction (Spanish Literature group mean)

The mean satisfaction scores reported by the Spanish Literature researchers are very similar from those reported by Computer Scientists. For
all the asked questions, they show a positive satisfaction degree (>2.5). The
satisfaction degrees per question confirm that the highest satisfaction of
users falls in the usefulness of Time-Surfer as an interface for exploring information in time, while the lowest is on the frequency they would employ
it in their daily research tasks.

5.5.

Conclusions

In order to extrinsically evaluate TIPSem, it has been applied to build a
graphical interface to document content based on the time dimension (TimeSurfer).
The objective of Time-Surfer is to let users search and explore information related to a specific period, event, or event participant within a document. Unlike current graphical interfaces, Time-Surfer is not only based
on the automatic detection of timexes, but also on events and temporal relations. Through a zoomable timeline interface, it brings users a dynamic
picture of the temporal distribution of events within a document.
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Time-Surfer has been evaluated using a user-oriented evaluation over history and biographical articles from Wikipedia. This has measured the time
users spend to answer time-focused questions and the satisfaction degree
with Time-Surfer as compared with standard information access interfaces
(i.e., Wikipedia article front-page).
The evaluation results show that with a short-adaptation time, a user
takes advantage of using Time-Surfer for searching and exploring temporal information. Moreover, the satisfaction degree obtained also shows that
Time-Surfer is useful, user-friendly, and applicable by the evaluated individuals.
Taking into account that every error in temporal information processing is propagated to Time-Surfer, the obtained results demonstrate that
TIPSem’s performance over general text (Wikipedia history and biographical articles) is high enough to serve as input for this application.
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Conclusions
This chapter describes the contributions of this thesis and the future
directions of this research work. Furthermore, this chapter includes a summary of the scientific output (published papers) and the software output
(released applications) produced during the development of this thesis.

6.1.

Contribution

This thesis is focused on temporal information processing, which is framed
in the area of natural language processing (NLP). The processing of temporal information involves automatic interpretation of and reasoning about
temporal aspects of language, which is crucial for other NLP applications
such as summarization, information retrieval and question answering.
The research on temporal information processing evolved from different
rationalist formal strategies to the empiricist corpus-based strategy, which
consists of the annotation of corpora according to a particular temporal annotation scheme. Currently, the standard temporal annotation scheme is
TimeML due to its completeness and improvements over its predecessors.
TimeML captures linguistic expressions conveying events, times and temporal relations.
Automatic TimeML annotation is a complex task, which requires linguistic knowledge at semantic, discourse and pragmatic level. Events, times
and temporal relations can be ambiguous at morphosyntactic level. However, the majority of state-of-the-art computational approaches to automatic
TimeML annotation only use morphosyntactic information. The few approaches that include semantics are focused on the use of lexical semantics
and only one of them includes semantic roles (FrameNet roles). Further151
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more, the influence of semantics on annotation performance has not been
analyzed in depth.
Taking these statements as motivation, we present a semantic approach
to temporal information processing: the TIPSem system. The main contribution of our proposal to state-of-the-art approaches is the application of
specific semantic features. TIPSem is a hybrid approach (data-driven and
rule-based), which includes semantic features (lexical semantics, semantic
roles, and temporal semantics), in addition to morphosyntactic features.
TIPSem architecture is divided into three main modules addressing the
different subtasks of temporal information processing: timex processing
(recognition, classification, and normalization), event processing (recognition and classification), and temporal relation processing (categorization).
The approach is mainly data-driven, but includes a rule-based resource
(TIMEK) to obtain some features, as well as to normalize timexes to the
ISO 8601 standard. The data-driven part employs two different machine
learning techniques: conditional random fields (CRFs) and support vector
machines (SVMs).
The main characteristic of our system is the use of semantics. The
semantic feature groups defined for each task are summarized below:
Timex processing. The features concerning lexical semantics are the
top four WordNet hypernyms and some time-specific lexical semantics extracted from TIMEK (e.g., pattern). The tokens contained in
timexes are often hyponyms of time, time period or time unit concepts,
which are among the top four hypernyms in the hierarchy. Furthermore, many timexes can be generalized in patterns (e.g., “two days
ago” = NUM TUNIT ago).
Regarding semantic roles, two features are used: role and role +
lemma. Timexes are normally contained in temporal roles or, for some
verbs, in time-related numbered arguments. The role in which a token is contained and its lemma provide useful information to determine whether it is likely to be a timex or not (e.g., AM-TMP+1999,
A1+1999, AM-TMP+meeting).
Event processing. Only the top four WordNet hypernyms are used as
lexical semantics. The tokens contained in timexes are often hyponyms
of event or state concepts, which are among the top four hypernyms
in the hierarchy.
Regarding semantic roles, four features are used: role, role + token,
role+verb, and role+top4hypers. The semantic role of a token and
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its dependencies with the token, the verb, and the top4hypers are
relevant to recognize and classify events ambiguous at lower language
analysis levels (e.g., “work” or “control”). These features should aid
in generalizing the more and the less likely semantic contexts of events
(e.g., A1+carry out vs. A1+eat).
Temporal Relation processing. Regarding lexical semantics, the event’s
class is used for categorizing the temporal relation between two events
in a subordinating relation. Regarding semantic roles, if a related element is contained in a temporal subordination, the conjunction is
included as a feature (e.g., “when”,“after”, “while”). Regarding temporal semantics, a feature is used: valdiff. This captures the temporal
direction or difference between the relation’s temporal reference and
the temporal reference syntactically-related with the relation’s events
(e.g., [1999,1999]=equal, [1999,1996]=after ).
These features should improve the generalization capabilities of the models and aid in expressions which are ambiguous at morphosyntactic level.
The TIPSem approach has been extended to other languages, specifically: Spanish, Italian, and Chinese. In these languages, analogous semantic
features are applied. Furthermore, since the approach is mainly data-driven,
only the pre-processing and TIMEK have to be modified.
We carried out an empirical evaluation to test our hypothesis. The
performance of the presented semantic approach has been measured, and the
effect of applying the proposed semantic features to temporal information
processing has been analyzed in four different languages: English, Spanish,
Italian, and Chinese.
TIPSem has been tested over the publicly available TimeML datasets
used in the last international evaluation exercise: TempEval-2. Furthermore, the results have been compared with those obtained by a non-semantic
baseline TIPSem-B and state-of-the-art approaches.
From the results obtained, we conclude that:
The proposed semantic features are appropriate to tackle the problem. For English, the application of semantics introduce a positive
and statistically significant improvement over the baseline. Furthermore, the different types of semantics applied offer complementary
advantages. Therefore, their combination is useful and obtains the
best performance. The application of semantics significantly improves
the recognition of timexes (26% mean relative error reduction, 0.88
F1 performance) and events (11% mean relative error reduction, 0.85
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F1 performance). In particular, semantics aids in recognizing timexes
ambiguous at morphosyntactic level and nominal events. The semantic features obtained from TIMEK benefit timex classification (19%
mean relative error reduction, 0.98 F1 performance) and normalization (19% mean relative error reduction, 0.84 F1 performance). The
use of temporal semantics, lexical semantics and semantic roles increased the performance in temporal relation categorization: eventtimex (5% mean error reduction, 0.68 F1 performance), event-DCT
(13% mean relative error reduction, 0.82 F1 performance), main events
(3% mean error relative reduction, 0.61 F1 performance), and subordinated events (2% mean error relative reduction, 0.66 F1 performance).
Event classification is the only task which has not been improved by
the use of semantic features (0% mean error relative reduction, 0.79 F1
performance), but alternative methods to take advantage of semantics
in this task are proposed as further works.
High performance is obtained. In comparison with the state of the art
(SoA) for English, TIPSem obtains a very competitive results in all
the subtasks pointing out that our semantic approach offers a high
performance. In particular, TIPSem surpassed the SoA performance
in the event processing task (+0.05 F1), which is one of the main
contributions of this thesis (0.85 F1 in event processing).
Our semantic approach is useful for other languages. These conclusions have been confirmed for all the languages included in the multilingual evaluation: Spanish, Italian, and Chinese. TIPSem surpasses
the baseline and SoA performance in these languages. Furthermore,
to the best of our knowledge, TIPSem is the first approach to event
processing for Spanish and Chinese.
In order to extrinsically evaluate TIPSem, it has been applied to build an
innovative graphical interface to document content based on the time dimension (Time-Surfer). The objective of Time-Surfer is to let users search and
explore information related to a specific period, event, or event participant
within a document.
Unlike current graphical interfaces, Time-Surfer is not based only on
the automatic detection of timexes, but also of events and temporal relations. Through a timeline interface, it brings users a dynamic picture of the
temporal distribution of events within a document. Time-Surfer has been
successfully applied to history and biographical articles from Wikipedia.
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6.2. FURTHER WORK
Time-Surfer has been evaluated using a user-oriented evaluation. This
has measured the time users spend to answer time-focused questions and the
satisfaction degree with Time-Surfer as compared with standard information
access interfaces, in particular, Wikipedia.
The evaluation results show that with a short adaptation time, a human
user can take advantage of using Time-Surfer for exploring temporal information. Moreover, the satisfaction degrees obtained show that Time-Surfer
is useful, user-friendly, and applicable by the evaluated individuals.
Taking into account that every error in temporal information processing is propagated to Time-Surfer, the obtained results demonstrate that
TIPSem’s performance over general text (Wikipedia history and biographical articles) is high enough to serve as input for this application.
Finally, in TIPSem’s evaluation, we conclude that more knowledge is
still needed. Regarding the errors that TIPSem leaves unsolved, apart from
those coming from the NLP tools used or human annotation errors, these
are the cases that require a language analysis level higher than semantics.
For example, some nominal events and timexes require pragmatics, and
some timexes require temporal anaphora resolution. Furthermore, temporal
relations often require reasoning about causality, discourse analysis, and
world knowledge.

6.2.

Further Work

We propose future investigations in various lines.
Improving TIPSem weaknesses: A clear limitation we found in our
semantic approach is event classification. The semantic features applied are not discriminative for classifying events in the way they have
been defined. In this line, we propose the inclusion of word senses
to the approach by using word sense disambiguation techniques, and
also consider the intra-sentential syntactic and semantic dependencies
between events.
Moreover, using TIPSem approach, most of the tasks can be solved at
an acceptable performance, above 0.80. However, surpassing this barrier is complicated since, for instance, anaphora resolution, discourse
processing capabilities and causality handling are required. This points
out the need of pragmatic level features. In this line, we will investigate resources and methods to introduce this type of knowledge (e.g.,
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WordNet causality relations). This line can be explored beyond replacing WordNet by an ontology such as SUMO1 .
Since TIPSem is data-driven, it depends on the available corpora. We
plan to improve its performance applying active learning. TIPSem
will be applied over texts relevant for other applications, the errors
encountered will be corrected, and the corrections will be used to retrain the system.
Improving the TimeML data: Since temporal information processing
is investigated from a corpus-based strategy, the conclusions presented
depend on the data. We used the current gold standard: the multilingual TempEval-2 corpora. However, the size of these corpora (around
70K words for each language) is relatively small in comparison to the
datasets available for more mature tasks like PoS tagging (1M words).
The size of the annotated data is relevant for obtaining stronger conclusions and ideally higher performance using data-driven techniques.
Specifically, for analyzing the performance of our semantic approach
both the content and the size are relevant.
On the one hand, in order to evaluate the contribution of semantic
approaches, the content must include some cases that are ambiguous
at morphosyntactic level. We found a percentage of these cases in the
current datasets for different languages and we expect to found a similar proportion in bigger samples, but this can only be demonstrated
in a new evaluation over a bigger dataset.
On the other hand, the relatively small size of the corpora might have
produced the following side-effect in our evaluation. The training data
sample might have been not large enough to learn all the lexical elements that participate in temporal entities (e.g., all the temporal units:
“microseconds”; and the same for nominal events). This makes lexical
semantics and semantic roles more useful, because they can generalize
the properties of temporal entities and then learn better models (e.g.,
all the temporal units show a time-related semantic class in WordNet
and probably appear playing a temporal semantic role, same for nominal events). However, if the data were bigger the morphosyntactic
models would offer a wider coverage and the described advantage of
semantics would be more limited. Therefore, to evaluate the percentage of the obtained improvement that might be affected by this side
effect we need to carry out a new evaluation over a larger dataset.
1

Suggested Upper Merged Ontology
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6.3. SCIENTIFIC OUTPUT
For this reason, the corpora must be extended and the approaches
have to be re-trained and re-evaluated in a major experiment. This is
precisely the aim of the forthcoming international evaluation exercise
on temporal information processing (TempEval-3)2 , in which a 1M
word corpus will be released. Since human annotation is costly, part
of the annotation effort will be carried out semi-automatically by the
combination of the best three state-of-the-art systems: TTK, TRIOS,
and our semantic approach: TIPSem. In this line, we will be part of
the TempEval-3 organization.
Improving Time-Surfer : The main limitation of Time-Surfer, in addition to its dependence to TIPSem’s efficacy, is its dependence to
TIPSem’s efficiency. Substantial processing is needed to annotate the
temporal information for each document, which requires off-line preprocessing. The efficiency in temporal information processing is still
unexplored in the field and it has not been measured in the evaluation
exercises. However, in many real applications, such as Time-Surfer,
response time is crucial. A good efficiency motivates potential consumers to apply research results in their business.
Moreover, to convert Time-Surfer in a profitable application, a taskbased evaluation is needed to better understand the strengths and
weaknesses of the interface and to gather further ideas for refining and
applying it in specific professional sectors. In this line, education and
journalism will be analyzed as potential users of Time-Surfer.
Applying TIPSem to QA: We will take as starting point our previous
investigations in temporal QA done using a TIMEX2-processing approach. That approach will be compared with our TimeML-processing
approach to analyze the advantages of considering also events and temporal relations in complex temporal questions.

6.3.

Scientific Output

Related to this Thesis
The list below includes the scientific production obtained as the result
of the development of this thesis in chronological order.
2

http://www.cs.york.ac.uk/semeval/
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(Llorens et al., 2009). Temporal Expression Identification based on Semantic Roles (NLDB’09). A preliminary analysis of the contribution of semantic
roles to temporal expression recognition in English using a rule-based approach.
(Llorens et al., 2009b). From Semantic Roles to Temporal Information
Representation (MICAI’09). The extension of the previous work to Spanish
language accounting for the language independence of the benefits of semantics.
(Llorens et al., 2009c). Using Semantic Networks to Identify Temporal
Expressions from Semantic Roles (RANLP’09). The inclusion of semantic networks (i.e., WordNet hypernymy) in the previous multilingual approach for
timex recognition. It is demonstrated that both types of semantics offer complementary results and thus their combination is useful.
(Llorens et al., 2009a). TimeML Temporal Expressions Detection for Catalan Using Semantic Roles and Semantic Networks (SEPLN’09). The extension of the previous work to Catalan language.
(Llorens et al., 2010a). TimeML Events Recognition and Classification:
Learning CRF Models with Semantic Roles (COLING’10). This paper
supposed two main changes in our previous works: (i) including events in our
research, and (ii) changing from rule-based to data driven approach. The paper
included a detailed evaluation of a CRF-based data-driven approach for recognizing
and classifying TimeML events. The results showed that semantics improved the
most complex types of events (i.e., noun, adjective).
(Llorens et al., 2010b). TIPSem (English and Spanish): Evaluating CRFs
and Semantic Roles in TempEval-2 (SemEval’10, ACL). This paper describes the extension of our approach based on semantics to all the TimeML elements. Furthermore, it supposes the external evaluation of our approach in the
context of a major international evaluation exercise (SemEval). The results confirm
the advantages of semantics and the high performance of our approach (TIPSem)
in comparison with the rest of state-of-the-art approaches. For English, TIPSem
obtained the first place in event processing and in event-DCT relation categorization. In the rest of tasks, obtained the second or the third position. For Spanish,
TIPSem obtained the first position in all the tasks. Furthermore, TIPSem was the
only multilingual system.
(Llorens et al., 2011b). Time-Surfer: Time-based Graphical Access to
Document Content (ECIR’11). This presents the application described in this
thesis, Time-Surfer. The paper was developed in collaboration with Prof.Robert
Gaizauskas.
(Llorens, Saquete, & Navarro-Colorado, 2011). Applying Semantic Knowledge
to the Automatic Processing of Temporal Expressions and Events in
Natural Language (Journal IPM, submitted: Dec. 2010). A detailed
analysis on the advantages of the application of semantics to timex and event
processing (recognition and classification).
(Llorens et al., 2011c). Data-Driven Approach Based on Semantic Roles
for Recognizing Temporal Expressions and Events in Chinese (NLDB’11,
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Accepted). An extension of TIPSem approach to Chinese timex and event recognition developed in collaboration with Chongqing University (China).
(Llorens et al., 2011a). Syntax-Motivated Context Windows of MorphoLexical Features for Recognizing Time and Event Expressions in Natural
Language (NLDB’11, Accepted). A detailed study on the morpho-syntactic
context for tackling timex and event recognition.
(Caselli et al., 2011). Data-Driven Approach Using Semantics for Recognizing and Classifying TimeML Events in Italian (RANLP’11, Submitted). An extension of TIPSem event processing approach to Italian in collaboration
with ILC-CNR institute Pisa (Italy).

Other Investigations
The list below includes the scientific production obtained as the result
of the collaboration in the development of other NLP and general computer
science research works (inverse chronological order).
(Lloret, Llorens, Moreda, Saquete, & Palomar, 2011). Text Summarization
Contribution to Semantic Question Answering: New Approaches for
Finding Answers on the Web (Journal IJIS’11) [Submitted].
(Moreda et al., 2011). Combining Semantic Information in Question Answering Systems (Journal IPM’10).
(Saquete et al., 2009). Enhancing QA Systems with Complex Temporal
Question Processing Capabilities (Journal JAIR’09).
(Pardiño, Gómez, Llorens, Muñoz-Terol, Navarro-Colorado, Saquete, Martı́nezBarco, Moreda, & Palomar, 2009). IBQAst: A Question Answering System
for Text Transcriptions (CLEF’08).
(Pardiño, Gómez, Llorens, Muñoz, Navarro, Saquete, Martinez-Barco, Moreda, &
Palomar, 2008). Adapting IBQAS to work with text transcriptions in
QAst Task: IBQAst (CLEF’08)
(Moreda, Llorens, Saquete, & Palomar, 2008a). Automatic Generalization
of a QA Answer Extraction Module Based on Semantic Roles (IBERAMIA’08).
(Moreda, Llorens, Saquete, & Palomar, 2008c). Two Proposals of a QA Answer
Extraction Module Based on Semantic Roles (MICAI’08)
(Moreda et al., 2008a). Automatic Generalization of a QA Answer Extraction Module Based on Semantic Roles (SEPLN’08).
(Moreda, Llorens, Saquete, & Palomar, 2008b). The influence of semantic roles
in QA: a comparative analysis (SEPLN’08).
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(Llorens & Saquete, 2008). Búsqueda de respuestas basada en conocimiento
semántico (technical report).
(Restrepo, Llorens, & Cuenca, 2008). Implementación en FPGA de una camara IP (JCRA’08).
(Cuenca, Ramos, Llorens, & Macia, 2008). Reconfigurable Architecture for
Embeding Web Services (IEEE SPL’08).
(Cuenca, Grediaga, Llorens, & Albero, 2007a). Performance Evaluation of
FPGA-Embedded Web Servers (IEEE ICECS’07).
(Cuenca, Llorens, & Albero, 2007b). Evaluación de servidores web embebidos
sobre FPGAs (JCRA-ICECS’07).
(Llorens, Ivars, Buiges, Cabo, Climent, & Fuster, 2005). DomoSim, Simulador
de sistemas domóticos (EID’05).

6.4.

Software Output

The development of this thesis generated two computer applications:
TIPSem and Time-Surfer.

TIPSem
TIPSem is a software for the multilingual processing of temporal information of natural language texts. Currently, only the English and Spanish
versions are integrated in the package. Italian and Chinese will be included
in future versions of TIPSem software. A demonstration of TIPSem system
is available on-line3 . The described TIPSem system has been registered in
the Spanish Intellectual Property Registry (code A 730 10).

Time-Surfer
Time-Surfer is a graphical web interface for exploring and searching the
document contents focused on temporal information. The interface requires
a temporal information processing tool to annotate the input documents in
TimeML standard. It is language independent. Since it uses TIPSem (A730-10) as temporal information processing tool, it is currently limited to
English and Spanish. A demonstration of Time-Surfer system is available
on-line4 . The described Time-Surfer interface has been registered in the
Spanish Intellectual Property Registry (code A 300 11).
3
4

http://gplsi.dlsi.ua.es/demos/TIMEE/
http://gplsi.dlsi.ua.es/demos/TIMEE/Time-Surfer/
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Appendix A

TIMEK:
Time Knowledge Base
This appendix describes the TIMEK resource. TIMEK is a time knowledge base used by TIPSem. This resource has two main objectives: (i) providing TIPSem the required temporal knowledge to obtain some timex classification and normalization features, and (ii) providing TIPSem a method
for normalizing timexes to the ISO 8601 standard.
TIMEK can be divided in two main parts:
Time Knowledge: the knowledge about the temporal concepts such as
the temporal units (e.g., year, day, minute, etc.), the months of the
year (January, February, etc.), the days of the week (e.g., Monday,
Tuesday, etc.), and so on.
Normalization rule-sets: the sets of rules for obtaining features and for
obtaining ISO8601 normalized values.
The following sections detail the knowledge and the rules included in
TIMEK for English. TIMEK also includes these same rules for Spanish and
in the future will be extended to other languages.

Time Knowledge
This part of TIMEK consists of different patterns (regular expressions)
to identify the elements of the temporal expressions. These elements are the
following:
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Temporal units (TUnit): The temporal units included are represented in the regular expression shown in (137).
(137)

(seconds|minute|hour|day|week|month|quarter|year
|centur(y|ies)|millennium)s?

Months of the year: The months included are represented in the
regular expression shown in (138).
(138)

((January|February|March|April|May|June|July|August|September|October
|November|December)
|(Jan|Feb|Mar|Apr|May|Jun|Jul|Aug|Sep|Sept|Oct|Nov|Dec)(\.)?)

Days of the week (DOW): The days of the week included are represented in the regular expression shown in (139).
(139)

(Monday|Tuesday|Wednesday|Thursday|Friday|Saturday|Sunday
|(Mon|Tue|Wed|Thu|Fri|Sat|Sun)(\.)?))

Decades: The decade strings included are represented in the regular
expression shown in (140).
(140)

(twenties|thirties|forties|fifties|sixties|seventies
|eighties|nineties)

Times of the day (TOD): The times of the day included are represented in the regular expression shown in (141).
(141)

(morning|afternoon|evening|night|midnight)

Seasons: The seasons included are represented in the regular expression shown in (142).
(142)

(spring|summer|(autumn|fall)|winter)

Time granularity: The time granularity is defined in the regular
expression shown in (143).
(143)

(?i)(seconds|minute(s)?|hour(s)?|"+TOD +")

Set indicators: The set indicators included are represented in the
regular expression shown in (144).
(144)

(?i)(each(\s| )+.*|every(\s| )+.*|.*"+DOW +"s.*|
(hour|day|week|month|quarter|year)ly)
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Numbers: The spelled numbers (e.g., one, eighty, two hundred and
twenty one) are translated into their values by the NUMEK function
– see (145).
(145)

one → 1
eighty → 80
two hundred and twenty one → 221

Rule Sets
The defined rules are used to obtain the value of some TIPSem features
and to normalize timexes to ISO 8601.

Feature obtaining
Pattern: Given a timex, a pattern is built in the following way. First,
the spelled numbers are translated to their numerical value (e.g., three
days → 3 days). Secondly, the following elements in timex are translated:
•
•
•
•

Temporal units (e.g., years, months, minute) → TUNIT
Numbers → NUM
Months (e.g., June, December) → MONTH
Weekdays (e.g., Monday, Saturday) → WEEKDAY

Example (146) shows some timex translated to the defined patterns.
(146) a. next Monday → next WEEKDAY
b. June 1999 → MONTH NUM
c. two weeks ago → NUM TUNIT ago

Time granularity: A boolean feature which is set to true for the
timexes that match with the time granularity regular expression. This
captures whether a date is specified in time units smaller than dates
(hours, minutes seconds, etc.). This feature is used in timex classification. It is useful to distinguish between dates and times.
Set indicator: A boolean feature activated when the timex matches
with the set indicator regular expression. This feature is used in timex
classification. It is useful to distinguish sets from the rest of the timex
types.
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ISO 8601 Normalization
The normalization process in TIPSem consists in two steps: (i) obtaining
the normalization type, and (ii) applying a normalization function depending
on the normalization type.
The TIMEK resource contains the normalization rules required by step
two. The rules regarding each normalization type are the following:
ISO explicit: These rules are used to normalize explicit and complete
timexes, that is to say, those that include explicit and complete information about their location in time (e.g., May 2001). The following
steps are followed to normalize different types of timexes:
• If the expression is already in ISO8601 format (e.g., 1999-02-01),
this is already normalized.
• Otherwise, detect if it is one of the following granularities and
calculate the corresponding normalization:
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

centuries (e.g., 20th century → 19)
decades (e.g., eighties → 198)
years (e.g., nineteen eighty-three → 1983)
months (e.g., June 1983 → 1983-06)
days (e.g., June 8th, 1983 → 1983-06-08)
time (e.g., June 8th, 1983 11 p.m. → 1983-06-08T23:00)

ISO function: These rules are used to normalize implicit or incomplete timexes, that is to say, those that are relative to the document
creation time (DCT)1 . The system checks sequentially if the timex is
of one of the following subtypes and once it is determined applies the
corresponding rules. The subtypes and the associated rules are:
• Explicit difference from DCT (e.g., yesterday, two months
ago, etc.): the temporal difference with respect to DCT is calculated to normalize the timex (e.g., yesterday → DCT - 1 day;
two months ago → DCT - 2 months).
• Specified reference (e.g., next week, last Monday): Using the
DCT and the modifier (e.g., last, past, previous, next, etc.), the
corresponding explicit date is found in a calendar (e.g., next week
1

Timexes can be relative to other timexes as well but the current version of our approach does not handle them.
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→ current week + 1; last Monday → DCT - [1,7] days – depending
on the current day: “Monday”, “Tuesday”, etc.).
• Unspecified reference (e.g., October, Monday): Using the DCT
and the tense of the verb governing the timex, the corresponding
explicit date is found in a calendar (e.g., October with a past
tense → closest past October in the calendar).
Period: These rules are used to normalize timexes representing durations. Period-like expressions follow the pattern: ”Number TUnit(
Number TUnit)* ” (e.g., two days and six hours). The TIMEK rules
search for this pattern recursively and saves the TUnits associated with
the numbers in an array. Finally, the normalization is done following
algorithm shown in (147), where the TUnit-number array is elements.
(147) Normalize Period Algorithm
write "P";
granularity = date;
for (i=0;i<elements.size;i++){
s if(elements[i][TUnit].matches(hour|minute|second)
s
&& granularity==date){
s
s
s
s
s
}

granularity = time;
write "T";
}
write elements[i][number];
write substring(elements[i][TUnit],0,1);

Following the algorithm ”two days and six hours” is normalized as
”P2DT6H”.
ISO set: These rules are used to normalize timexes representing sets
(recurring time patterns). TIMEK only includes rules for normalizing
the following types of sets depending on their granularity:
• Years: ”XXXX” (e.g., yearly, each year, every year)
• Months: ”XXXX-XX” (e.g., monthly, each month, every month)
• Weeks: ”XXXX-WXX” (e.g., weekly, each week, every week,
each Monday)
• Days: ”XXXX-XX-XX” (e.g., daily, each day, every day)
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Present ref, past ref and future ref : These types do not have
normalization functions because these are already the ISO 8601 values
for referring to fuzzy timexes such as “currently”, “some years ago”,
and “in the future”.
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Appendix B

CRF-SVM Results
Comparison
This appendix gives detailed information on the performance obtained
in the different temporal information processing subtasks when applying
conditional random fields (CRFs) and support vector machines (SVMs).
For CRFs, the CRF++ toolkit1 was used and the learning process was
done using the parameters: CRF-L2 algorithm and hyper-parameter C=1.
For SVMs, the YamCha software2 was used and the learning process
was done using the parameters: one-vs-all method, C=1 and polynomialdegree=2.
The described parameter configurations were selected because they obtained the best results in a previous comparative experimentation.
The following subsections show the results obtained by each one of the
techniques using the same TIPSem features in the different subtasks evaluated over the official TempEval-2 data for English.

Timex Processing
Table B.1 shows the results obtained for temporal expressions processing.
As shown in the table, the CRF variant of TIPSem outperforms the SVM
based version in recognition in all the measures (precision, recall and Fβ=1 ).
However, in classification and nomralization tasks SVM offer slightly better
results.
1
2

http://crfpp.sourceforge.net/
http://chasen.org/˜taku/software/YamCha/
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Approach
TIPSem-CRF
TIPSem-SVM

Recognition
precision recall Fβ=1
0.93
0.84
0.88
0.86
0.83
0.85

Classification
accuracy
0.95
0.96

Normalization
accuracy
0.78
0.80

Table B.1: Timex processing CRF vs SVM (English)

Event Processing
Table B.2 shows the results obtained for events recognition.

Approach
TIPSem-CRF
TIPSem-SVM

Recognition
precision recall Fβ=1
0.82
0.87
0.85
0.78
0.86
0.82

Classification
accuracy
0.80
0.80

Table B.2: Event processing CRF vs SVM (English)

Again, the CRF variant of TIPSem outperforms the SVM based version
in recognition in all the measures (precision, recall and Fβ=1 ), and, in classification the SVM version offers slightly better results (not perceptable in
two decimal point precision).

Temporal Relation Processing
Table B.3 shows the results obtained for temporal relations categorization.
Apprach
TIPSem-CRF
TIPSem-SVM

timex-event
accuracy
0.68
0.58

dct-event
accuracy
0.82
0.78

main events
accuracy
0.61
0.31

subordinated events
accuracy
0.66
0.50

Table B.3: Temporal relation processing CRF vs SVM (English)
Finally, in the different categorization tasks CRFs offered better accuracy
results.
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CRF vs SVM Summary
As it can be seen through the different tables, CRFs outperform SVMs
in timex and event recognition. Therefore, CRFs are selected in TIPSem
approach as machine learning technique for the recognition tasks, which
perfectly match with this sequence labeling technique.
Secondly, SVMs outperform CRFs in timex calssification and normalization, and event classification. Hence, these tasks are carried out using SVM
classifiers in the TIPSem approach.
Finally, CRFs offer better accuracy than SVMs in all relation categorization subtasks. Then, CRFs are selected to convey these tasks.
Table B.4 shows a summary of the machine learning techniques that TIPSem
applies for each temporal information processing subtask.
Task
Timex Processing

Event Processing
Temporal Relation
Processing

Subtask
Recognition
Classification
Normalization
Recognition
Classification
event-timex
event-DCT
main events
subord. events

ML Technique
CRF
SVM
SVM
CRF
SVM
CRF
CRF
CRF
CRF

Table B.4: TIPSem ML techniques selection
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Appendix C

10-Fold Cross Validation and
Statistical Significance
This appendix reports on a detailed 10-fold cross validated evaluation of
our approach (TIPSem) and our baseline (TIPSem-B) over the TempEval-2
data for English. The 10-fold evaluation gives a more reliable performance
score of the approaches, as the mean of 10 different experiments rather than
one.Furthermore, the contribution of semantics in temporal information processing is tested in 10-paired experiments – TIPSem-B (before applying semantics) and TIPSem (after applying semantics) – over which inferential
statistics are applied to prove the significance of the mean difference in the
results, the significance of the mean improvement, and the significance of
the mean relative error reduction.
The official TempEval-2 dataset for English was released in three subsets as follows: a training set, a test set for temporal entities (timexes and
events), and a test set for temporal relations (event-timex, event-DCT, main
event, and subordinated event relations). The entities and relations test sets
were separately released because, in the TempEval-2 evaluation exercise,
both elements were evaluated in isolation for better capturing the performance of different systems on the processing of these different elements.
Example (148) shows a brief description of the data division.
(148) TempEval-2 English dataset:
Training (entities and relations): 162 docs, 53K words
Test (entities): 9 docs, 5K words
Test (relations): 11 docs, 5K words
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Therefore, we have two types of elements (entities and relations) which
show an approximate 90%/10% proportion for training and test data respectively. That is to say, 90% training entities and 10% training entities,
and 90% training relations and 10% training relations.
In order to carry out a 10-fold cross validation, we generated over the
data nine complementary 90%/10% divisions for both elements separately.
For entities, considering that the first set (fold 1) is equivalent to the original
TempEval-2 division, we built for the experimentation the 10 folds described
in Table C.1. Analogously, for relations, we built the 10 folds described in
Table C.2.
Dataset
Fold-1
Fold-2
Fold-3
Fold-4
Fold-5
Fold-6
Fold-7
Fold-8
Fold-9
Fold-10

docs
162
161
155
156
139
146
164
149
154
153

Training
words
53450
52343
52741
52305
52342
52428
52306
52053
52395
52328

Test
docs words
9
4849
10
5956
16
5558
15
5994
32
5957
25
5871
7
5993
22
6246
17
5904
18
5971

test 1st file
APW19980306.1001
ABC19980108.1830.0711
APW19980227.0476
NYT19980424.0421
ed980111.1130.0089
wsj 0263
wsj 0570
wsj 0637
wsj 0786
wsj 0973

Table C.1: English 10-fold data stats (entities)

Dataset
Fold-1
Fold-2
Fold-3
Fold-4
Fold-5
Fold-6
Fold-7
Fold-8
Fold-9
Fold-10

docs
162
163
157
158
141
148
166
151
156
155

Training
words
53450
52258
52656
52220
52257
52343
52221
51968
52310
52243

Test
docs words
11
4764
10
5956
16
5558
15
5994
32
5957
25
5871
7
5993
22
6246
17
5904
18
5971

test 1st file
ABC19980120.1830.0957
ABC19980108.1830.0711
APW19980227.0476
NYT19980424.0421
ed980111.1130.0089
wsj 0263
wsj 0570
wsj 0637
wsj 0786
wsj 0973

Table C.2: English 10-fold data stats (relations)
The temporal information processing task can be divided into different
subtasks that are represented in one of the two described datasets:
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Timex processing (entities data): timex recognition, timex classification (typing), and timex normalization.
Event processing (entities data): event recognition and event classification.
Temporal relation processing (relations data): categorization
of event-timex, event-DCT, main event, and subordinated event relations.
For each one of the subtasks evaluated over the correspondent dataset,
these subsections report on precision (P), recall (R), and F1 metrics for
recognition tasks and accuracy1 for classification, normalization and categorization tasks. In addition to TIPSem and TIPSem-B results, their score
differences and the mean result obtained averaging the 10 folds are included.
Finally, the statistical significance of: the score differences, the improvement, and the relative error reduction are reported. A paired Student’s
t-test is used to prove whether the differences in the results are significant
or they are obtained by chance. The t-test assesses whether the means
of two groups are statistically different from each other. We use t-test to
show if the application of semantics introduces a real contribution to the
different tasks. In this case, a paired experiment is defined as, the result before applying semantics (TIPSem-B) and the result after applying semantics
(TIPSem) calculated both over the same dataset (foldn ). In the described
10-fold scenario, there are 10 training/test sets and thus 10 experiments for
10 [TIPSem-B,TIPSem] pairs.
The paired Student’s t-test is appropriate since we have an experiment
whose output is continuous (score in R[0, 1]); the score differences we may
obtain show, in general, a normal distribution; and 10 is an appropriate
number of pairs for applying this inferential statistic. Furthermore, in this
computational controlled experiment (same data, same algorithms and models), there is almost null influence of external factors like those present for
example experiments done for humans.
The aim is to prove that the null hypothesis (“The results of TIPSem
are equal to those of TIPSem-B”) is false. In particular, the alternative
hypothesis shows a positive direction:
TIPSem performance > TIPSem-B performance
1

Accuracy is equivalent to the complete accuracy described in Section 4.1
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For this reason, we apply a one-tailed (positive directional) paired t-test.
Formula (D) shows how the statistical inference from the described t-test is
performed.
Dif ff old = T IP Semf old − T IP SemBf old
n
X
Dif f =
(Dif ff old )

(C.1)
(C.2)

f old=1

S=

sP

n
f old=1 (Dif ff old

− Dif f )2

n

df = n − 1
t=
p(one − tail) =

(C.3)
(C.4)

Dif f − µ0
√S
n

Sudent t distribution(t, df )
2

(C.5)
(C.6)

Assuming Dif ff old as the sore difference between TIPSem and TIPSemB, S as standard deviation, n as the number of pairs (10), df as degrees of
freedom (9), and setting µ0 as the null difference between TIPSem and
TIPSem-B (µ0 = 0), the t-value will be positive if the TIPSem performance
mean is higher than TIPSem-B and negative if it is lower. Furthermore, if
the t-value is positive, in order to determine it is high enough to discard
the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative a one-tail p-value has to be
obtained by looking at a Student’s t-distribution table taking into account
the degrees of freedom (df) and dividing it by tow.
The p-value for one tail tells us whether the performance difference
caused by using semantics is large enough to say that it is not likely to have
been a chance finding. If the calculated p-value is below the threshold or risk
level (alpha level) chosen for statistical significance, then the null hypothesis
is rejected in favor of the alternative hypothesis. The more lower alpha level
the more confidence in the significance test results. In our experiments, we
considered the most common alpha levels for significance which correspond
to high confidence levels: 0.10 (90% confidence), 0.05 (95% confidence), 0.01
(99% confidence), and 0.005 (99.5% confidence).
The following subsections show the 10-fold results and significance tests
for each subtask, namely, timex processing, event processing and temporal
relation processing.
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Timex Processing
Timex processing 10-fold cross validation is performed over the entities
data previously described. This consists of three subtasks: recognition,
classification and normalization.
Timex Recognition
Table C.3 shows the results obtained for the timex recognition.
Dataset
Fold-1
Fold-2
Fold-3
Fold-4
Fold-5
Fold-6
Fold-7
Fold-8
Fold-9
Fold-10
Mean

TIPSem-B
P
R
F1
0.89 0.68 0.77
0.89 0.64 0.75
0.95 0.60 0.74
0.84 0.50 0.63
0.97 0.83 0.89
0.96 0.84 0.90
0.95 0.65 0.77
0.94 0.83 0.88
0.97 0.78 0.87
0.94 0.82 0.87
0.93 0.72 0.81
Comparison
TIPSem/TIPSem-B
Difference

Improvement %

Relative error
reduction %

P
0.93
0.89
0.94
0.83
0.95
0.95
0.93
0.95
0.96
0.91
0.92

P
R
F1
P
R
F1
P
R
F1

TIPSem
R
F1
0.84 0.88
0.82 0.85
0.79 0.86
0.60 0.70
0.85 0.89
0.88 0.91
0.80 0.86
0.89 0.92
0.87 0.92
0.81 0.86
0.81 0.87

Mean
-0.01
0.10
0.06
-0.69
14.86
7.67
-21.58
31.47
26.30

S
0.02
0.07
0.05
2.09
10.77
6.23
31.25
17.57
19.90

Difference
P
R
F1
0.04
0.15
0.11
0.00
0.17
0.11
-0.02 0.19
0.12
-0.01 0.10
0.07
-0.02 0.02
0.00
-0.01 0.03
0.01
-0.02 0.15
0.09
0.01
0.06
0.04
-0.01 0.09
0.05
-0.03 -0.01 -0.02
-0.01 0.10
0.06

t (p one-tail)
negative
4.68 (0.005)
3.96 (0.005)
negative
4.36 (0.005)
3.89 (0.005)
negative
5.66 (0.005)
4.18 (0.005)

Table C.3: Timex recognition 10-fold (English)
As shown in the table, TIPSem obtains a high 10-fold mean values for
precision (0.92), recall (0.81) and F1 (0.87). Furthermore, recall shows a
positive mean difference of 0.10 and, although precision shows a small negative difference (-0.01), the final F1 difference is positive (+6 points). This
difference is statistically significant with a very high confidence level (99.5%).
Also the improvement and the relative error reduction that TIPSem obtains
over TIPSem-B are significant.
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Timex Classification
Table C.4 shows the results obtained for the timex classification task.
Dataset
Fold-1
Fold-2
Fold-3
Fold-4
Fold-5
Fold-6
Fold-7
Fold-8
Fold-9
Fold-10
Mean

TIPSem-B
accuracy
0.93
0.87
0.89
0.90
0.90
0.92
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.96
0.92

Comparison
TIPSem/TIPSem-B
Difference
Improvement %
Relative error reduction %

TIPSem
accuracy
0.98
0.89
0.91
0.95
0.89
0.92
0.95
0.96
0.95
0.96
0.94

ACC
ACC
ACC

Mean
0.02
1.70
18.89

Difference
accuracy
0.05
0.03
0.02
0.04
-0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.02

S
0.02
2.03
21.28

t (p one-tail)
2.65 (0.025)
2.65 (0.025)
2.81 (0.025)

Table C.4: Timex classification 10-fold (English)
As shown in the table, TIPSem obtains a high 10-fold mean accuracy
(0.94), with a positive mean difference of 0.02 over the baseline. Although
this difference is lower that that obtained for timex recognition, it is statistically significant with a high confidence level (97.5%).
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Timex Normalization
Table C.5 shows the results obtained.
Dataset
Fold-1
Fold-2
Fold-3
Fold-4
Fold-5
Fold-6
Fold-7
Fold-8
Fold-9
Fold-10
Mean

TIPSem-B
accuracy
0.75
0.62
0.62
0.70
0.55
0.57
0.74
0.64
0.61
0.58
0.64

Comparison
TIPSem/TIPSem-B
Difference
Improvement %
Relative error reduction %

TIPSem
accuracy
0.81
0.72
0.71
0.77
0.58
0.62
0.78
0.75
0.66
0.64
0.70

ACC
ACC
ACC

Mean
0.07
10.43
19.05

Difference
accuracy
0.06
0.11
0.09
0.07
0.03
0.05
0.05
0.11
0.05
0.05
0.07

S
0.03
4.00
7.47

t (p one-tail)
8.33 (0.005)
8.25 (0.005)
8.06 (0.005)

Table C.5: Timex normalization 10-fold (English)
TIPSem obtains a 10-fold mean accuracy of 0.70, with a positive mean
difference of 0.07 over the baseline. This difference is statistically significant
with a very high confidence level (99.5%).
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Event Processing
Event processing 10-fold cross validation is performed over the entities
data previously described. This consists of two subtasks: recognition and
classification.
Event Recognition
Table C.6 shows the results obtained.
Dataset
Fold-1
Fold-2
Fold-3
Fold-4
Fold-5
Fold-6
Fold-7
Fold-8
Fold-9
Fold-10
Mean

TIPSem-B
P
R
F1
0.82 0.80 0.81
0.91 0.77 0.83
0.89 0.77 0.83
0.87 0.74 0.80
0.90 0.77 0.83
0.83 0.80 0.82
0.80 0.79 0.80
0.84 0.79 0.81
0.89 0.82 0.85
0.89 0.80 0.84
0.86 0.79 0.82
Comparison
TIPSem/TIPSem-B
Difference

Improvement %

Relative error
reduction %

P
0.82
0.89
0.88
0.85
0.90
0.82
0.78
0.84
0.87
0.88
0.85

P
R
F1
P
R
F1
P
R
F1

TIPSem
R
F1
0.87 0.85
0.83 0.86
0.83 0.85
0.80 0.83
0.82 0.85
0.85 0.83
0.83 0.81
0.84 0.84
0.85 0.86
0.82 0.85
0.83 0.84

Mean
-0.01
0.05
0.02
-1.33
6.17
2.45
-9.25
22.26
11.13

S
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.81
2.07
1.23
5.47
6.79
5.26

Difference
P
R
F1
0.00
0.07 0.03
-0.02 0.06 0.03
-0.01 0.06 0.03
-0.01 0.06 0.03
-0.01 0.05 0.02
-0.01 0.04 0.02
-0.02 0.04 0.01
0.00
0.05 0.03
-0.02 0.02 0.01
-0.01 0.02 0.01
-0.01 0.05 0.02

t (p one-tail)
negative
9.74 (0.005)
6.37 (0.005)
negative
9.42 (0.005)
6.29 (0.005)
negative
10.36 (0.005)
6.69 (0.005)

Table C.6: Event recognition 10-fold (English)
As shown in the table, TIPSem obtains a high 10-fold mean values for
precision (0.85), recall (0.83) and F1 (0.84). Furthermore, recall shows a
positive mean difference of 0.05 and, although precision shows a small negative difference (-0.01), the final F1 difference is positive (+2 points). This
difference, the improvement, and the relative error reduction, are statistically significant with a very high confidence level (99.5%).
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Event Classification
Table C.7 shows the results obtained for the event classification task.
Dataset
Fold-1
Fold-2
Fold-3
Fold-4
Fold-5
Fold-6
Fold-7
Fold-8
Fold-9
Fold-10
Mean

TIPSem-B
accuracy
0.80
0.79
0.75
0.78
0.74
0.77
0.76
0.78
0.81
0.84
0.78

Comparison
TIPSem/TIPSem-B
Difference
Improvement %
Relative error reduction %

TIPSem
accuracy
0.78
0.79
0.74
0.78
0.74
0.77
0.76
0.79
0.81
0.83
0.78

ACC
ACC
ACC

Mean
0.00
-0.05
-0.43

Difference
accuracy
-0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
-0.01
0.00

S
0.01
0.84
3.23

t (p one-tail)
-0.24 (not-sg)
negative
negative

Table C.7: Event classification 10-fold (English)
TIPSem obtains a 10-fold mean accuracy of 0.83, with null mean difference over the baseline. In fact, the improvement and the error reduction are
negative. The reported difference is almost null and not significant.
This supports the results already reported in the evaluation section over
the official TempEval-2 test (fold1). The use of semantics do not introduce
a significant gain over the baseline performance. In fact, it introduces a
slight performance decrease. Although the TIPSem use of semantics is not
efficient.
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Temporal Relation Processing
Tables C.8, C.9, C.10 and C.11 show the 10-fold cross validated results
for the four types of temporal relations.
Event-Timex relation categorization
Dataset
Fold-1
Fold-2
Fold-3
Fold-4
Fold-5
Fold-6
Fold-7
Fold-8
Fold-9
Fold-10
Mean

TIPSem-B
accuracy
0.65
0.80
0.72
0.75
0.54
0.51
0.64
0.54
0.60
0.45
0.62

Comparison
TIPSem/TIPSem-B
Difference
Improvement %
Relative error reduction %

TIPSem
accuracy
0.68
0.76
0.80
0.81
0.55
0.54
0.63
0.56
0.60
0.46
0.64

ACC
ACC
ACC

Mean
0.02
2.84
4.72

Difference
accuracy
0.03
-0.05
0.08
0.06
0.01
0.03
-0.01
0.02
0.00
0.01
0.02

S
0.03
4.68
14.06

t (p one-tail)
1.61 (0.10)
1.92 (0.05)
1.06 (not-sg)

Table C.8: Event-timex relation categorization 10-fold (English)
TIPSem obtains a 10-fold mean accuracy of 0.64, with a positive mean
difference of +0.02 over the baseline. This difference is statistically significant with a confidence level of 90%. The improvement obtained (2.84%)
is significant with a 95% confidence, however the relative error reduction
(4.72) is not significant.
The results obtained for event-timex relation categorization show that
the application of semantics offers a mean positive difference greater than 0
(0.02), but the significance of this difference is on the limits of the scientific
confidence levels (90%). For example, it can be seen that in fold-2 the
application of semantics results in a decrease of the performance of -0.05.
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Event-DCT relation categorization
Dataset
Fold-1
Fold-2
Fold-3
Fold-4
Fold-5
Fold-6
Fold-7
Fold-8
Fold-9
Fold-10
Mean

TIPSem-B
accuracy
0.80
0.75
0.76
0.64
0.40
0.80
0.75
0.76
0.64
0.40
0.67

Comparison
TIPSem/TIPSem-B
Difference
Improvement %
Relative error reduction %

TIPSem
accuracy
0.82
0.74
0.74
0.64
0.80
0.82
0.74
0.74
0.64
0.80
0.75

ACC
ACC
ACC

Mean
0.08
19.59
12.67

Difference
accuracy
0.02
-0.01
-0.02
0.00
0.40
0.02
-0.01
-0.02
0.00
0.40
0.08

S
0.16
40.24
27.74

t (p one-tail)
1.51 (0.10)
1.54 (0.10)
1.44 (0.10)

Table C.9: Event-DCT categorization 10-fold (English)
TIPSem obtains a 10-fold mean accuracy of 0.75, with a positive mean
difference of +0.08 over the baseline. This difference, the improvement and
the error reduction are statistically significant with a confidence level of 90%.
It must be highlighted that for event-DCT relations, the folds 6 to 10
(mainly wsj * files) do not contain any relation of this type. We tackled
this issue by using folds 1 to 5 two times. This data unannotated prevents
us to make a proper 10-fold. This influence to the mean difference and
significance results, therefore, the presented results for event-DCT 10-fold
only give indirect assessment.
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Main event relation categorization
Dataset
Fold-1
Fold-2
Fold-3
Fold-4
Fold-5
Fold-6
Fold-7
Fold-8
Fold-9
Fold-10
Mean

TIPSem-B
accuracy
0.58
0.51
0.45
0.56
0.53
0.50
0.48
0.41
0.42
0.38
0.48

Comparison
TIPSem/TIPSem-B
Difference
Improvement %
Relative error reduction %

TIPSem
accuracy
0.61
0.51
0.48
0.56
0.54
0.50
0.52
0.42
0.44
0.39
0.50

ACC
ACC
ACC

Mean
0.02
3.27
2.96

Difference
accuracy
0.03
0.00
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.02

S
0.01
2.63
2.58

t (p one-tail)
3.80 (0.005)
3.93 (0.005)
3.62 (0.005)

Table C.10: Main event categorization 10-fold (English)
TIPSem obtains a 10-fold mean accuracy of 0.50, with a positive mean
difference of +0.02 over the baseline. This difference, the improvement,
and the relative error reduction are statistically significant with a very high
confidence level of 99.5%.
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Subordinated event relation categorization
Dataset
Fold-1
Fold-2
Fold-3
Fold-4
Fold-5
Fold-6
Fold-7
Fold-8
Fold-9
Fold-10
Mean

TIPSem-B
accuracy
0.61
0.50
0.51
0.48
0.62
0.70
0.61
0.37
0.44
0.44
0.53

Comparison
TIPSem/TIPSem-B
Difference
Improvement %
Relative error reduction %

TIPSem
accuracy
0.66
0.51
0.50
0.48
0.63
0.70
0.63
0.37
0.46
0.44
0.54

ACC
ACC
ACC

Mean
0.01
1.69
2.40

Difference
accuracy
0.05
0.01
-0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.01

S
0.01
2.50
3.77

t (p one-tail)
2.07 (0.05)
2.14 (0.05)
2.02 (0.05)

Table C.11: Subordinated event categorization 10-fold (English)
TIPSem obtains a 10-fold mean accuracy of 0.55, with a positive mean
difference of +0.01 over the baseline. This difference, the improvement, and
the relative error reduction are statistically significant with a confidence
level of 95%.
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Summary of the 10-fold cross validation
In general, we observe that the use of semantics (TIPSem) introduces
an statistically significant mean increment in the performance of a baseline
based only on morphosyntax (TIPSem-B). Table C.12 shows a summarized
version of the 10-fold results, the mean relative error reduction between
TIPSem-B and TIPSem, and the significance of the performance meandifference.
Task
Timex

Event
Temporal
Relation

Subtask
recognition F1
classification ACC
normalization ACC
recognition F1
classification ACC
event-timex ACC
event-DCT ACC
main events ACC
subord. events ACC

TIPSem
mean F1
0.87
0.94
0.70
0.84
0.78
0.64
0.75
0.50
0.55

Mean
RER S
26%
19%
19%
11%
0%
5%
13%
3%
2%

Mean diff.
SC
99.5%
97.5%
99.5%
99.5%
90%
90%
99.5%
95%

Table C.12: TIPSem 10-fold summary (RER S: relative error reduction introduced by semantics, SC: significance confidence)

Recognition tasks, timex and event recognition, show a stable and significant improvement which specially hits the recall. Timex classification
and normalization also obtain a significant improvement in the accuracy,
while event classification do not. Regarding temporal relation categorization tasks, event-timex and event-DCT relations show an improvement with
an adjusted confidence level of significance, while main event and subordinated event relations show a statistically significant improvement with a
greater confidence level.
It is worth mentioning that apart from this t-test significance, it can
be seen that in recognition tasks it is difficult to think of a fortuitous improvement. It must be considered that the test data consists of 5K tokens
from which only 136 are part of timexes and 498 are part of events. If
we take into account that the baselines already find the 80% of the cases,
an improvement is required not to modify the already found elements and
find the 20% (27 timexes and 100 events) left among almost 5K tokens.
Given this analysis, a random modification of the tokens annotation would
have a low probability of produce an improvement. This is an extra reason
supporting that the improvement obtained by using semantics is significant
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and not due to a coincidence. Furthermore, contrary to human studies this
controlled computational experiment guarantees that the unique influence
in the difference of the results is the application of semantics and not any
external factor.
In short, most of the tasks benefit from including semantics and in general the found contribution is significant with a high level of confidence.
Only event classification shows the opposite conclusion and this is because
the way semantics have been used is far too simple in comparison to the
complexity of that task, as analyzed in Evaluation Chapter.
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Appendix D

TempEval Evaluation
Exercises
There have been two international evaluation exercises in TimeML-based
temporal information processing: TempEval-1 and TempEval-2.

TempEval-1 (2007)
The first TempEval, TempEval-1 evaluation exercise (Verhagen et al.,
2007), was held in the context of SemEval-2007, as one of the tracks. In
TempEval-1 different approaches addressing the automatic categorization
of TimeML temporal relations (TLINKs) were evaluated. The evaluation
exercise was divided into three tasks (A, B, and C). Task A addressed the
categorization of temporal relations holding between time and event expressions that occur in the same sentence. Task B focused on the temporal
relations holding between the document creation time (DCT) and event
expressions. Finally, Task C involved the categorization of main event relations of adjacent sentences. In this manner, the temporal relations defined in
TimeML ([T,S,A]LINKs) were simplified to three different types of TLINKs.
Furthermore, the annotation task was focused not on the extraction but
categorization of TLINKs into six relation types: before, after, overlap,
before-or-overlap, overlap-or-after and vague. The approaches evaluated in
this exercise were mainly data-driven approaches based on morphosyntactic
features. Table D.1 summarizes average and best Fβ=1 scores for each task.
Within TempEval-1, remarkable systems that achieved the best scores
are WVALI (Puscasu, 2007), CU-TMP (Bethard & Martin, 2007) and LCCTE (Min et al., 2007).
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Average Fβ=1
Best Fβ=1

timex-event
0.56
0.62

dct-event
0.74
0.80

main events
0.51
0.55

Table D.1: TempEval-1 strict Fβ=1 results summary

TempEval-2 (2010)
TempEval-2 (2010) evaluated TimeML timex, event, and four types of
temporal relations processing, being currently the major evaluation effort in
temporal information processing. Furthermore, instead of evaluating only
English, datasets for six different languages were released. This thesis addresses a multilingual evaluation of all the TimeML entities. For that reason,
we take TempEval-2 evaluation as basis for testing our proposal and fairly
comparing it to other approaches.
Summarizing, the TempEval-2 evaluation covered the automatic annotation of temporal expressions (Task A), events (Task B), timex-event relations
(Task C1 ), dct-event relations (Task D2 ), main event relations (Task E3 ),
and subordinated event relations (Task F). This evaluation exercise is an
appropriate framework to compare the performance of those systems cited
in previous subsection which participated in the initiative. An earlier version of our approach, TIPSem, and our baseline, TIPSem-B, participated in
this evaluation (Llorens et al., 2010b).
Table D.2 comprises the TempEval-2 official scores for temporal expression processing (task A) in different languages, including the recognition
task (precision, recall, and Fβ=1 ) and the resolution of the attributes of
the correctly recognized timexes (type and value). Table D.3 comprises the
TempEval-2 official scores for event processing (task B) in different languages, including the recognition task (precision, recall, and Fβ=1 ) and the
resolution of the class attribute of the correctly recognized timexes. Finally,
Table D.4 shows the TempEval-2 official Fβ=1 scores for the different relation categorization tasks (tasks C to F). Within the tables, the best results
are highlighted in bold and the systems are sorted by Fβ=1 in descending
order.
Within TempEval-2, the best results have been obtained by HeidelTime, TIPSem, TRIOS, and NCSU. Three systems addressed all the tasks
1

Corresponds to TempEval-1 task A
Corresponds to TempEval-1 task B
3
Corresponds to TempEval-1 task C
2
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JU CSE, TIPSem and TRIOS, and the later two obtained competitive results in general. Only our system, TIPSem, addressed the tasks in more
than one language (English and Spanish). Finally, there have been no participants in the rest of languages: Chinese, Italian, French and Korean.
TempEval-2 results slightly improved the ones obtained in TempEval1 in the temporal ralation categorization tasks both shared (timex-event,
event-dct, event-event).
language
English

Spanish

system
HeidelTime
TRIOS
TIPSem
KUL
Edinburh
TERSEO
TIPSem-B
JU CSE
TIPSem
UC3M
TIPSem-B

Recognition
precision recall Fβ=1
0.90
0.82
0.86
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.92
0.80
0.85
0.85
0.84
0.84
0.85
0.82
0.84
0.76
0.66
0.71
0.88
0.60
0.71
0.55
0.17
0.26
0.95
0.87
0.91
0.90
0.87
0.88
0.97
0.81
0.88

Attributes
type
0.96
0.94
0.92
0.91
0.84
0.98
0.88
0.00
0.91
0.91
0.99

Table D.2: TempEval-2 timex processing official results
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value
0.85
0.76
0.65
0.55
0.63
0.65
0.59
0.00
0.78
0.83
0.75

language
English

Spanish

system
TIPSem
TIPSem-B
Edinburgh-LTG
TRIOS
JU CSE
TIPSem
TIPSem-B

Recognition
precision recall Fβ=1
0.81
0.86
0.83
0.83
0.81
0.82
0.75
0.85
0.80
0.80
0.74
0.77
0.48
0.56
0.52
0.90
0.86
0.88
0.92
0.85
0.88

attr.
class
0.79
0.79
0.76
0.77
0.53
0.66
0.66

Table D.3: TempEval-2 event processing official results

language
English

Spanish

system
TRIOSa
TIPSem
TIPSem-B
NCSU
JU CSE
USFD2
TIPSem
TIPSem-B

timex
-event
0.65
0.55
0.54
0.63
0.63
0.63
0.81
0.81

dct
-event
0.79
0.82
0.81
0.68
0.80
0.59
0.59

main
events
0.56
0.55
0.55
0.48
0.56
0.45
-

subord.
events
0.60
0.59
0.60
0.66
0.56
-

a
TRIOS was the unique system that leaved some relations’ category as NONE. It was
not penalyzed so its results are not strictly comparable with the others.

Table D.4: TempEval-2 relation processing official results
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Apéndice E

Summary in Spanish –
Resumen en Castellano
Este apéndice resume los contenidos de la tesis en castellano.

E.1.

Introducción

La gran cantidad de información digitalizada y su amplia difusión a
través de Internet han nombrado la presente era como “La Sociedad de
la Información” (Beniger, 1986). Sin embargo, manejar esta cantidad de
información ha sobrepasado los limites humanos. En este contexto, el reto es
mejorar o automatizar el acceso, la búsqueda, y el manejo de la información
para aprovechar esta valiosa fuente de conocimiento.
Actualmente, los ordenadores solamente pueden procesar información
estructurada (e.g., bases de datos, ficheros XML), pero, en este momento,
la mayorı́a de la información disponible es no-estructurada, principalmente
texto en lenguaje natural. El reto es, por lo tanto, conseguir que los ordenadores puedan procesar información en lenguaje natural y convertirla en
información estructurada.
Esta cuestión se aborda desde el área de la inteligencia artificial, y más
concretamente desde el área del procesamiento del lenguaje natural (PLN).
Dentro de este área, la presente tesis aborda el procesamiento de la información temporal expresada en lenguaje humano. Esta tarea implica la
localización y la ordenación de los eventos en el tiempo, lo que requiere
la conversión automática de las expresiones temporales, eventos, y las relaciones entre ellos en información estructurada para su posterior uso en
aplicaciones más complejas.
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La importancia del procesamiento de la información temporal recae en
las ventajas que aporta a muchas aplicaciones del PLN (Mani et al., 2005;
Schilder et al., 2007), tales como la búsqueda de respuestas (Pustejovsky,
2002; Saquete et al., 2009), el resumen automático (Daniel et al., 2003),
y la recuperación y visualización de la información (Alonso et al., 2007a,
2010; Verhagen, 2007). El éxito de dichas aplicaciones depende en parte de
la eficacia en el procesamiento de la información temporal.
La complejidad del procesamiento de la información temporal reside en la
ambigüedad del lenguaje humano. La interpretación de la expresión lingüı́stica del tiempo requiere semántica. El ejemplo (149) muestra frases cuya componente temporal es ambigua a niveles de análisis lingüı́stico inferiores.
(149) a. Julio esta viendo su programa favorito de noticias, Informe Semanal.
b. El número de torres de control se ha incrementado de 1995 a 2000 torres.
c. Hoy, ellos controlan la situación que fue caótica desde 1995 hasta 2000.
d. Un equipo de inspección de armas de la ONU continuó el trabajo.
e. Hubo una inspección en mi lugar de trabajo.

Aunque “Julio” y “semanal” son normalmente expresiones temporales,
en (149a), no juegan un papel temporal sino que representan un nombre
propio masculino y el de un noticiario. Las frases (149b) y (149c) muestran
muchas similitudes morfosintácticas, sin embargo, “1995” y “2000” son sólo
expresiones temporales en (149c). Del mismo modo, “control” sólo es un
evento en (149c). En la frase (149d), “trabajo” es un evento e “inspección”
no. Sin embargo, en (149e), “inspección” es un evento, y “trabajo” no.
En estos casos, el conocimiento de la semántica de las palabras y sus
relaciones a nivel de predicado es crucial para determinar cuáles denotan
expresiones temporales o eventos, y cuales no. Ésta es precisamente la motivación de la tesis para aplicar semántica, además de la morfosintaxis, al
procesamiento de la información temporal.
Nuestra hipótesis es que con la semántica se puede mejorar la eficacia
de las aproximaciones actuales. Nosotros planteamos que los modelos construidos usando semántica deben ser más generales que aquellos basados sólo
en la morfosintaxis gracias, a su alto nivel de abstracción; y que a su vez
podrán resolver las ambigüedades morfosintácticas.
Esta hipótesis ha sido tomada como base para definir los objetivos de
esta tesis. Los objetivos concretos y las lı́neas de actuación propuestas para
alcanzarlos se describen a continuación.
Definición de una propuesta: Se propone la definición e implementación de un modelo y una metodologı́a para aplicar semántica al
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procesamiento de la información temporal en diferentes lenguas. Para
ello, se llevará a cabo un estudio de los diferentes tipos de semántica, analizando los beneficios que podrı́an ofrecer a la tarea. Tomando
este estudio como base, se definirá e implementará una aproximación
semántica para el procesamiento de la información temporal en inglés
(TIPSem), que incluirá caracterı́sticas semánticas, además de caracterı́sticas morfosintácticas. Finalmente, esta aproximación se extenderá a otras lenguas, en particular, al castellano, italiano y chino.
Evaluación de la propuesta: Se propone la evaluación intrı́nseca
de la propuesta para medir empı́ricamente la influencia de las caracterı́sticas semánticas en la tarea del procesamiento de la información
temporal para diferentes lenguas. Para ello, se desarrollará un baseline basado sólo en caracterı́sticas morfosintácticas (TIPSem-B), y
será evaluado junto con TIPSem en el foro de evaluación internacional TempEval-21 , lo que favorece la replicabilidad de los experimentos
y permite a otros investigadores comparar aproximaciones posteriores
con la nuestra. Además, los resultados se analizarán haciendo especial
hincapié en la contribución de las diferentes caracterı́sticas semánticas
de forma independiente y en combinación. Finalmente, la evaluación
se extenderá al castellano, italiano, y chino para analizar las ventajas
de las caracterı́sticas semánticas y su grado de independencia de la
lengua en un entorno multilingüe.
Aplicación de la propuesta como evaluación extrı́nseca: Se propone una evaluación extrı́nseca de la propuesta a través de su aplicación. Para ello, se desarrollará una interfaz gráfica basada en el tiempo
(Time-Surfer), en la cual TIPSem será aplicado como una pieza fundamental del proceso; y se llevará a cabo una evaluación orientada al
usuario de esta interfaz para valorar la eficacia de TIPSem.
La tesis está estructurada como sigue. La sección E.2 revisa el estado
de la cuestión en el procesamiento de la información temporal. La sección
E.3 describe nuestra aproximación semántica al procesamiento de la información temporal: TIPSem. La sección E.4 incluye la evaluación de TIPSem
sobre los datos del TempEval-2 para el inglés y también para el castellano,
italiano y chino. La sección E.5 describe la aplicación de TIPSem en una
interfaz gráfica basada en el tiempo: Time-Surfer, que sirve como evaluación extrı́nseca de nuestra propuesta. Finalmente, la sección E.6 detalla las
conclusiones y trabajos futuros.
1

http://www.timeml.org/tempeval2/
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Esta tesis doctoral ha sido financiada por el Gobierno Español, en los
proyectos: TIN-2006-15265-C06-01, TIN-2009-13391-C04-01 y PROMETEO/2009/119, en
los que Héctor Llorens disfruta de una beca FPI (BES-2007-16256). Dentro
de estos proyectos, la presente tesis cubre el objetivo de desarrollar técnicas
y herramientas para extraer información temporal de los textos y para el
razonamiento temporal.

E.2.

Estado de la Cuestión

Como parte esencial de la inteligencia artificial, el procesamiento del
lenguaje natural (PLN) investiga algoritmos computacionalmente efectivos
capaces de analizar, entender, y generar lenguaje humano hablado o escrito
(Moreno et al., 1999; Allen, 1995; Jurafsky & Martin, 2000).
Dentro del PLN, la investigación en el procesamiento de la información
temporal ha evolucionado desde diferentes estrategias racionalistas a la estrategia empirista basada en corpus. La estrategia empı́rica consiste en la
anotación de corpus siguiendo un esquema de anotación temporal. Los esquemas de anotación temporal se han desarrollado a partir de los estudios
teóricos sobre el tiempo y el lenguaje, entre los que destacan aquellos referidos a el tiempo, el aspecto y la modalidad (Reichenbach, 1947; Vendler,
1967); y en los estudios sobre el razonamiento temporal (Allen, 1983).
Actualmente, el esquema de anotación temporal estándar es el TimeML2
(Pustejovsky et al., 2003), debido a su completitud y a las mejoras que
introduce a sus predecesores. TimeML captura la expresión lingüı́stica de
eventos, referencias temporales y relaciones temporales. La definición de
estos elementos se resume a continuación:
Expresiones temporales (timexes). Una expresión temporal o timex es la expresión lingüı́stica de una referencia temporal (e.g., instante, intervalo). Normalmente, este tipo elemento se expresa a través
de un nombre, adjetivo, adverbio, sintagma nominal, sintagma adjetival, o sintagma adverbial. El ejemplo (150) muestra algunos timexes
subrayados.
(150)
.
.
.
2

a. John vino el lunes y se irá el 9 de octubre de 2012.
b. La función empieza a las 18:00.
c. Ella estará aquı́ durante dos semanas.
d. Visito a mis padres mensualmente.

http://timeml.org
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De acuerdo con TimeML, las expresiones temporales pueden ser clasificadas en cuatro tipos:
• Date (ES: fecha). Referencias temporales con granularidad de
dı́as, semanas, y mayores tales como (150a).
• Time (ES: hora). Referencias temporales con granularidad de horas, minutos, y menores como por ejemplo (150b).
• Duration (ES: duración). Periodos de tiempo tales como (150c).
• Set (ES: repetición). Patrones recurrentes en el tiempo como por
ejemplo (150d).
Además del tipo, para facilitar la interpretación computacional de las
expresiones temporales se incluye un atributo para capturar su valor
normalizado siguiendo el estándar ISO 8601.
Eventos. Un evento se define como la expresión lingüı́stica de algo
que ocurre (evento), o algo que es verdadero (estado). En lenguaje natural, los eventos son expresados normalmente mediante verbos (Levin
& Hovav, 2005), como en (151a) y (151b). Sin embargo, estos pueden
ser expresados también por nombres. Los nombres pueden expresar
eventos de tres maneras diferentes (Gross & Kiefer, 1995): nominalizaciones de verbos (151c), nombres eventivos (151d), y nombres que
denotan eventos debido a una coerción del tipo (Pustejovsky, 1995)
inducida por los verbos (151e). Además, los eventos (especialmente
los estados), pueden ser representados por adjetivos (151f), oraciones
predicativas (151g) y sintagmas preposicionales (151h).
(151) a. John vino el lunes.
b. Llamó al profesor para agradecer su labor.
c. América retrasará el ataque.
d. Esto parará la guerra.
e. La cerveza duró sólo dos segundos. Volvı́ después del café.
f. La empresa, cerrada durante diez años, ha sido reabierta.
g. La fiesta estará preparada a tiempo.
h. Las 75 personas a bordo del Airbus sobrevivieron.
De acuerdo con TimeML, hay siete clases de eventos:
• Reporting. Acción de declarar o narrar un evento
(e.g., “decir”, “anunciar”).
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• Perception. Percepción fı́sica de otro evento (e.g., “ver”, “oı́r”).
• Aspectual. Predicación aspectual de otro evento
(e.g., “empezar”, “continuar”).
• I Action. Acción intencional (e.g., “intentar”,“probar de”).
• I State. Estado intencional (e.g., “sentir”, “presentir”).
• State. Circunstancia en la cual algo es cierto (estado)
(e.g., “lluvioso”, “malo”).
• Occurrence. Resto de eventos que describen cosas que pasan
(e.g., “venir”, “guerra”).
Relaciones temporales. En lenguaje natural, existen relaciones entre un evento y una expresión temporal, entre dos eventos, y entre
dos expresiones temporales, en las cuales pueden participar señales
temporales (TimeML SIGNAL). TimeML define tres tipos de relaciones: temporales (TLINK), de subordinación (SLINK), y aspectuales
(ALINK).
Un TLINK establece un enlace temporal entre dos entidades haciendo
explicita su relación. En TimeML, los posibles tipos de relación temporal se basan en las trece relaciones definidas por Allen: simultánea, anterior, posterior, inmediatamente posterior, etc. Por ejemplo en (152),
“murieron” es inmediatamente posterior a “estrellarse”.
(152) Todos los pasajeros murieron al estrellarse el avión contra la montaña.

Un SLINK define una relación entre dos eventos en una subordinación
sintáctica. Los SLINKs pueden ser de tipo: modal, fáctico, no-fáctico,
probatorio, no-probatorio, ó condicional. Por ejemplo en (153), “dijo”
y “compro” forman una relación de subordinación probatoria.
(153) John dijo que compró vino.

Un ALINK representa la relación entre un evento aspectual y su argumento eventivo asociado. Los ALINKs pueden ser de tipo: iniciación,
culminación, terminación, continuación, ó reiniciación. Por ejemplo
en (154), “empezó” se relaciona con “leer” con una relación aspectual
de iniciación.
(154) John empezó a leer.
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El ejemplo (155) muestra una frase anotada con TimeML. Esta incluye
una relación temporal de inclusión (tlink) entre el evento (event) “vino”
y la expresión temporal (timex3) “el lunes”.
(155) John <EVENT eid=“e1” class=“occurrence”>vino</EVENT>
<TIMEX3 tid=“t1”type=“date” value=“2010-06-28”>el lunes</TIMEX3>.
<TLINK reltype=“includes” relatedToEvent=“e1” timeID=“t1”>

La anotación automática de TimeML es una tarea compleja que requiere
conocimiento lingüı́stico a nivel semántico, pragmático y del discurso. Los
eventos, las expresiones temporales y las relaciones temporales pueden ser
ambiguas a nivel morfosintáctico. Sin embargo, la mayorı́a de las aproximaciones computacionales del estado de la cuestión sólo usan información
morfosintáctica. En la tabla E.1 se resumen las más recientes e importantes
aproximaciones mostrando la estrategia que siguen, las entidades temporales
que procesan, y el conocimiento lingüı́stico que utilizan.
Estrategia
Basado en
Reglas

Basado en
Aprendizaje
Automático

Hı́brido

Sistema
TTK c (Verhagen et al., 2005)
WVALI (Puscasu, 2007)
XRCE-T (Hagège & Tannier, 2007)
HeidelTime (Strötgen & Gertz, 2010)
USFD2 (Derczynski & Gaizauskas, 2010)
TERSEO (Saquete, 2010)
Edinburgh-LTG (Grover et al., 2010)
(Boguraev & Ando, 2005)
STEP (Bethard & Martin, 2006)
(Mani et al., 2006)
(Lapata & Lascarides, 2006)
CU-TMP (Bethard & Martin, 2007)
USDF (Hepple et al., 2007)
NAIST (Cheng et al., 2007)
(March & Baldwin, 2008)
NCSU (Ha et al., 2010)
LCC-TE (Min et al., 2007)
KUL (Kolomiyets & Moens, 2010)
JU CSE TEMP (Kolya et al., 2010)
TRIOS (UzZaman & Allen, 2010)

Entidadesa
all
trel
trel
timex
timex,trel
timex
timex,event
all
event
trel
trel
trel
trel
trel
event
trel
trel
timex
all
all

Linguistic
Conocimientob
ms, ls
ms
ms
ms
ms
ms
ms, ls
ms
ms, ls
ms
ms, ls
ms
ms
ms
ms
ms, ls
ms,ls
ms, ls
ms
ms,ls,sr

a

trel (relaciones temporales)
ms (morfosintáctico), ls (semántica léxica), sr (roles semánticos)
c
TTK is mainly rule-based but uses statistical techniques for event

b

Cuadro E.1: Sistemas de procesamiento TimeML para el inglés
Como se puede ver, las pocas aproximaciones que incluyen semántica
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se centran en el uso de semántica léxica, principalmente las relaciones de
sinonimia, hiponimia e hiperonimia de WordNet3 (Fellbaum, 1998). Sólo
una de las aproximaciones incluye roles semánticos – conjunto de roles de
FrameNet (Ruppenhofer et al., 2005). Además, la influencia de la semántica
en la eficacia no ha sido analizada en profundidad y, en particular, el conjunto
de roles de PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005) nunca ha sido utilizado para el
procesamiento de la información temporal.

E.3.

TIPSem: Uso de la Información Semántica en
el Procesamiento de la Información Temporal

Esta sección describe nuestra propuesta para abordar el procesamiento
automático de la información temporal. Debido a que su elemento central es
la semántica, hemos denominado nuestra propuesta TIPSem: Procesamiento de la información temporal usando semántica (EN: Temporal Information
Processing using Semantics). TIPSem es una aproximación hı́brida basada
en aprendizaje automático y también en reglas. TIPSem explota la semántica
léxica (redes semánticas) y los roles semánticos, además de algunas caracterı́sticas morfosintácticas. La información temporal es procesada y representada siguiendo el esquema de anotación temporal TimeML.
La arquitectura de TIPSem se divide en tres módulos que abordan diferentes subtareas del procesamiento de la información temporal: el procesamiento de timex (reconocimiento, clasificación y normalización), el procesamiento de eventos (reconocimiento y clasificación), y el procesamiento de
relaciones temporales (categorización). La arquitectura está basada principalmente en aprendizaje automático pero también incluye un módulo basado
en reglas: TIMEK4 . TIMEK se utiliza para obtener algunas caracterı́sticas
para procesar timexes y relaciones temporales, ası́ como para normalizar
las expresiones temporales al estándar ISO 8601. La figura E.1 ilustra la
arquitectura del sistema mostrando los diferentes módulos.

3
4

http://wordnet.princeton.edu
Más detalles sobre TIMEK pueden consultarse en el apéndice A.
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Figura E.1: Arquitectura de la aproximación TIPSem

Como se trata de una aproximación principalmente basada en aprendizaje automático, consiste en dos procesos: el proceso de entrenamiento y el
proceso de aplicación.
En ambos procesos el primer paso es el preprocesado de la entrada. Este
consiste en la obtención de las siguientes caracterı́sticas:
Caracterı́sticas morfosintácticas. Éstas son los tokens, los lemas,
y las categorı́as gramaticales (EN: part-of-speech) (PoS), las cuales
son obtenidas usando la herramienta TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994); y el
árbol sintáctico obtenido usando el parser de Charniak (2005).
Caracterı́sticas semánticas. La principal contribución de nuestra
propuesta al estado de la cuestión es la aplicación de caracterı́sticas
semánticas en el procesamiento de la información temporal. Éstas se
dividen en tres grupos:
• Semántica léxica (LS). Este grupo incluye la información sobre
hiperonimia obtenida de WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) y de TIMEK.
Ésta captura la relación de las palabras con significados temporales o eventivos a nivel léxico.
• Roles semánticos (SR). Este grupo incluye el etiquetado de los
roles semánticos de PropBank obtenido usando la herramienta
CCG (Punyakanok et al., 2004). Los roles semánticos capturan
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la relación de las palabras con el rol que juegan a nivel de frase
(más concretamente, a nivel de predicado).
• Semántica temporal (TS)5 . Este grupo incluye las propiedades
semánticas de las expresiones temporales (comparación de sus
valores) obtenidas de TIMEK.
En primer lugar, el proceso de entrenamiento obtiene modelos para cada
una de las tareas definidas previamente a partir de los datos TimeML de
entrada preprocesados. Este proceso sólo se lleva a cabo una vez.
En segundo lugar, el proceso de aplicación utiliza los modelos para obtener la anotación en TimeML de cualquier texto de entrada preprocesado.
En la parte basada en aprendizaje automático, se utilizan dos técnicas
de aprendizaje diferentes: campos aleatorios condicionales (CRFs) y máquinas de soporte vectorial (SVMs). Los CRFs son útiles para los problemas
en los que la clasificación de un elemento depende de la clasificación y las
caracterı́sticas de los elementos adyacentes: la secuencia es relevante. Los
CRFs se usan en el reconocimiento de expresiones temporales y eventos, y
en la categorización de relaciones. Las SVMs son útiles para los problemas
en los que la clasificación de un elemento es independiente de la clasificación
de los elementos adyacentes: la secuencia no es relevante. Las SVMs se usan
en la clasificación de expresiones temporales y eventos, y en la clasificación
de los tipos de normalización de las expresiones temporales.
La parte más importante del sistema es el uso de la semántica. Las
caracterı́sticas semánticas definidas para cada tarea se resumen a continuación:
Procesamiento de expresiones temporales
• Semántica léxica: Los cuatro hiperónimos más generales de cada
token se usan como caracterı́stica en nuestro modelo porque los
tokens contenidos en las expresiones temporales son habitualmente hipónimos de los conceptos tiempo, periodo o unidad de tiempo,
los cuales están entre los cuatro hiperónimos más generales en la
jerarquı́a. Esta caracterı́stica deberı́a incrementar la probabilidad
de representar expresiones temporales para los tokens que obtienen valores relacionados con conceptos temporales incluso si sus
lemas no aparecen en el entrenamiento, lo que deberı́a favorecer
la generalización.
5

Sólo se usa en la categorización de relaciones temporales.
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En la clasificación y normalización de expresiones temporales,
se emplean caracterı́sticas especı́ficas de semántica léxica obtenidas usando TIMEK: patrón, granularidad-de-hora, y indicadorde-repetición-temporal. Estas caracterı́sticas son más especı́ficas
que la léxica semántica general y ayudan en la diferenciación de
los distintos tipos de expresión temporal.
• Roles semánticos: Se utilizan dos caracterı́sticas – rol (independientemente) y rol+lema. La caracterı́stica rol deberı́a incrementar la probabilidad de representar un timex de las palabras pertenecientes a roles temporales independientemente de sus lemas
(y también decrementar las probabilidades de los tokens fuera de
roles temporales). La combinación rol+lema deberı́a incrementar
la probabilidad de representar un timex de las combinación de lemas relacionados con el tiempo con roles temporales (e.g., “(e.g.,
[después del fin de semana AM −T M P ]”) y también decrementar
la probabilidad de lemas no-temporales contenidos en roles temporales (e.g., “[después de la guerra AM −T M P ]”). Además, estas
caracterı́sticas deberı́an ayudar en las expresiones ambiguas como
las que se muestran en (156).
(156) [Julio A0 ] come manzanas.
Fui a Canadá [en Julio AM −T M P ].
Te vio [ayer AM −T M P ].
[“Ayer” A0 ] es mi canción favorita.

(nombre propio)
(timex)
(timex)
(tı́tulo de canción)

Procesamiento de eventos
• Semántica léxica: Al igual que en el procesamiento de expresiones
temporales, los cuatro hiperónimos más generales de cada token
se usan en nuestro modelo porque muchos lemas que representan eventos son hipónimos de los conceptos evento o estado, y
éstos están entre los cuatro hiperónimos más generales en la jerarquı́a. Esta caracterı́stica deberı́a ayudar en el reconocimiento
y la clasificación de eventos.
• Roles semánticos: La relación entre los roles semánticos y los
eventos es doble: (i) muchos eventos son expresados por verbos
principales que tiene argumentos representando diferentes roles,
y (ii) también muchos eventos aparecen bajo roles especı́ficos de
verbos concretos (e.g., A0+suceder, A1+llevar a cabo, A2+ser,
etc.) y fuera de otros roles (e.g., AM-MOD, A4, etc.). Por ello,
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consideramos las siguientes caracterı́sticas basadas en roles semánticos para reconocer y clasificar eventos: rol (independientemente), rol+token, rol+verbo, y role+4hiperónimos-generales. La frase (157a) muestra como el rol A2 del verbo “ser” tiende a representar eventos estativos. Las frases (157b) y (157c) muestran
porque no sólo el rol sino también su combinación con el token
es relevante para reconocer eventos. Las frases (157d) y (157e)
muestran porqué no sólo el rol sino también su combinación con
el verbo es también relevante. Finalmente, el evento “asesinato”
de la frase (157f) puede ser generalizado para eventos similares
(e.g., ejecución, homicidio, etc.) usando el rol combinado con los
cuatro hiperónimos más generales.
(157) a. [Las tasas A1 ] eran [bajas A2 ].
b. [Él A0 ] completó [la transacción A1 ].
c. [Él A0 ] completó [el rompecabezas A1 ]. d. [Él
[un experimento A1 ].
e. [Él A0 ] comió [una manzana A1 ].
f. [El asesinato A0 ] ocurrió
[esta mañana AM −T M P ].

A0 ]

llevo a cabo

Procesamiento de relaciones temporales
• Semántica léxica: Para categorizar la relación temporal entre dos
eventos en una relación de subordinación, usamos como caracterı́stica la clase TimeML de ambos eventos. Esta caracterı́stica,
en combinación con las caracterı́sticas de tiempo y aspecto verbal,
ayuda a determinar el tipo de relación temporal. En el ejemplo
(158), saber que “decidir” es un evento de tipo I ACTION y “reubicar” un evento de tipo OCCURRENCE ayuda a determinar
que el evento “decidir” es anterior a “reubicar”.
(158) Nosotros <event eid=“1” class=“I ACTION”>decidiremos</event>

donde <event eid=“2” class=“OCCURRENCE”>reubicar</event> la
Universidad.
<TLINK lid=“l1” reltype=“BEFORE” leid=“1” leid=“2” />

• Roles semánticos: Si un elemento de la relación (evento o timex)
esta contenido en un rol semántico temporal en una subordinación, la conjunción que gobierna la subordinación es algunas veces
importante para determinar el tipo de relación. Las conjunciones
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gobernantes como por ejemplo “cuando”, “después”, y “mientras” denotan relaciones temporales y aportan información sobre
la categorı́a de las mismas. Si el elemento gobernante es “cuando”
o “mientras que”, la categorı́a de la relación es más probable que
sea de simultanea, mientras que si es “después” o “una vez que”
la categorı́a es más probable que sea posterior – véase el ejemplo
(159), pero esta caracterı́stica no es lo suficientemente discriminatoria para categorizar todos los tipos de relaciones. Los roles
semánticos son importantes puesto que estas conjunciones, cuando no aparecen bajo roles temporales es probable que no estén
relacionadas con el tiempo (159c).
(159) a. [Después de la anexión de Kuwait a Iraq AM −T M P ],
. subió el precio del crudo.
b. Él fue rescatado, [mientras los ladrones robaban
. la caja fuerte AM −T M P ].
c. La tienda está [después de pasar el banco AM −LOC ].
• Semántica temporal : A veces una frase contiene varios timexes y
eventos. Si el evento de la relación está sintácticamente relacionado con un timex (no considerado en la relación), la caracterı́stica
de posición temporal (valdiff ) representa si este timex es anterior, igual o posterior al timex de la relación. Como se muestra
en el ejemplo (160), si el sistema debe categorizar de la relación
e1-t2, es valioso considerar que e1 esta sintácticamente relacionado con t1 y t1 (1999) es posterior a t2 (1998), por lo que valdiff
es posterior. Sin embargo, si el sistema debe categorizar los elementos e1-t1, que están sintácticamente relacionados, entonces la
categorización no depende de otros timexes por lo que valdiff se
considera igual.
(160) John nacióe1 en 1999t1 y Silvia nacióne2 en 1998t2 .

valdiff
valdiff
valdiff
valdiff

(e1,t1):
(e1,t2):
(e2,t1):
(e2,t2):

igual
posterior
anterior
igual

La propuesta que acabamos de describir (TIPSem) ha sido extendida
del inglés a otras lenguas, en particular: al castellano, al italiano, y al chino.
En estas lenguas se han aplicado caracterı́sticas semánticas análogas. Una
ventaja de la aproximación es que, dado que esta basada principalmente en
aprendizaje automático, sólo el preprocesado y el TIMEK cambian.
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E.4.

Evaluación

Para demostrar nuestra hipótesis, la eficacia de TIPSem ha sido medida empı́ricamente, y el efecto de aplicar las caracterı́sticas semánticas propuestas al procesamiento de la información temporal ha sido analizada en
diferentes lenguas: inglés, español, italiano, y chino.
Para ello, TIPSem ha sido evaluado sobre los conjuntos de datos TimeML
públicos usados en el último ejercicio de evaluación internacional: TempEval2. Además, los resultados han sido comparados con los obtenidos por un
baseline no-semántico, TIPSem-B, que sólo utiliza morfosintaxis. La tabla
E.2 resume los resultados obtenidos para el inglés 6 .
Elemento
TIMEX

EVENT
TLINK

Tarea
recognition Fβ=1
classification P A
normalization P A
recognition Fβ=1
classification P A
event-timex CA
event-DCT CA
main-events CA
sub-events CA

F1
0.88
0.98
0.84
0.85
0.79
0.68
0.82
0.61
0.66

MRER S (10-fold)
26 %
19 %
19 %
11 %
0%
5%
13 %
3%
2%

Cuadro E.2: Resumen de resultados de TIPSem para el inglés (F1: medida
normalizada entre precisión y cobertura, MRER S: reducción media del error
relativo introducida por la semántica)
A partir de los resultados obtenidos, concluimos que:
Las caracterı́sticas semánticas propuestas son apropiadas para abordar
el problema. Para el inglés, la aplicación de la semántica introduce
una mejora positiva y significativa estadı́sticamente sobre el baseline.
Además, los diferentes tipos de semántica aplicados ofrecen ventajas
complementarias, por lo que su combinación es útil y obtiene el mejor
rendimiento. La aplicación de la semántica mejora significativamente
el reconocimiento de timexes (26 % de reducción media del error relativo, rendimiento 0.88 F1) y eventos (11 % de reducción media del
error relativo, rendimiento 0.85 F1). En particular, la semántica ayuda en el reconocimiento de timexes ambiguos a nivel morfosintáctico y
de eventos nominales. Las caracterı́sticas semánticas obtenidas usando
TIMEK mejoran la clasificación de timexes (19 % de reducción media
del error relativo, rendimiento 0.98 F1) y de su tipo de normalización
6

Más información en el apéndice C.
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(19 % de reducción media del error relativo, rendimiento 0.84 F1). El
uso de semántica temporal, semántica léxica y roles semánticos ha incrementado la eficacia en la categorización de relaciones temporales:
event-timex (5 % de reducción media del error relativo, rendimiento
0.68 F1), event-DCT (13 % de reducción media del error relativo, rendimiento 0.82 F1), eventos principales o main-events (3 % de reducción
media del error relativo, rendimiento 0.61 F1), y eventos subordinados
o sub-events (2 % de reducción media del error relativo, rendimiento
0.66 F1). La clasificación de los eventos es la única tarea que no ha sido
mejorada por las caracterı́sticas semánticas (0 % de reducción media
del error relativo, rendimiento 0.79 F1), pero se han propuesto como
trabajos futuros métodos alternativos para aprovechar la semántica en
esta tarea.
Se obtiene un alto rendimiento. En comparación con el estado de la
cuestión (SoA) para el inglés, TIPSem obtiene unos resultados muy
competitivos en todas las subtareas, lo que señala que nuestra aproximación semántica ofrece un rendimiento alto. TIPSem supera especialmente el rendimiento del estado de la cuestión en el procesamiento de
eventos (+0.05 F1), siendo esta una de las contribuciones principales
de esta tesis (0.85 F1 en el procesamiento de eventos).
Nuestra aproximación semántica es útil para otras lenguas. Estas conclusiones se han confirmado para todas las lenguas incluidas en la
evaluación multilingüe: español, italiano, y chino. TIPSem supera el
baseline y el estado de la cuestión en estas lenguas. Además, hasta donde llega nuestro conocimiento, TIPSem es la primera aproximación al
procesamiento de eventos para el español y para el chino.
Se necesita todavı́a más conocimiento. En relación a los errores que
TIPSem deja sin resolver, quitando aquellos provenientes de las herramientas de PLN utilizadas o de errores humanos en la anotación,
se trata de casos que requieren un nivel de análisis del lenguaje más
alto que la semántica. Por ejemplo, algunos eventos nominales y algunas expresiones temporales requieren conocimiento pragmático, y
algunas expresiones temporales requieren la resolución de la anáfora
temporal. Además, las relaciones temporales muchas veces requieren
razonamiento causal, análisis del discurso, y conocimiento del mundo.
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E.5.

Aplicación: Interfaz Gráfica para el Acceso a
la Información Temporal – Time-Surfer

Con el fin de evaluar extrı́nsecamente TIPSem, éste se ha aplicado para
crear una interfaz gráfica a los contenidos de un documento basada en la
dimensión temporal: Time-Surfer.
El objetivo del Time-Surfer es permitir a los usuarios buscar y explorar la información en un documento relativa a un perı́odo especı́fico, a un
evento, o a sus participantes. A diferencia de las interfaces gráficas actuales, Time-Surfer no sólo se basa en la detección automática de timexes, sino
también la detección de eventos y relaciones temporales. Mediante una lı́nea
del tiempo con zoom, Time-Surfer ofrece a los usuarios una visión dinámica
de la distribución temporal de los acontecimientos dentro de un documento.
Time-Surfer ha sido medido con una evaluación orientada al usuario
sobre un conjunto de documentos con información histórica y biográfica
extraı́dos de la Wikipedia. Se han medido el tiempo que tardan los usuarios
en responder a preguntas de carácter temporal y el grado de satisfacción
que muestran con el Time-Surfer en comparación con otras interfaces más
comunes de acceso a la información (en concreto, la interfaz de la Wikipedia).
Los resultados de la evaluación muestran que, tras un breve periodo de
adaptación, un usuario se beneficia de la utilización de Time-Surfer para la
búsqueda y exploración de la información temporal. Por otra parte, el grado
de satisfacción obtenido también muestra que el Time-Surfer es útil, fácil de
usar, y aplicable por los individuos evaluados.
Teniendo en cuenta que cada error en el procesamiento de la información temporal se propaga a la interfaz Time-Surfer, los resultados obtenidos
demuestran que el rendimiento de TIPSem sobre texto general (géneros:
histórico y biográfico de la Wikipedia) es lo suficientemente alto como para
servir como entrada para esta aplicación.

E.6.

Conclusiones y Trabajos Futuros

Esta sección describe las contribuciones de esta tesis y las direcciones
futuras de este trabajo de investigación.

Contribuciones
Esta tesis se centra en el tratamiento de la información temporal, que se
enmarca en el área de procesamiento del lenguaje natural (PLN). El tratamiento de la información temporal consiste en la interpretación automática
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y el razonamiento sobre los aspectos temporales de la lengua, lo cual es
crucial para otras aplicaciones de PLN, como el resumen automático, la
recuperación de información, y la búsqueda de respuestas.
La investigación en el procesamiento de la información temporal ha evolucionado desde diferentes estrategias formales o racionalistas a la estrategia
empirista basada en corpus, que consiste en la anotación de corpus siguiendo
un esquema de anotación temporal. Actualmente, el esquema de anotación
temporal estándar es el TimeML debido a su completitud y a las mejoras
que introduce respecto a sus predecesores. El TimeML captura las expresiones lingüı́sticas que representan eventos, referencias temporales y relaciones
temporales.
La anotación automática en TimeML es una tarea compleja, que requiere conocimientos lingüı́sticos a nivel semántico, pragmático, y del discurso. Los eventos, referencias temporales y relaciones temporales pueden ser
ambiguas a nivel morfosintáctico. Sin embargo, la mayorı́a de los enfoques
computacionales del estado de la cuestión en anotación automática en TimeML sólo utilizan información morfosintáctica. Las pocas aproximaciones
que incluyen semántica se centran en el uso de semántica léxica, y sólo una
de ellas incluye roles semánticos (roles de FrameNet). Además, la influencia
de la semántica en esta tarea no ha sido analizada en profundidad.
Dada esta motivación, se presenta una aproximación semántica para el
procesamiento de la información temporal: el sistema TIPSem. La principal
aportación de nuestra propuesta al estado de la cuestión es la aplicación de
caracterı́sticas semánticas. TIPSem presenta un enfoque hı́brido (basado en
aprendizaje automático y en reglas), que incluye caracterı́sticas semánticas
(semántica léxica, roles semánticos, y semántica temporal), además de las caracterı́sticas morfosintácticas. Nuestra hipótesis es que estas caracterı́sticas
deben mejorar la capacidad de generalización de los modelos y ayudar en el
tratamiento de expresiones ambiguas a nivel morfosintáctico. La arquitectura de TIPSem se divide en tres módulos principales que desempeñan diferentes subtareas del procesamiento de la información temporal: procesamiento
de timex (reconocimiento, clasificación y normalización), procesamiento de
eventos (reconocimiento y clasificación), y procesamiento de relaciones temporales (categorización). TIPSem se ha extendido a otros idiomas, a saber:
español, italiano y chino.
Para demostrar nuestra hipótesis se ha evaluado la eficacia de la aproximación semántica presentada, y se ha analizado el efecto de la aplicación
de las caracterı́sticas semánticas propuestas para diferentes idiomas, en concreto: inglés, español, italiano y chino.
TIPSem ha sido testeado sobre los conjuntos de datos TimeML públi207

cos utilizados en el último ejercicio de evaluación internacional: TempEval-2.
Además, los resultados han sido comparados con los obtenidos por un baseline no-semántico, TIPSem-B, y con el estado de la cuestión. De los resultados
obtenidos, concluimos que: (i) para inglés, las caracterı́sticas semánticas propuestas son adecuadas para hacer frente al problema, (ii) se obtiene un alto
rendimiento en general y se mejora significativamente el procesamiento de
eventos respecto al estado de la cuestión, y (iii) además del inglés, nuestra
aproximación semántica también es útil para otros idiomas (español, italiano
y chino).
Con el fin de evaluar extrı́nsecamente TIPSem, éste se ha aplicado para
crear una interfaz gráfica a los contenidos de un documento basada en la dimensión temporal: Time-Surfer. Ésta ha sido evaluada con usuarios sobre un
conjunto de documentos con información histórica y biográfica extraı́dos de
la Wikipedia. Se han medido el tiempo que tardan los usuarios en responder
a preguntas de carácter temporal y el grado de satisfacción que muestran con
el Time-Surfer en comparación con la interfaz de la Wikipedia. Los resultados de la evaluación demuestran que, teniendo en cuenta que cada error en
el procesamiento de la información temporal se propaga a la interfaz TimeSurfer, el rendimiento de TIPSem sobre texto general es lo suficientemente
alto como para servir como entrada para esta aplicación.
Finalmente, en cuanto a los errores que TIPSem deja sin resolver, además
de los procedentes de las herramientas de PLN usadas ó errores humanos de
anotación, se trata de casos que requieren un nivel de análisis del lenguaje
superior a la semántica.

Trabajos Futuros
Se proponen investigaciones futuras en varias lı́neas.
Mejorar TIPSem: Una de las limitaciones de TIPSem es la clasificación
de eventos. Las caracterı́sticas semánticas aplicadas no son discriminatorias de la forma en que se han definido. En esta lı́nea, se propone la
inclusión de los sentidos de las palabras y las dependencias sintácticas
entre eventos.
Por otra parte, en general, para mejorar el rendimiento de TIPSem se
propone el uso de niveles más altos de análisis del lenguaje (análisis
del discurso, pragmática, etc.).
Dado que TIPSem esta basado principalmente en aprendizaje automático, éste depende de los corpus disponibles. En este aspecto, se
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propone aplicar aprendizaje activo de manera que los errores encontrados sean corregidos y usados para re-entrenar el sistema.
Mejorar los datos TimeML: Dado que se investiga desde la perspectiva
basada en corpus, las conclusiones presentadas dependen de los datos.
El tamaño de los corpus es relevante para obtener conclusiones más
sólidas y también pueden ayudar a obtener un mejor rendimiento. Para
ello, los corpus serán extendidos. Éste es precisamente el objetivo de
la próxima evaluación internacional: TempEval-37 . En el TempEval3, dado que la anotación manual es costosa, parte de la anotación
será llevada a cabo por los mejores sistemas actuales: TTK, TRIOS, y
TIPSem (nuestra aproximación semántica). En esta lı́nea, formaremos
parte de la organización del TempEval-3.
Mejorar Time-Surfer : La principal limitación del Time-Surfer, además
de su dependencia de la eficacia de TIPSem, es su dependencia de la
eficiencia de TIPSem. La eficiencia en el procesamiento de la información temporal es un campo que nos proponemos explorar. También
proponemos aplicar Time-Surfer en un sector profesional concreto como la enseñanza o el periodismo para evaluar mejor su aplicabilidad
real.
Aplicar TIPSem a la búsqueda de respuestas: Tomando como punto
de partida nuestra investigación previa en la búsqueda de respuestas a preguntas temporales complejas, compararemos los resultados
ya publicados, obtenidos con una aproximación limitada al procesamiento de expresiones temporales, con los que se obtengan utilizando
TIPSem, que además incluye el procesamiento de eventos y relaciones
temporales.

7
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